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CATALOGUE OF THE SOUTH INDIAN HINDU METAL
IMAGES IN THE MADRAS GOVERNMENT MUSEUM.

By F. H. Gravei.y, d.sc., and T. N. Ramachandran, m.a.,

Government Museum, Madras.

The position occupied by the Madras Museum has enabled it to gather together

a particularly fine collection of South Indian metal images, mostly Hindu and mostly

acquired by Government from treasure trove finds. Some were thus acquired as long ago

as 1872, but most have been obtained during the last thirty years.

All such images, as has often been pointed out, are religious in purpose. With few

exceptions they are designed to remind worshippers of the Divine, conceived by Hindu

philosophy as the Impersonal Absolute and by Hindu bhakti (devotion) as the Ixjrd and

Divine Lover of believers. In the best images something of both these aspects finds

expression, often rendering them difficult of appreciation by those unfamiliar with Hindu

feelings. In addition to this, every image must conform to the pattern laid down for it by

tradition. These patterns are prescribed in such detail in the silpa-sastras or crafts-

men’s handbook—which is regarded as a sacred canon of divine origin—that doubts have

been expressed as to whether such rigid rules can leave any scope for the expression of

art that is really great in the sense of being universal ; and only half a century ago Hindu

images were generally regarded in the. West as having little or no artistic significance.

The general opinion is now, however, very different and in some quarters seems to have

swung to an almost equally uncritical extreme in the opposite direction. The answer

of the Madras Museum collection to this question of the artistic value of Hindu images,

can best, wc think, be indicated by drawing attention to the well known N'ataraja image

from Tiruvelangadu (Natesa No. 5, pi. xviii, fig. 2) and to Vishnu No. I (pi. i, fig. I),

Rama No. I (pi. vii), Hanuman No. I (pi. vi, fig. 2) and Narasimha No- 5 (Yoganara-

simha, pi. v) on the one hand as compared with Srinivasa (= Vishnu) No. 4 (pi- iv, fig. i),

Rama No. 2 (pi. viii, fig. 2). Hanuman No. 4 (pi. vi, fig. 3) and Narasimha No. 2 (pi. vi,

fig. I) on the other. But it must not be forgotten that to the Hindu worshipper the

latter four afford all that is required, and may even seem preferable to the former four by

reason of their sharper and more detailed finish, emphasizing traditional form with all

its symbolism.

Hanuman No. 1 and Narasimha No. 5 provide an answer to another criticism that

has been levelled against Hindu art—that it cannot be really good because much of its

subject-matter is grotesque or even positively ugly. For they well illustrate the way in

which Hindu artists have succeeded in giving expression to true artistic feeling even

through such apparently unpromising traditional forms. Unfortunately our figures do

not do full justice to the originals.
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Hindu sculptors form a special caste, which has sometimes been likened to one of the

craftsmen’s guilds of mediaeval Europe
;
and investigators have pointed out that the nearest

European parallels to the generalized type of facial expression characteristic of Indian

work are to be found among the imaginative stone figures carved by members of these

guilds for Gothic cathedrals. It was when Rodin was preparing a volume of essays on

the cathedrals of France that he was attracted to Indian art through the analogies he

noticed. To any in Europe who still find Indian art too remote for comprehension this

may suggest a possible mode of approach.

In the following account of the Hindu section of the Madras Museum collection of

South Indian metal images we have aimed at bringing to public notice the whole contents

of the collection rather than at exhaustive treatment of any of the specimens.' We hope

that the attention thus drawn to them will encourage qualified artists to treat others of the

finest examples as Rodin has already treated two of the Natarajas (see below, p. 4).

The catalogue was commenced by the late Mr. Srinivasa Raghava Ayyangar several

years ago- But pressure of other archaeological and numismatic work made progress

slow, and when he had later to devote his whole time to numismatics he handed over his

notes to the present authors, who are also indebted to his intimate knowledge of Vaishna-

vite tradition for help in identifying some of the images of Vaishnavite saints, both

alvars and acharyas, the iconography of which presents problems of special difficulty.

Wc arc also indebted to Pandit E. R. Krishnamachar of the Madras Government Oriental

Manuscripts Library for further help in this connection.

Diacritical marks have been inserted in all names or terms italicized in the summaries
of iconography, costume, etc,, but have been avoided elsewhere except in the case of a

few names which do not occur in these summaries.

Many of the images in the collection have long been in need of chemical restoration.

The post of archaeological chemist in the Museum was therefore established in 1930,

and filled by Mr. S. Paramasivan. Without his help many of the images described
below could not have been satisfactorily dealt with, their details being more or less

completely obscured by corrosion. This work, especially since the installation of the

apparatus for electrolytic treatment, has been invaluable to us.

We have also to thank Mr. R. F. Stoney, late of Madras Public Works Department, and
the executors of the late Mr. C. W. E. Cotton, LC.S., for permission to describe and
photograph certain images of special interest in their possession, and Prof. Jouveau-
Dubreuil and the authorities of the MusccGuimet in Paris for enabling us to describe and
figure Chandrasekhara No. I with its inscription.

* Present financial conditions hare unfortnnately compelled a* to redone toa minimum Use writs of plate, originally
planned, which are practically confined to »hat is needed to Illustrate the points discussed in the archaeological
lection of this introduction (pp. 20-47) nnd the analysis of treasure trove finds (pp. 47—61). We hone that il may be
possible at a later date to itrtee plates of other images, with mote special reference to iconography.
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PREVIOUS WORK ON METAL IMAGES FROM SOUTH INDIA AND CEYLON.

The earliest modem account of South Indian metal images appears to be that of

“Some Buddhist Bronzes, and Relics of Buddha” published by Robert Sewell in 1895,'

though a brief reference to the same find was made in a report submitted to Government
by the Collector of Bezwada in 1870 and published in the Indian Antiquary* more than
twenty years earlier. Not for another ten years, however, did the importance of South
Indian metal images begin to receive any kind of general recognition, a recognition that

came largely as a result of the work of Havcll* and Coomaraswaray. The latter author
published an illustrated paper on some “ Mahayana Buddhist Images from Ceylon and
Java" in 1909* and in 1910 his ‘‘Selected Examples of Indian Art ”, among which are

included several metal images from Ceylon and South India. In 1910 there also appeared
Arunachalam’s “ Ancient Bronzes in the Colombo Museum

Vincent Smith’s “History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon”, first published in 1911

and extensively revised by Codrington in 1930, which has done much to show the relation

of Indian art to Indian history, devotes several pages to metal images from South India

and Ceylon. Such images are dealt with from another point of view inCoomaraswamy’s
“Arts and Crafts of India and Ceylon" published in 1913 in the World of Art scries.

And drawings of several images belonging to the Madras Museum Collection are in-

cluded among the “Illustrations of Metal Works in Brass and Copper, mostly South

Indian” by Thurston, Velayuda Asari and Hadaway, printed in 1913 at the Madras
Government Press, “ not for sale

In 1914 the Colombo Museum published in its Memoirs Coomaraswamy’s “ Bronzes

from Ceylon, chiefly in the Colombo Museum ”, the only extensive work devoted

exclusively to Ceylon metal images. The same author’s “ Visvakarma ”, published in the

same year, contains illustrations of metal images from both India and Ceylon. In the'

following year (1915) the Indian Society of Oriental Art published O. C.Gangoly's “South

Indian Bronzes”, the fullest treatment of the subject that has yet appeared. In 1916

H. Krishna Sastri's “South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses" was published at

the Madras Government Press.

The existence of South Indian portrait statues in metal first became generally known

in 1915, when several were figured in Ganguly’s “South Indian Bronzes” and H. Krishna

Sastri described and figured some from a temple in Tirupati*. Special attention has

* J• AiMtc Set., 1895, pp. 617-63/. s pt.

• Vol. 1, 187a, p. 133.

• e " Indian Sculpture and Painting” fipoti, with a retried and largely rewritten edition In !9tS) and •• The

Ideils of Indian Art" (191 «). In the latter the Tirovelangadu KnUraja wm figured fur the fin* lime.

• J. Roy. Asiatic Sec., 1009, pp. *»3-*97. 3 P1-

• Syetis Zeyienica, VI, pp. J7-74. >5 P>.. 6

• Asm. R*p., 191 «-i*. Arti. S*n>. /nd., p. 189, pi. laavl.

I -A
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recently been paid to them by T. G. Aravamuthan in his “ South Indian Portraits in Stone

and Metal
” 1 and " Portrait Sculpture in South India

Rodin's memoir on “ La Danse de Civa " with twelve magnificent illustrations of

two metal images from the Madras Museum (Natcsa Nos. 3 and 5 )
appeared in Ars Asiatica

in 1921 and is much the most detailed study of any South Indian images that has yet

been made.

In 1922 Coomaraswamy published a short account of some Saivitc images, including a

number of metal ones from South India that had been acquired by the Boston Museum

of Fine Arts*; and in 1923 he published his “Catalogue of the Indian Collections in the

Museum of Fine Arts. Boston ” and his
M
Portfolio of Indian Art ", in both of which South

Indian metal images find a place. Mention may also be made here of his “ Bibliographies

of Indian Art” which appeared in 1925. His “History of Indian and Indonesian Art”.

Iiubli&hed in 1927 contains only a very brief reference to South Indian metal images, with

a few illustrations, and adds nothing new concerning them.

A paper on ‘ Indian Bronzes" by K. N. Sitaram appeared in the Connissenr for June

1024*, in which a number of images arc figured, chiefly from the Victoria and Albert, and

Leyden Museums1
.

" Southern Indian Bronzes " form the subject of Vo!. I of O. C Gangoly’s Little Books

on Asiatic Art. This book which was published in 1927 .
provides a useful and well illus-

trated brief introduction to the subject. It must not be confused with his earlier and

much more extensive treatise “South Indian Brunzes" to which reference has already

been marie. Several noteworthy papers on South Indian metal images have been

attributed to Bnpam, his “illustrated quarterly journal of oriental art, chiefly Indian —
1921. A Statuette of a Saiva Devotee, by the Editor.

1922 . Notes on the Composition of Line in Nataraja Images, by W. S. Hadaway.

Note on a dated Nataraja from Belur, by W. S. Hadaway.

1924. Notes on two Jaina Metal Images, by W. S. Hadaway.

• Lane * Cn., L«0'U.a, 193».

• India Society, l-oodon. 1931.

• Bmli. Jfnr. /.<•* Am, Hut

n

XX, pp. «5—*> 10

• J*»g«s 05-71, lB Kit lie* 3 pi. We Me indebted to Mr. Codringtoa for cnlling our attention to this paper.

• TV t.iokca lot from tbe Victoria aryl Albert Marcom ibown in Sitaram's tut plate ax “ Sira (?)

An lent iV.at* wont* f.gjr: " it of special interest on accottnt of its apparent antiquity. Nothing it said in the

leU as to the reasons for the declination and period given. Hiving only a Bugle pair of arms, and a lotus but

Baoa of 5 i*a‘» tpeciai eat emi .c the hair. Chaodikesvsta seems tu us a more probable identification, and this

,«<*.,*» cnafisutioc from the faa that the left hand Is 1st the Icataka pone as If to hold something in exact!/ the

puatxa ed the axe of Lhsndiket.ara No. t uf the Madras Mosentn eu. lection. The right arm Is unfortunately broken

ori atom tbs eitow. If. however, our identification is correct, the Image is unlikely tote s Pal lava one. Nor,

tVngh Cheotihesrara is the one Snivite saint of whom Psllara me.get are known, in these images h» always stand*

idut £ivi with heads in an/alt pone and holding neither ate nor flowet*. independent images with axe or Sowers

fearing • ,
pMvullj cook into use only In Chois time*.
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1927. A Bronze Vishnu in the Trivandrum Museum, by the Editor.

Indian Sculpture at the Asiatic exhibition at Cologne, Iy2&, by A. Salmony.

1930. A new South Indian Brun/.e, by A. K. Coomaraswamy.

An early South Indian “ Bronze ”, by Stella Kramrisch.

Such information as is available concerning the history, method of casting, postures,

symbolism, etc., of South Indian metal images has been brought together by Gangoly in

the introduction to his “South Indian Bronzes'* (1925) and is briefly summarised in his

“Southern Indian Bronzes” (1927), to which reference has already been made.

ICONOGRAPHY.

Hindu iconography is a large and complex subject, and it would be out of place to

attempt any extensive account of it here.' The following brief summary of the chief

characteristics of the principal figures, especially such as are represented among South

Indian Hindu metal images, must however be given in explanation of the subject-matter

of this catalogue. The terms used in describing the conventional poses and their

symbolism will be found explained on pp. 17-18 and those used in describing articles

of dress anil adornment on pp. 18—20. Some emblems, especially the bow, arrow, mace,

spear, vina and flowers, that are prescribed as being held in the hands, are often inserted

separately, the images being cast simply with the hand or hands that should hold them

in the kafaka or holding pose. Most images have more than one pair of arms, arranged

more or less in a line from above or behind to below or in front. It is usually convenient

to refer to these pairs as upper or lower, but in some cases, especially where these

terms are not strictly accurate and might even mislead, they arc referred to as first,

second, third, etc., always counting from above or behind to below or in front.

The three principal Hindu gods, together known as the Tnwurti. arc Hrahmu the

creator, Vishnu the preserver and Siva the destroyer. Brahma has no separate temples,

but his images may be found in niches in the temples of other gods. Vishnu and Siva

are each regarded by their respective followers as supreme over all others.

Brahma has four faces and two pairs of hands, of which the upper right hand holds a

rosary and the upper left a vessel with a spout {kamundaiu). The hamsa or sacred swan is

the xti/uina or “ vehicle " both of himself and of his consort Sarasvati, the goddess of

* lor further information the following works m ly l>« cnoMilod; Moot's '* Hintlu Pantheon " (Maslm, 1864) j

Jouvtaa.buhreuU's “ Archfotogie du Sed tie Undo, II, Ionographie ” (Paitt, I 9 > 4)» Gol'inith» Kao’* " Ele-

ments of Hindu leoeiOKOiphy" (Madnu. I 1914, II 1916); Krishna Sastri'a “South Indian Image* of G„d* und

Goddesses •’ (Madras, 1916), MacdotiellV’HlKory of Hindu Iconogrui*) ‘'(/Cufum, 1920, No. 4, pp. 11-15), hidya-

Linod's *• Varieties oflbe Vishno Image ”

(

.Uem. Arri. .Surf, /nd., So. a, 1920, pp. 23-31, pi. »il-viii); Bhatuehatya’*

•• Indian Images, Pt. I. the Brahniauic Iconography * (Calcutta, 1911) ,
lit* Hindu mythology and iconography

sections on pp. 12-32 and 31-36 respecusely of Coooiumtwamy's " Cutalogne of the Indian Collections in the

Museam of Fir.e Arts, Boston " (Boston, 1923) 1 Bhattasali's •• Iconography of Buddhist and Bnshniamcal Sculptuira

in the Dnccn Museum ” (Dacca, 1919).
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learning. She has two pairs of hands, of which the upper right and lower left hold

respectively a rosary and a book, the other two holding a virnt. Savilri, the tutelary deity

of an important mantra, is also associated with Brahma, being regarded as a second

consort.

Vishnu (pi. i) wears a kirita-makuta and carries a discus on his right and a conch on

his left, usually in the upper of two pairs of hands. His consorts are Sri Devi (Lakshmi)

and Bhu Devi (below, pp. 6-7) and his va/uma Garuda (below, p. 8).

In certain places he is specially worshipped in some form in which he is believed to

have become manifest there. The chief of these forms arc

—

Varodardja of Conjeevaram (pi. ii, figs. 3 and 4), with the right hand of the lower

pair in the varada pose and the left either resting on a mace (as in his principal image at

Conjeevaram) or in the katyavalambita-hasta.

£ri»ivdsa of Tirupati (pi. iii), with the right hand of the lower pair in the abhaya

pose and the left placed against his thigh to show that the ocean of mundane activities

isamsOra) is only thigh-deep to his devotees.

Ruugauatha of Srirangam, reclining on a serpent bed.

Pdudurangaol Pandharpur, with only one pair of hands. They rest on or hang

beside his hips, the left one in the latter case holding a conch.

Other important special forms of Vishnu are

—

Vaikunfhanjtha, sitting on a serpent couch.

Dhanvautari, the tutelary deity of Hindu medicine, holding a vessel of medicine in

one or both of his two hands, and seated in front of a disc bearing his discus and conch.

Though represented by two small images in the Madras Museum collection this form is of

much less importance than Vaikunthanatha and Lakshminarayana.

Lakshminarilyana, with his consort Lakshmi on his left knee, supported by his

left arm.

Vishnu's consorts, £ri Devi (Lakshmi), the goddess of well-being * and Bhu Devi the

earth goddess (pi. i, etc.), have their places on his right and left respectively. The
former holds a lotus, usually fully open with seed-vessel exposed, in her left hand and
the latter a blue waterlily, usually in bud, in her right.* The former but not the latter

should have a band across her breasts. See also below, pp. 72—74.

As Lakshmi Sri Devi may be worshipped independently of Vishnu, when she may
be shown with some of the characteristics properly belonging to Bhu Devj, and should
hold a lotus in her right hand and a bad fruit in her left. As Mahdlakshmi* and Gaja-
lakshmi she has two pairs of hands and is always seated with the lower right hand in the

* Often wonhipped also :u ih« goddess or uuterlal wealth soil prosperity, though Kubera (the guardian of the
aonh) is the Hindu god of riches.

' Very rarely the (lowers are held in the opposite hands, as in the consorts of Srinivasa No. I.
* Not to Ic confused with the Sikta goddess Malm lakshmi of Kolhapur (see below, p. 13).
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ahhaya and the lower left in the varada pose. MaluVakshmi holds a mace in her upper

right hand and a bnel fruit in her upper left. Gajalakshmi holds a lotus in each of these

hands and should be attended by a pair of elephants, one on each side.

Vishnu is believed to become incarnate to punish the wicked, and to support the

weak and helpless, whenever vice predominates and virtue wanes. His ten principal

avatdrs or incarnations are the following—

Maisya, the fish that recovered the Vedas from the ocean, where they had been

hidden by a demon.

Karma, the tortoise that supported the mountain used for churning the ocean

of milk.

Vnrdim, the boar that rescued the earth from the ocean in which a demon had

submerged it.

Nariisiuihtt (pi. v, pi. vi, fig. I and pi. ix, fig. 2), half lion, half man, that killed a

demon king who had condemned his own son to death for his devotion to worship.

Vdmana, the dwarf who retrieved the universe by covering it in three strides. He

is almost always represented with an umbrella. lie carries u copy of the Vedas in his

right hand and usually n spouted vessel (kamanduiti

)

in his left. When taking his three

strides he is known as Trivikrama.

Paraiurdma, who exterminated the Kshatriya or warrior caste with his axe.

Rflitut (pi. vii), who saved the wurld by slaying PiUmna, the demon king of Ceylon.

His posture is that of a man holding an arrow in his right hand and the top of a bow

(the other end of which rests on the ground) in his left.
1 He is usually accompanied

by his brother Lakshmana in the same posture but somewhat smaller and his consort

Slid ,* an incarnation of Lakshnti, with a lotus in the hand nearest Kama.

Krishna, who destroyed a number of demons. He is worshipped under the follow-

ing forms

—

Vafapatrasdyi, as a baby lying on a banyan leaf and holding his toe in his mouth.

Snntdaagdpdla, the same but without the leaf.

Yoideldkrishna (pi. xxiii, fig. 16), ns a child on the hip or lap of his mother Yasoda.

Bdlakrishna, as a child crawling or dancing.

NavanUakfishna, as a child holding a ball of butter, usually dancing.

Kdliyakrishna (pi. ix, fig. 3), us a five-year old boy subduing the serpent king

Kaliya

Vinugdpdla (pi. x and xi), as a youth playing the flute.

1 The bow and arrow art almost always mitwng but the jitulare It charstftttittle. Arjuna, who w». alto famed

at an archer, can be distinguished from Rama by his not having a sacred thread an.l wearing ear-rings in the form

of patra-kundalas iDttcad of niakara.kandala* (see below, p. 16;.

• la sets in which Slla stands on Rama’s right she is individually InditilflguUliiblc from Sri Devi or RuUmini,

aad in sen in which she standi on hi* left from Bhu Devi, Saiyabhumn, i’arvali, etc. (tee below, pp. 7J-73).
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Krishna, as a man, his right hand holding a shepherd's crook (usually missing)

and his left elbow projecting to rest on his consort’s shoulder.'

Pdrthasdrathi, as the teacher of Arjuna, the capacity in which he propounded the

Bhagavad Gita.

Krishna is sometimes accompanied by a single consort, Rukmini, an incarnation

of Lakshmi, who then stands on his left, and sometimes by two consorts when Rukmini
stands on his right and his second consort Satyabhdmd on his left. They may either be
identical in form with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi respectively or may differ in having their

hair tied in a knot.

Buddha, sometimes replaced byJaganndtha (Vishnu as Lord of the World, the form
in which he is specially worshipped in Puri on the Orissa coast). This incarnation is

sometimes omitted from the list, Bclardma, Krishna's elder brother, being inserted instead
between Rama and Krishna, with a plough as his emblem.

Ktdki, who is to overcome the evil of the Kali Yuga and usher in a period of virtue

and prosperity. He should ride on a white horse and be armed with sword and shield

but is usually shown as a man with a horse's head.

For certain purposes Vishnu assumed forms known as minor avatars. Chief among
them are

—

Dattdtriya, a combined incarnation of the Trimurti, with three heads
;

attended by
four dogs representing the four vedas.

Hayagriva, a standing figure with horse’s head and Vishnu’s discus and conch.
Mdhini, the beautiful woman who, after the churning of the ocean of milk, enticed

the demons away from the immortalising drink so that only the gods should partake of it.

In images she should be represented as letting fall her cloth to tempt those who see her.'

Vishnu’s attendants are

—

Atlanta, a snake with one or five heads, who serves as his couch.
Garuda (pi. viii, figs. 3 and 4), half-kite, half man, who serves as his vahana or

“ vehicle ”.

Vishvaksfna, his chamberlain, seated with right leg hanging down, a discus and
conch in his upper pair of hands, lower right hand in tarjini pose or holding a cane,
lower left hand resting on knee holding a mace.

Hanttmdn (pi. vi, figs. 2 and 3), the monkey chief who assisted Rama. He was the
son of a monkey mother by Vdyn, god of the winds.

The Vaishnavite deified saints or dfvdrs, of whom there are twelve (pi. xi, fig. 2), arc
represented each with a single pair of hands. When treated as disciples, subordinate

’ The poKure of Vfanra.iha (iee below, p. 16) U *et,r similar, but Krishna (os a man, bm go: as n boy) should
hare mnkara-kaGriaUj a* ear rmB *. while Manmaiha should hare patra-kundalna, Kriahna ha. hi. righ: foren.tn and
hand slightly lowered and Mantnitha .lightly taired. Kxl.hna'a consort Rukmini ahoald hare a band across herhrr*«> and a lots, in her hand. Mamtstha’s con»ort Rnti should have no ruch band and may hold n mirror or
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to some other figure, and sometimes even as isolated figures, any of them may be seated,

with hands in the anjali pose, losing their individual characteristics. In traditional chrono-

logical order 1 they are

—

Poygai Alvar, with knot of hair behind, sacred thread present, standing with hands

in anjali pose.

Bhutat- After {Bhutam), indistinguishable from Poygai Alvar.

Piy After, indistinguishable from Poygai Alvar.

TirumafiSai Alter, with knot of hair in front, sacred thread absent,* standing with

hands in anjali pose and with eyes half closed.

Madhttrakavi After, with knot of hair in front, sacred thread present, standing with

a pair of cymbals one in each hand.

Xammdfttdr, without sacred thread, seated on a lotus throne with the right hand in

cither the jnana or the upadesa pose and with a palm-leaf manuscript (usually missing)

on the up-turned palm of the left hand.*

KnlaSJkhwa After, with royal headdress to indicate his kingly rank
; standing

with hands in the anjali pose.

Periydlter, with only a small knot of hair in front, sacred thread present, standing

with a bell in each hand.

Andal, a woman, standing decorated as a bride, the right hand holding a flower

(usually a lotus), the left hand hanging down.

Tondaradippodi Alter, with only a small knot of hair in front, sacred thread present,

standing with a flower basket hanging from his forearm or (more tardy) from a staff

carried against his shoulder.

Tiruppana Alter, with knot of hair in centre of head, sacred thread absent, standing

with hands in anjali pose, a tamburu (a stringed instrument) resting against his left

shoulder.*

Tirunuihgai Alter, with knot of hair in centre of head, sacred thread absent, stand-

ing with sword in right hand and shield in left.

Of the line of Vaishnavite teachers or dchdryas, beginning with Vishnu. Lakshmi and

Vishvakscna, only the next seven and Vedanta Deslka (who comes much later in the list)

need be referred to here. The first of these is Nammnlvar (see above under alvars). The

rest arc Brahmins and wear the sacred thread. They are represented as seated with their

* TruiUion plaoes the nlvat* in the third sad fourth millennium* B.C.
;

bet it i» »>• evident th.it some ntd

probably all of them really lived is the eiglvtli or ninth tenlurles A.D. I-ot further information lega-ding them sec

Hooper’s " Hymns of the Alvins " (/ferilagt e/ InSvi scries, Association I'rcn, <9191 and the works enc mccai-d jo

his bibliography (p. 30), especially Gopinoiha Kao’s Hiitory of the Sri Vaishnavni ” (Madias, Govt. Press, 19jj|,

* Thouirh of Brahmin birth he was brought op bjr a Sudro and considered himself at well.

1 Nothing sirens to be prescribed at regard* the knot of hair. Lot in all three imager in the Madras Museum

collection it is more or less nt the back of the head, leaning definitely to the ri^ht side in the two heat, la the

Tadikkombu ininges figure, in Gopinathn Rao’s " Eleme.iM of Hindu Iconography" IT, pi. cores vi it leans a little

to the left.

* In the Tadikkomba Image figured by Gop natha Kao he has a pair of cymbals instead, one in each hand.

1
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hands in the anjali pose, Alavandar and Ramanuja, being sanyasis, carrying a cloth for

straining water attached like a flag to the end of a triple staff (tridanda). Vedanta

Dcsika may carry the summary of the Vedas from which he taught. Tradition places

these eight in the following order.—'

Nammdh'dr.
j

Alavandar.

NOlhatnuni. Periya Nambi.

Uyyaitumddr. Rdmdnuja.

Manakkdl Nambi. Vedanta Deiika.

Vishnu’s principal emblems, borne in his hands and carried separately in his

processions, are two—
Sahkha or Cenek, the sacred shell, his trumpet.

Chakra or Discus, his weapon, in the form of a wheel with six or more radii. It is

sometimes personified as Suduriaua, when the obverse bears a tierce 4 or many armed

figure wearing a kirita-makuta surrounded by flames and carrying Vishnu’s emblems, the

reverse often bearing a figure of Narasimha usually in the yoga pose.

Representations of Vishnu's feet (Sri PdJa) or sandals (Padnkd

)

mounted on a lotus

pedestal are placed on the heads of Vaishnavites at the close of their worship. The
former image is often supposed to represent the spirit of Nammalvar and is then called

Sathdri.

Siva, the third member of the Trimurti, is generally worshipped as a phallus or Intga

in the central shrines of his temples. Images of him are, however, also worshipped as well

as being taken round in procession during festivals. His matted hair is tied up on the top

of his head to form a jata-makuta, which is usually decorated with a jewel, skull, snake,
crescent moon, and flowers.* In South India his most usual emblems arc the axe and the

antelope
; further north the trident is more often seen. His other emblems are the drum

(damaru), skull-cup and various weapons of war.’ He should have three eyes, and in

most forms should wear a makara-kundala in his right ear and a patra-kundala in his

left. His consort is Parvati (below, pp. 12-13) and his vahana or “ vehicle” is the bull
Nandi (below, p. 14). He has two aspects, the benign and the terrible. Both aspects
have a number of forms, each of which was assumed for some particular purpose,

Benign forms were assumed for the blessing of devotees. The most important of
them are

—

Sukhdsatui, unmarried, sitting at ease.

Guindraifkhra (pi. i, figs. I and 2), standing erect with axe in upper right hand and
antelope in upper left; unaccompanied. The crescent moon should be conspicuous in
his headdress.

’• (UomH* and Vedu-a alone are historical The fonuer li»«l in the de»emh and twelfth cen-uri»n
A.t>. and l!« latter aboat two ceniarict later.

• The h.a> HHtciatlr a*ociaied with S.va are datdbura (to™, the thorn-apple). orajTaU (Can* f>tMa ,h.
I*l»n libototm), ark* (CtUtnfit **»*/#•), c«l»p»tu (AlUmttu vuigs.a, Henbane or IntLso wormwood),’ atyj
iviira lamVha (CUUrtts ItnuaU, the crow-pea), a* well as the usual lotai.

’The eoc<h and discus are sonet rotes included among his weapon'.
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Praddshamurti
' Chandrasekhara standing leaning towards and with his left ami

round his consort Parvoti, who holds a blue water-lily instead of her usual lotus.

Umdmahtsvara, * seated with Parvati (Uma) on his left knee. Siva’s emblems as in

Chandrasekhara. Parvati with lotus.

Umdsnhitn (pi. xiv, fig. 2\ standing erect or seated with Parvati beside him. Emblems

as in Umamahesvara.

Sdmdskanda (pi. xv), as in seated figures of Umasahita but with their son Subrah-

manya (Skanda) between Siva and Parvati.

Kalydriasundnra, when marrying Mindkshi (Parvati as the daughter of a Pandyan

King of Madura and sister of Vishnu). Their right hands are held together so that

Vishnu, who is usually included in the group, may pour water over them from a spouted

vessel in his right hand in token of giving the bride away. Siva’s upper pair of hands

hold the axe and antelope. Vishnu’s the discus and conch. Vishnu’s lower left hand

should be in the katyavalombita pose.

Gahgddhartt, standing, holding a trident obliquely across his back : the form in

which, to prevent a flood, he entangled the Ganges in his hair during its descent to earth.

The goddess Ganga should be seen in his hair.

Vi.skdfHihanuut' (pi. xiii, fig. 5), with axe and antelope in upper pair of hands,

and in lower right hand a vessel containing the poison produced by churning the ocean

of milk.

Dakshindmurti, the form in which he taught philosophy to certain rishis. Upper

right hand with snake, left with fire ;
lower right hand in upadesa pose, copy of Vedas

in lower left.

Vinddiiara Dakshindmurti (pi. xix, fig. i), holding in his lower hands the vina on

which he taught music to certain rishis. Upper hands with axe and antelope.

Natesa or Nalardja (pi. xvi-xviii), dancing to quell the pride of Kali. Upper right

hand with drum, left in ardha-chandra ixwe bearing flame; lower right in abhaya

pose, left in gaja-hasta pose pointing to upraised left foot as refuge for his devotees.

Right foot crushing the demon Muyalnga. Hair with feathers as well as usual crescent,

etc.; its longer locks flung outwards by whirl of dance. Sometimes associated with

Parvati, who is then known as Simkdmasundari.

' The name PrmduvhanUrtli 1* derived from the practice of taking well imiges ia procession *h«

on frn\Uuka days, i.r., two days before tho foil moon.

1 In all Other forms of imuge r«|.resenting Siva m.l Parvati tofV.hct the former only n significant to the wor»bip|er.

In UmtuuahesvMa uloce wo..nR Siva linagci. as in SitktjpinnpaU among <*her combined images, bmh hgures have equal

significance. Unutmahtsvaru can only Le woealiippcd by husband and wife together, ami the oflicioiing pirest most

be accompanied by his wife who shares whatever be tecelve*.

* After thinking the poiono his neck became blue, as Parvati prevented it from bemg swallowed, lie is tlwn

known an fflUdumfku, a more popular foras than Vbt.apUiarana bat less suitable as the subject of a rnrtal image.

a-A
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Terrible forms of Siva always stand. They usually have a pair of tusks protruding

from the upper jaw. except in cases such as the first two of the following list which are

represented as having already done their deeds of terror (for which they may even be

atoning), not as still engaged upon them. The chief terrible forms are—

Bhiksh/ftana, naked as a beggar to expiate the sin of cutting off Brahma’s head.

Right hand of first pair with drum, left with trident adorned with peacock’s feathers

;

right hand of second pair stretched downwards towards antelope, left holding Brahma’s

skull. Sandals on feet. Sometimes attended by demon Kundbdara holding a basin.

Kahkalamurti, using the vetebral columns of Vishvaksena and others as a staff held

in the left hand of the first pair. Not naked. Right hand of this pair stretched down-

wards towards antelope (not always shown) ; right and left hands of second pair with

drumstick and drum respectively. Sandals on feet.

Bkuirava (pi. xx, fig. 3), as protector of the universe. Naked. Represented in sixty-

four different forms, of which the commonest is accompanied by a dog and has at least

two pairs of hands of which the first pair holds a drum and a noose on right and left

respectively.

V'trabhadra, with a linga in his headdress, and carrying sword and shield. Usually

with other weapons of war in additional pairs of hands. He wears sandals and either

carries the head of a goat or, more usually, is accompanied by his father-in-law. Daksha,

shown as a human figure with a goat's head, being identified with his sacrifice which is

said to have transformed itself into a goat when Virabhadra came to destroy it

K/ddrimurti, protecting his devotee Mdrhnul/ya by piercing Yuma, the god of death,

with his trident. Markandeya usually clings to a linga, while Yama is accompanied by
his vahana, the buffalo.

As Hiiri-Hura Siva is combined with Vishnu, the right hand of the upper pair carrying

Siva's axe and the left Vishnu's conch, the lower right being in the abhaya and the lower

left in the varada pose. Another combination of Siva on the right and Vishnu on the

left is known as Sankara-Ndrdyatja, differing from Hnri-Hara in having a moustache and

any of the respective emblems of Siva and Vishnu, no particular ones being specified

Siva is also combined with his consort or sakti, Parvati. This combination, right

half male and left half female, is named Ardhandri.h<nra (pi. xx, fig. 2). Some believe

that Siva can only function when combined with sakti, the female principle.

Pdrvati or Ambikd (pi. xiv and xv
; also pi. xxi, fig. 1), when represented merely as Siva’s

consort, has a single pairot hands of which the right holds a lotus (usually in bud) while the
left hangs at her side in standing images and is either in the varada or kataka pose or
resting on the seat in seated ones.’ When represented alone she is always seated and has
two pairs of hands, of which the upper hold the axe and noose and the lower are in the

abhaya and varada poses on right and left respectively. In her special form known as
Rdjardjiivari, instead of being in these poses, the lower right holds a quiver containing five

> Sueh images are often mare or )«m completely identical with images of Bhu Devi, etc. Sc* below, pp. 72-74.
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flowers and the lower left a sugarcane. As one of the
u
Seven mothers” (Saptimdlrikds)

who during a battle between the gods and demons, prevented the blood of the demon

Amlhaka from falling to the earth and there generating other demons. Parvati is known

as MdMsvitri and carries the axe and antelope, each of the Seven Mothers carrying the

emblems of her consort.

The Sakta sect regard the female principle, whom they call ZVtir, as the supreme

deity. As the Saktas are a Saivite sect they commonly identify her with the consort

of Siva. She has three main forms. Dnrgil the fighter, the angry Kali and MahoSakshmi of

Kolhapur.

As DuraH she should always hold in her upper pair of hands the Vaishnavite

emblems conch and discus, their relative positions being sometimes reversed. Durga's

chief forms arc

—

Dnrgil, with Iciritu-makuta, breast-band and two pairs of anus.

Chatnnnfa and MahisliHsuramardam, each with more than two pairs of arms. As

the former she trampled to death the demons CJutnda and Munda, while as the latter she

killed with Iter trident the demon king AfahishUsnra who was ravaging the world in the

form of a buffalo.

As Kd(i she carries any of Siva's emblems except the antelope. Some of the possible

combinations characterise forms that have received distinctive names associated with

special acts. All forms, however, come under one or other of two generalized forms—

Kali (pi. xiv. fig. I), with two pairs of arms.

IHuulraka{i ,
with four or more pairs of arms, the additional pairs bearing weapons

of war or additional emblems.

As Mahillalahtni of Kolhapur she should be seated and bear a linga on her head. She

should carry a mace and shield in her upper pair of hands and a vessel and bael fruit in

her lower pair, on right and left respectively in each case.

Gatiisa or Gauapati (pi. xxii) is Siva’s eldest son. His vahana is the musk-rat.

He has the head of an elephant and ordinarily has two pairs of arms, the upper

carrying a goad and a noose and the lower his broken tusk ami a rice-cake on right

and left respectively. When additional arms are present they carry various Saivite

emblems. As MtilMginntpaii he has at least five pairs of arms. He is usually considered

to be unmarried, but in his Mahaganapati form he is sometimes represented as seated

with his consort on his left knee, the combined image being known as Saidigauapati. By

some he is regarded as the supreme being.

Subrahinamya, Siva’s second son, is represented with one pair of arms as a child or

when seated without his vahana the peacock, two pairs when standing and three, four or

six pairs when seated on his peacock. He has two wives, Valfi and Dfvasend, indistin-

guishable from Sri Devi and Bliu Devi except l»y their association with Subrahmanva inslead
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of with Vishnu. He usually carries a weapon known as sakti
1 and a thunder-bolt (vajra ).

He is known as Rdlasubrahmauya as a child, either standing with lotuses or a lotus and a

fruit in his hands, or dancing; as Stuutmitkha when represented with six heads; and as

Deiikasubrahmanya when teaching his father the significance of the syllable dm, seated on

his peacock in an attitude suggestive of teaching with his sakti held in two of his

hands. When standing with a staff in his right hand and his left hand on his thigh,

wearing nothing but a strip of cloth between his legs, he is known as Pafani-Attdi

,

this

being the form in which he is worshipped at Palni.

Aiyondr (pi. xxiii, fig. 10), is the son of Siva and Mohini, a female form assumed by
Vishnu (see above, p. 8). His hair is almost always spread out in the manner usual

among Saivite deities in their terrible aspect; and he should hold cither an elephant goad,

a whip or a crook. He is often represented as riding either an elephant or a horse. He
is specially worshipped as the guardian deity of villages (see below, pp. 16-17).

Siva’s attendants are

—

Nandi, his vahana or “vehicle” the bull, represented either in natural form or in

human form with bull's head.

Dvdraptitaka, his door-keeper, with two pairs of hands* holding either Siva’s

emblems or weapons of war.

Parvati's attendants are

—

Simha, her vahana the lion.

Dwraftfliba, her door-keeper, a female counterpart of Dvarapalaka, with two pairs

of hands, holding either Parvati's emblems or weapons of war.

The Saivite deified saints include, in addition to the four well-known hynmologists,

many of somewhat uncertain position, of whom Chandikesvara alone is of importance. He
is regarded as the custodian of the property of every Saivite temple and as such must be
visited by every worshipper last thing before leaving. He is the only Saivite saint of
whom sculptures of Pallava age arc known. If all these saints of uncertain position were
included in the list given of his 62 predecessors by Sundaramurti, the last of the line,

some of them must have been known to him by names no longer recognizable as applying
to them. All Saivite saints arc usually represented a3 standing. Each has a single pair
of arms. The following alone need concern us—

Chanfikth'ara (pj. xix, fig. 2 and pi. xxi, fig. 3), the custodian of Saivite temple pro-
perty. He has long hair secured in either a jata-makuta, jata-bandha or kesa-bandha.
He usually carries an axe His hands are usually in the anjali pose, sometimes with a

flower garland between them.

Kannappa Ndyandr (pi. xix, figs. 3 and 4), the hunter who gave his eyes to Siva. He
wears clothing suited to his business, with leather sandals, and carries a bow and arrow.
His hands are in the anjali pose.

1 Sometimes reprueme.l by a .pear, for which the Tamil word it tit. On account ofthU Sobrahmaora is
often knows Ha. ’

• In tculplire* the doorkeeper, hare only a angle pal. of handa-in indication that they mirn ame-
date the .ilpa-.asUiu. Xo Pallava image* eeem. however, yet to he known in meul.
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MtUiikkavdchaMar, author of the Tiritvdi'ha/iam collection of hymns. He worked for

Saivism against the Buddhists, probably in about the sixth century A.D., though possibly

somewhat later. His right hand is in the upadesa pose and in his left he holds a leaf of

manuscript.

Appar, author of the greater part of the Tfvdram collection of hymns. He lived in

the seventh century A.D. He carries a spud and has his hands in the anjali pose.

Tirtijivino Sambettulha, who as a child was nourished by Parvati on her own milk. He
composed the Tiruppdttu collection of hymns. He seems to have lived in the early part of

the ninth century A.D. As a child his right hand is either in the vismaya pose or point-

ing upwards to Siva, while in his left he holds a cup for Parvati's milk. As a man he
holds a pair of cymbals, one in each hand. Wc know of nothing by which images of the

latter type can be distinguished from those of Madhurakavi Alvar, except when they

happen to hear rudraksha beads or to have Saivitc associations. They arc however rare,

images of him as a child being much more popular.

Sttndoramueti, who added to the T&x<drnm. He was the last of the Saivitc saints

and appears to have been more or less contemporary with Tirujnana Sambandha. He is

shown as singing in ecstasy.

The only emblem of Siva carried separately in processions is the siila or trident.

Sometimes it bears a small figure of Siva in front. A sula to be carried in Kali proces-

sions always bears in front u figure of Piddri, one of Kali's most terrible forms, and is

therefore known as SulapitUiri.

Subrahmanya's weapon the Sakti, in the form of a spear (Tamil, vfl), is carried

separately in his processions.

The Dikpalas or guardian deities of the eight directions or points of the compass are

as follows:

—

huh ei, with thunderbolt; on elephant. God of rain. East,

Agni, with two beads. God of fire. South-east.

Yuma, on buffalo. God of death. South.

Nipriti, on man. South-west.

Varuna, on makara or crocodile. Gael of the sea. West.

Vdyu, with fan ; on deer. God of wind. North-west.

Kubira, on horse. God of riches. North-

Jselna, one of the many forms of Siva ; with his usual emblems. North-east.

The following are the Navagrahas or nine planets

—

Surya, the sun. with a lotus flower in each hand of one (usually his only) pair.

Often with a halo round his head. His chariot is drawn by seven horses and has only a

single wheel.
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Chandra, the moon, with a water-lily in each hand of one (usually his only) pair.

Often with a halo round his head. His chariot is drawn by ten horses and has two

wheels.

AhgOraka
,
Mars, with a club and a three-pronged mace.

Budha, Mercury, on a lion.

Brihaspati , Jupiter, with book and a rosary.

Sutra, Venus, with a treasure chest.

Sant, Saturn, with trident, bow and arrow.

RShu one of the two eclipse- demons, with sword and shield.

Kttu, the other eclipse-demon, with club.

The only other orthodox Hindu god that need be included in this list is Manmatha

with his consort Rati. He is the Hindu equivalent of Cupid, but is always regarded as

an adult, not as a child. In his right hand he holds a five-flmvcred arrow in such a way

as to imbibe its full fragrance; his left arm cither rests on or bears a sugar-cane bow *.

Rati, who should be of ravishing beauty, holds either a mirror or a lotus in one hand,

the other hanging down. She has no breast-band.

Of semi-divine heroes the only one that need be mentioned is Arjitna, one of the five

Pandava brothers of the Mahabharata epic. He has no sacred thread. Being a worship-

per of Siva his hair has the form of a jata-makuta, but being a king he has royal

clothing; having lived for some years in disguise as a eunuch, he is usually shown

wearing patra-kundalas ;
being an archer he is usually shown standing in much the

same attitude as Rama. But when listening to Krishna propounding the precepts after-

wards recorded as the Bhagavad Gita he is shown as a king, half-kneeling, with quiver

on one shoulder and bow on the other, his hands in the anjali pose.

Risk's or seers are shown as old men with their hair tied in a jata-bandha and with

long pointed beards. They may be either standing doing penance, seated practising

yoga, or seated preaching with the right hand in the upadesa pose. The most important

of them is Agastya, who is believed to have introduced Aryan culture to South India and

to have carried it thence eastwards to islands across the sea. He is shown as a short fat

man standing with a spouted vessel (kamandnlu) in one hand. He is specially worship-

ped by seamen.

Figures of worshippers, etc., especially kings and other religious benefactors, must also

be mentioned. They usually stand with hands in the anjali pose (pi. xxiii, figs. 4 and 8).

Village deities or grama devatds, not recognized by orthodox Hindus, arc extensively

worshipped by others, especially Mnniivara and deities of a cult centering round AiyanUr.

Munisvara’ is represented by a block of stone or a tree.

1 Then; emblems arc rarely present anil June to t< io'erred from the postures of the anus, which are very like those

characteristic of Krishna a> a mm except that the right forearm anil hand ate slightly raised, whereas in Krishna

they are slightly lowered. A« a man, moreover, Krishna thoald wear niukara-ltvmdaUs whetea* Manmatha cannot

aspire to more than patni-kucdalas.

’ Both Mtwisvtra and Madund.Viran are aorchipped by villagers generally. The latter seems to be semi-

historical as a general under the Nayaks of Madura. [South Amt DistrUt Gat. l n p. 101.)
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Apart from Aiyandr himself, who is also regarded as orthodox (see above, p. 14) the

chief deities of his cult arc

—

Madurai-Viran' (pi. xxiii, fig. 13), his general, standing with sword and shield.

Karupporwasnvdmi9, his attendant worshipped in four principal forms, in all of

which he is represented as standing—

Kamppannastcd/ni (pi. xxiii, fig. 14), with bill-hook.

Rulla-KaruppOH, also with bill-hook but ot short stature.

ChupptVti- Karuppan (pi. xxiii, fig. 15), lame and leaning on a staff.

Sahgili-Karuppan (pi. xxiii, fig. 12), with a chain in one hand and a vessel in

the other.

There are various other local village deities; and village heroes who lose their lives

may he deified as viras and images representing them may be made. Images may also

be made as votive offerings.

The tundras or poses of the hands and fingers, which form an important part of the

symbolism of Indian images, and often impart to them a peculiar air of delicacy and grace,

are described and illustrated on pp. 265-267, pi. i—iv of Krishna Sastri’s “ South Indian

Images of Gods and Goddesses," from pp. 42—45 of Gangoly's “ South Indian Bronzes "

and from pp. 14— 16 of his “ Southern Indian Bronzes." In the last mentioned of these

books the author points out that “ In the movements of the arms and fingers the Indian

artist has devised a ‘highly formalized and cultivated gesture language' which has

been the means of interpreting the feelings and the motives of the mind and has been very

skilfully utilized by the Southern sthapatis [image makers], as effectively as the gestures

of the body (hhangas), in conveying by values of movements, ecstatic raptures and

spiritual moods. They have been devised as exquisite artifices for suggesting, as it were,

a refinement of external action corresponding lo a refinement of feeling. Some of these

gestures, apart from their significance and symbolism, are wonderfully articulate with a

grace and tenderness which is truly spiritual and non-human. These movements of the

hands and ‘finger plays’ (mudras) have been characteristically called by Sultracharya as

‘divya-kriya ’ or divine actions, being distinguished in their conventions from the move-

ment and gesture of the ordinary human being. Of these ‘actions’ of the hands and
‘ finger plays ’ there arc some typical poses common to all the schools of Indian sculp-

ture, borrowed from the language of dance-gestures* laid down in the natya-sastra of

Bharata, while some appear to have been devised by Southern Indian sculptors.”

The most important of these mudras for this catalogue are the following—

Abhaya, suggesting protection (pi. ii, figs. I and 2, front right hand).

Varada, suggesting bestowal (pi. ii, figs. 3 and 4, front right hand).

1 Sec fool note 2, p. 16. Tireavinn*’. Alvar holds same emblem as Madurai-Virnn.

* Knnippailfkafcwami ii worshipped chiefly by ihe KatUn.

• See Cootnaraswiimy's " Mirror of Gesture * (Harvard, 1917V Recent investigations by Mr*. Stau Harding

suggest that they are bated on a complete getture language still understood in nral arena.

3
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Ahuya-varada1

, suggesting beckoning to come and receive (pi. xv, fig. 2
,
Siva's

lower left hand).

Vyakhyana or upadtsa (with palm of hand facing outwards), suggesting exposition.

Jiulna and chin (with palm of hand facing inwards), the former suggesting knowledge

and the latter realization of the absolute.

Yoga, suggesting meditation.

Tarjini, suggesting threatening.

Suchi, suggesting pointing.

Vismaya, suggesting wonder or ecstasy.

Katnka', usually suggesting holding but sometimes without any special meaning

(pi. xxi, fig. I, right hand).

Ardha-chandra, resembling a halt-moan (pi. xviii, back left hand).

Adjali-hasta, suggesting supplication' (pi. xxi, fig. 3)-

Kafyavalambita-hasta, or hand on or beside hip (pi . ii i, Srin ivasa’s front-loft han d).

Ltla-hasta, or arm loosely extended.

Lamba-hasta, or arm loosely hanging (pi. xxi, fig. I, left arm).

Danda-hasta, or arm straight like a stick.

Gaja-hasta
,
or elephant trunk arm (pi. xviii, front left arm).

The clothes and articles of adornment shown in the images must now be briefly described

in explanation of the terms used in connection with them.

The head is usually surmounted by a headdress which may be either a mahtta, the

tall headdress characteristic of royalty, or a bandha which is simply a knot of hair. Vishnu

wears a kirita-makuta (lit. conical crown). Siva, on the other hand, has his matted locks

themselves plaited so as to form a structure of more or less similar shape known as a jafd-

makuta. Goddesses ordinarily wear a karanda-makuta, so-called from its resemblance to a

pile of inverted pots. This form of headdress is also worn by Ganesa, and sometimes by
Balasubrahmanya, Hanuman, etc. A bandha may be composed, according to the charac-

ter of the figure portrayed, either of hair carefully combed or plaited, when it is known
as a keia-bandha, or of matted locks when it is known as a jata-bandha. In Krishna,

especially as a child, and in his consorts, the hair is often wrapped round a circular ring

of rushes such as is commonly used as a stand for a water pot. This form of kesa-bandha

is known as kondai. In terrible forms of both gods and goddesses the hair usually

spreads out, often in more or less flame-like form, at the sides of the head.

The back of the head, especially in the case of gods and goddesses, usually bears a

projecting wheel-like structure to support the garlands with which the images are loaded

during processions.

1 The ahaya-raroda pose is not always distinguishable from the latUlca. In case ot donbt the apparent intention

of the artist has to be taken into ooaeuleration Thus in several Umosahita awl Somaskandi images Umiuahita
Noi. 4 and 5 and Scanaskanda No* 1, a and 3), Sira’s front left hand and Pkrrati'e right hand are practically

ideutkal i but lbs pose mast be interpreted In the former as the ahnya-vaiida and in the latter as the katnka (for

holdiag a lotas).

‘ See also below, p. 131.
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Almost all images have earrings or kundalas. Ordinarily these are either tnakara-

ktaululns, in the form of a makara or dragon not unlike a crocodile with an elephant's

trunk, or patra-kun^alas, the cylindrical form of which is based on that of a curled leaf.

Sometimes the hole in the middle of the latter type of earring is closed, when they are

known as tfalns. Makara-kundalas should be worn by gods of the satvika (sublime) and
patra-kundalas by those of the rdjasika (middle) type, gods of intermediate type often

having one of each, the former on the right and the latter on the left side. Gods of the

tdmasika (sensuous and destroying) type may have any kind of earring except makara-

kundalus, that of the right ear not infrequently having human form. Valour is sometimes

indicated by simha kundalas or earrings in the form of a lion’s head. Lotus buds are

often worn behind the ear-lobe, and festoons usually hang from the cars on to the

shoulders.

On the upper part of the arm there are usually armlets or ktyurns and on the wrist

wristlets or tialnyas. Sometimes they have the form of a snake when they are known as

nUgOliharmas

.

In some Siva images actual living snakes may be represented in their place.

Female figures wear the tali, symbol of the marriage tie, round the neck. This has

the form of a thread, usually with a small knot or ornamental fastening in front.

Necklaces, usually about three in number, are present in almost all images. They
vary considerably in detail but usually hang from behind the neck over the upper part of

the chest on which their main decorations are displayed. Sometimes one of them, usually

the uppermost hanging across the others, is long and slender extending further downwards

between the breasts. Sometimes these necklaces are so tied as to leave loose ends

hanging down over the shoulders, where they may be developed into somewhat elaborate

ornaments. It is often impossible to be sure whether such ornaments on the shoulders

belong to the car ornamentation or to the necklaces.

Images not only of gods and brahmin-saints but also often of goddesses wear the •

sacred thread or yajndpavita. This should consist of 3* 3 strands hanging from the left

shoulder and passing round the right hip, but the full number of strands is rarely shown.

For the sake of decorative effect one strand (or one set of three strands where all nine are

indicated) is usually carried round the right of the body above the waist, and often a

corresponding strand (or set of stra nds) is similarly separated off on the left side, extending

more or less directly downwards in front of the body and disappearing into the girdle.

An ornamental knot is often shown uniting all the strands together above the left breast.

Images of Sri Devi and of infant deities such as Balakrishna and Balasubrahmanya

almost always, of Parvati sometimes, andof other deities rarely, haveanother type of thread

decoration instead of the yajidpavita or, very rarely, In addition to it. This falls between

the breasts from the middle of the lowest necklace, and divides into three parts, of

which the centre one hangs free and the other two extend outwards across the waist

or hips, one on either side of the body, to join a similar thread attached to the middle

of the same necklace behind, the end of which thread hangs free between them just as

in front.
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Female images sometimes have a kucha-bandha or breast-band across the breasts.

This is specially characteristic of Sri Devi, Durga and Valli.

Male South Indian images almost always have an udara-bandha or waist-band a little

above the waist—a band rarely found in North Indian figures according to Gangoly.

The cloth covering the lower part of the body may fall loosely almost to the ankles

as is the case in images of Vishnu and in female images; or it may be a short and

tightly wrapped loincloth as is almost always the case in images of Siva, and often in

those of Rama and Krishna More rarely it is reduced to a small strip stretched between

the legs.

This cloth is held in position by the hifi-bandha or girdle, which may be no more than

a simple string or series of strings, but is more commonly a decorative and highly conven-

tionalised 6ash or belt, consisting of a broad—usually multiple—band across the hips

with cither an ornamental sinka-mukha ’ or lion-face clasp or more or less elaborately tied

ends falling on either side often almost to the feet, or with both. Festoons and tassels

ordinarily hang from it on either side, usually with a conspicuous median loop of heavier

drapery in the middle in front. The origin of this conventional form seems to be
indicated in certain sculptures from the Amaravati stupa. In many of these the lower

cloth is secured by a sash applied immediately below its folded upper edge and tied in

front, much as a Hindu still ties his angavastram or upper cloth when he goes to a temple
for worship In some, however, this sash is tied at the side, one end hanging down along
the leg while the other is looped across below the fork of the legs to be tied into a similar

bow on the opposite side. And sometimes tassels arc added.

Except in images of certain saints a pjdasara almost invariably rests on each foot,

encircling the ankle behind. Nupuras or anklets are often present above them, especially
in Saivite images.

Vishnu should have a vana-mtild, or garland of wild flowers, hanging from his neck
almost tohis feet ; but this is rarely shown in metal, being perhaps considered superfluous
in view of the masses of flower garlands heaped upon images whenever they are taken
out for adoration.

Hindu metal images are generally mounted on a pedestal which may be plain, when
it is known as a bkadrasawj

, but is usually more or less in the form of a lotus, when it is
known as a podmOsana. They are often backed by an ornamental arch orprdbhiJ, certain
special forms of which arc associated with particular deities.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
The dating of Hindu metal images is a matter of very great uncertainty. Most of it

is sheer guess-work and some of the dates assigned are demonstrably ridiculous, as has
been pointed out by Hadaway’. Only one image (Natesa No. 2, pi. xvi, fig. 2 ) is yet
known that is dated in an inscription

; and very few (see below, p. bear inscriptions
and can be dated even on the evidence afforded by palaiography. Are any clues
available to the dates of any of the others?

1 At*o called kvii-muih*. *Kufam, 193a, piges 59—6x.
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The locality of a treasure trove find may sometimes be such as to set limits to possible

dates, as in the case of the well-known Pollonaniwa images, now in the Colombo Museum.

Unfortunately, no Hindu find from South India has provided any such information. The

only evidence available, therefore, has to be derived from what is known of the historical

development of iconography and style in South Indian images generally and tnetal

images in particular. This is by no means easy. As Hadaway says' “ it is not a simple

matter to compare the metal with the stone images of known date, and to deduct from

similarities of treatment, details, or ornament, a corresponding similarity in age. It

requires not only much intuitive artistic insight, but also, what is extremely rare, a thorough

knowledge both of stone working and metal working and the differences in technique of

the two combined in a single individual. Certainly no one who has yet written on this

subject has possessed this unique combination of knowledge. Taking into account the

imitative propensities of Indian craftsmen and their delight in working one material in a

manner best suited to another, it is evident that copies of details of stone rendered in

metal, or of metal rendered in stone arc to them often a comparatively simple matter. It

thus becomes evident that details of ornamental treatment are by no means a safe guide

to age and we may find images of modem times with all the characteristics of work of the

loth century or earlier, in either stone or metal. It is a common mistake among modern

critics to rely to the extent that they do on superficial similarities of treatment or detail.

One can find occasionally modern work quite in the spirit of the old, and conversely, old

work which might have been executed quite recently . . . I do not hesitate to say

that there have been no authentic data brought forward, by which one could date one of

these images with accuracy. Hitherto, the dating of the South Indian images has been

fancy or speculation which could be considered in no other light than as guess-work, pure

and simple.''

This we believe to be as true as it is severe. But although we cannot claim to

possess any of the special knowledge required to facilitate the enquiry, let alone its unique

combination, we feel that it would be wrong to let pass the opportunity afforded by the

comparative study of so unusually extensive a collection as that of the Madras Museum,

without some enquiry into possible indications of date. To take a parallel from South

Indian temple architecture : though corbels in the simple style characteristic of the Early

Choi a period have been freely used ever since, as they still are to-day (doubtless often for

reasons of economy), they are not thereby invariably deprived of all value as indications

of possible antiquity ;
and when considered in conjunction with the size and importance

of the temple as well as with other decorative details they sometimes provide a most

helpful clue to age, even though this cannot amount to proof.

PROF. JOUVEAU-DUBRF.UIL’S CONCLUSIONS.

We are only acquainted with one attempt to trace with any degree of precision and

detail the chronological development of Hindu iconography in South India. This will be

1 tV., S9
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found in Jouveau-Dubrcuil's “ Archeologie du Sud de l’lnde, II, Iconographie The
conclusions there arrived at may be summarised as follows .

—

The insignia of both Siva and Vishnu have undergone definite development in form
as indicated in the figures here reproduced by kind permission of the author (pp. 6-7, 20,

60 and 63—65). Vishnu is never shown with a namam before the Vijayanagar period
<p. 62 ].

"W*Siec/e 3CV3iee/e Moderne

t, Evolution of Vijhoo’i diicn*.
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7txt-fig. 4. Emblemi of Siva.

The Chidambaram form of dancing Siva can be traced back to the early Choi;

period (Tanjore and Gangaikondacholapuram), but no further (p. 30).
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Animal vahanasT vehicles") for the different gods seem to have been introduced

from North India in the twelfth century, Kali's lion alone of them having :ieen known in

the south before that time (p. 46).

It is suggested that the elephant and lion vahanas of Subrahmanya s two wives in

modern iconography have been transferred to them from Indra and his wife, and Subrah-

manya’s insignia from Indra (p. 49). Arumukarn (Subrahmanya with six fh:es) is

exclusively modem (p. 5°).

Images of Rama, Sita, Lakshmana and Hanuman are not to be found in temples earlier

than the 10th century (p. 8), Rama being regarded before that as a hero and no*

as an incarnation (p. 91 and footnote pp. 9I-92). The cult of Rama seems to have

spread in South India during the period of the Vijayanagar Empire, perhaps under the

influence of its royal princes, whose capital still claims Hanuman as its special protector

(p. 92 ).

As regards Krishna only two episodes, the subjugation of the serpent Kaliya and the

raising of mount Govardhana, are represented in temples of the Pallava period.

Representations of his earlier life, such as Balakrishna, Venugopala, Krishna with the

gopis and Krishna with his two wives are entirely absent before the 12th century (pp.

105-107).

Neither Kalki nor Mohini are represented except in modern temples (p. 108).

In ancient representations of Lakshmi with elephants she is seated, in simple attire,

in the middle of a pool and herself receives the water showered down by the elephants.

In modern ones she is magnificently dressed and decorated with jewels, while the

elephants pour water, not on her shoulders but on the flowers which she holds in her

hands. The motive can be traced back in Buddhist sculpture to the second century B.C.

(p. 109).

In Pallava temples Brahma is generally alone. When his wife is shown with him she

does not carry a vina, and there is nothing to show that she had at this epoch been

identified with the river goddess Sarasvati (p. 115).

Indra is represented in a sculpture of the later Chola period mounted on an elephant

but with insignia which are now considered to be those of Subrahmanya (p. 119 ; also

pi. xl, fig. A).

Friezes of Gandharvas were used as late as the later Chola period, but were replaced

by friezes of animals in the Vijayanagar period. Gandharvas of the 6th

—

8th centuries

are characterised by curly hair which falls on their shoulders like a wig (p. 121).

Dvarapalakas have a comparatively simple, human, form in Pallava temples
; they

arc given a more terrible form in temples of the Chola period and become still more fearful-

looking in modern ones (pp. I2I-I22, pi. xli).

From such evidence the author concludes that most of the Saivite legends scarcely

differed in days before the 10th century from those of the present time, but that the
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Vaishnavite legends have undergone considerable development. Before the 10th century

he finds no representation of Rama or of anything pertaining to his story, nor of most of

the stories of Krishna that are now most popular, nor of some of the other incarnations of

Vishnu, such as Matsya, Parasurama, Balarama, Kalki and Mohini. It seems to him

that towards the 14th century the success of the doctrines of certain Vaishnavite teachers

such as Ramanuja, and doubtless also the protection of the Vijayanagar princes, produced

a renaissance of the Vaishnavite cult, and that at this period the new religious ideas

inspired a new iconography (pp. J 36-1 37).

This is not the place to discuss evidence for or against these conclusions as regards

stone images. Wc arc only concerned to ascertain whether, supposing them to be true

for stone images, they can be shown to be applicable, with or without modification, to

metal images also. If they can, the probability of their being true for stone images will

thereby be strengthened
;
if they cannot, they require no further consideration here.

Most of them relate to the different periods of introduction of the images of different

gods. And in the case of Gajalakshmi and of the dvarapalakas, though it is shown that

development has taken place, there is nothing to show whether any particular stages in

this development can be recognized as characteristic of any particular period. In the

case of Vishnu, however, a more definite chronological significance is ascribed to the

changes observed in the conch and discus. In the Pallava period, from about 600-800

A.D., these are held between the thumb and forefinger of the closed hand and are

without flames or other decorations. During the 9th century they come to be held

between the raised first and second fingers, but arc still undecorated. In the loth century

flames first appear. Up to this time the discus is held with one of its flat faces turned

towards Vishnu, but by the 13th century it is held obliquely and by the isth with its

edge towards Vishnu. In the latter century too, the nanism first appears on the foreheads

of Vishnu images. In more modern times decorative bows are added to both conch and

discus.

Evidence from the Madras Museum Collection and from Inscribed

Images Elsewhere.

As the conch and discus bear flames in all Vishnu images in the Madras Museum

collection we must conclude that, if the above hypothesis is applicable, none arc of Pallava

age. This is only to be expected, for metal images are associated with processions and it

was under the Chola kings that this side of temple activities was specially developed,

which no doubt accounts for the fact that no Hindu metal image is known that can

definitely be proved to be Pallava.

The discus has the 10th century position in Vishnu* Nos. 2, 3 and 4 and somewhat

less definitely in Srinivasa No. 1 , the conch facing forwards in all of them (pi. ii & iii).

In Vishnu* Nos. I and 10 and somewhat less definitely in Srinivasa No. s the discus is in

the 13th century position, the conch being similarly held facing obliquely inwards (pi. i

& xiii). In all the rest both emblems face forwards as, according to Jouvcau-Dubreuil, is

4
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the case in images from the 15th century onwards. The emblems bear decorative bows

only in a very few small images of such crude workmanship that, except in the case of

Vishnu No. 13, it is impossible to be sure whether they are really present with the flames

or not. The namam, reduced to a single median streak or “tilaka ” as it is then called,

is present in Vishnu No. 13 and in several other more or less small crude images, and also

in the ornate Varadaraj a No. 7 and in the consorts of the larger Vishnu No. 9 though not

in himself. A complete namam is found only in Srinivasa No. 4 and is so faint as to be

recognizable only with difficulty in the somewhat rough patina covering the image. It is

of the Vadagalai form.

So far these observations seem to confirm those of Jouveau-Dubreuil, for in no case is

the namam present, or are the emblems decorated with bows, in images in which the

discus faces either directly or obliquely inwards, but only in such as may well he com-

paratively modern. But nther characteristics of images in which the discus faces inwards

must now be considered.

Taking first the scries of four in which it faces directly inwards, there are several more

or less distinctive features which they possess in common, especially in the treatment of

the girdle and of the face, both of which show a distinctly greater degree of realism

and less formal convention than is usual, though this is naturally less clear in Vishnus

Nos. 3 and 4, which are very small, than in the two larger ones’. The lowest band

of the girdle, instead of forming the usual conventional and almost rectangular median

loop is more simply and naturally curved, hanging very slightly in the two small images

and to a much greater extent in the two larger ones. In Vishnu No. 2 the scries of slender

moniliform festoons hanging from the upper part of the girdle, indicated in all but the

smallest figure, include a median member which is encircled by this deep loop of the

lowest band. It may also be pointed out that Vishnus Nos. 2, 3 and 4 hold a lotus bud in

the front right hand which is absent in all the images of Srinivasa. In Vishnu No. 2 this

has the natural form with a large stalk extending right across the hand. In the two smaller

images the same natural form is indicated but necessarily on too small a scale to be clear.

Lotuses are held by several other Vishnu images, but that none of them are so realistic as

that held by Vishnu No. 2 may not be without its significance. To sum up.—The treat-

ment of these images suggests that they may have been made prior to the full development

of the more conventional style found in the great majority of images. This goes to confirm

the date tentatively assigned to them in accordance with the results of Jouveau-Dubreuil's

studies of the position of the discus in stone sculptures, namely, about the iotli century

A.D., during the Barly Chola period. Srinivasa No. I comes from the Tirutturaip-

pundi Taluk of the Tanjore District, the taluk next richest after Negapatam in what

appear to us to be early images. It is greatly to be regretted that no record can now be

traced as to the history of the other three images.

1 Ir. uies* tun tmnll images the girdle 1«. Inileed, practically indistinguishable from that found in Vishnu No. 9 —
a warning against attaching excessive significance lo any one feature taken by itself, especially in the case of small

images
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On comparing these images with the remaining Vishnu images in the collection only

two—Vishnu No. I (pi. i) and Srinivasa No. 2 Ipl. iii)—can be found that fully share their

special characteristics. In the former the discus is held obliquely (the 13th century

position according to Jouveau-Dubreuii) but in the latter it is in the more modern

position facing directly forwards. The other two images—Vishnu No. 10 (pi. xiii) and

Srinivasa No. 5 —in which the discus is held obliquely are boih of them fully convention-

alised. In the latter the obliquity is not very marked, scarcely more so than in Srinivasa

No. 4 (pi. iv) which must certainly be classed as conforming to the modern position.

Evidently the position varies somewhat in accordance with the taste of the designer, and

Srinivasa No. 5 may be therefore classed with No. 4 in the more advanced group. But if the

oblique position of the discus has any connexion with chronology at all it cannot be thus

easily disposed of in the case of Vishnu No. 10, which can, however, best be discussed

after Vishnu No. I and Srinivasa No. 2 have been considered.

These two images (pi. i & ii) though differing not only from each other but also from

the four already tentatively ascribed to the Early Chula Period in a number of details,

including the position of the discus, are so closely related that no probability of any

difference in age can be suggested on grounds of treatment alone. In view, however, of

the significance that apparently attaches to the position of the discus, it must be pointed

out that the lowest band of the girdle of the devls associated with Vishnu No. I and to a

somewhat less extent in those ot Srinivasa No. 2 has the usual somewhat rectangular

median loop though that of the central figure in each group closely resembles that of

Srinivasa No- i. Unfortunately Vishnus Nos. 2, 3 and 4 have no devis; and as no such

loop is present at all in the devis associated with Srinivasa No. r, there is no evidence as

to whether this distinction between devas and devis is likely to be an indication of some-

what later age than that ascribed to the last mentioned image or not. In other respects the

devis afford independent confirmation of the close relationship that exists between the

three sets of images possessing them (pi. i & iii); for they agree with each other and differ

from all other pairs of devis in the collection in the detail of their karanda-makutas. In

all other pairs of devis the makutasof the two are alike, but in these three pairs they differ

from each other in certain minor but constant features, the repetition of which can hardly

be accidental. Of the devis belonging to Vishnu No. I, Sri Devi has the lower part of the

makuta—the part fitting on to the head—projecting forwards a little over the forehead and,

so far as can now be seen, without ornamentation. In the Bhu Devi of this set there is no

such projection and the front is ornamented with tassels and the sides with festoons. The

ornamentation of the lower part of the cone differs greatly in detail in the two images ; and

there are only three lightly constricted bands above in Sri Devi thougli in Bhu Devi there

arc four. In the headdresses of the clevis belonging to Srinivasa No. 2 also, that of Sri

Devi alone has a projecting brim, in this case clearly decorated; and the constricted

bands on the cone are again unusually light and in Sri Devi one less than in Bhu Devi in

each of them one less than in the corresponding devi of Vishnu No. I. But the marked

difference in the decoration of the conical upper parts of the headdresses of the two devis

4-A
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that was noted in the devis of Vishnu No. I arc not found in those of Srinivasa No. 2. A
careful examination of the devis of Srinivasa No. I reveals similar differences in the form

of the respective makutas; hut the images of this set are smaller and less well finished ;

and, whether for this reason or because of the earlier date to which they should probably

lie assigned, the differences are scarcely noticeable and acquire significance only by

reason of their resemblance, so far as they go, to those found between the devis of Vishnu

No. t and Srinivasa No. 2 .

In one other character, trivial in appearance but apparently of considerable

significance, these three sets of devis resemble each other and differ from all other images

of Vishnu’s consorts in the collection. This is a small ornament projecting from the outer

side of each arm and arising from an encircling thread fsometimes beaded or otherwise

slightly ornamented) at or immediately above the elbow. So far we have confined

attention to images of Vishnu and his consorts, but as will be seen later there are in the

collection a number of other images, especially in the Saivite section, that must be classed

with the Vishnu sets just described; and the importance of this projecting elbow

ornament lies in the fact that it appears to be confined to images of this group, though by

no means universal among them. Before persuing this subject, however, the discussion

of the Vishnu images must be completed by the comparison of Vishnu No. 10 with

Srinivasa No. 2. It will be taken up again when considering Rama No. I (p. 29).

Vishnu No. to (pi. xiii) has the discus in the position that Jouveau-Dulircuil considers to

be characteristic of the 13th century but is fully conventionalised*; Srinivasa No. 2

(pi. iii) is in the same style as the images tentatively ascribed above to the Chola period

but has its discus in the usual modem position. Is the position of the discus in different

periods less constant than Jouveau-Dubreuil seems to suppose ? Or did the fully con-

ventionalised style arise in the Chola period and the less conventionalised persist into the

Vijayanagar? We are inclined to think that both questions should probably be answered
in the affirmative, but have no conclusive evidence to offer. They could no doubt be
answered by an exhaustive study of such stone sculptures as can be dated in various

temples—though even here difficulties arc likely to arise since sculptures are not neces-

sarily contemporaneous with the niches they occupy' and rarely if ever themselves bear
written evidence of their date. But this would require for its completion far more
attention than we can give and is in any case outside the scope of the present paper.

Another interesting feature of Vishnu No. 10 is the representation of a triangular

crosslegged seated figure of Laksmi (Sri) in place of the usual simple triangular mole
This is doubtless connected with the term Sri Vatsa or mark of Sri, by which this mole is

generally known, and illustrates the well-known idea that Vishnu carries Sri on his

breast*.

1 Tab Is also the esse io Varaha No. 1.

* S«c below, pp. 56-38,

* A timiln figure secmi to be represented id Vishnu No. 17, end probably also hi Vishnu No. 7, Varadassj*
No. t and Vailcanthanatha No. >.
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The only other Vaishnavite images that can be classed with the incompletely

conventionalised group are Srinivasa No. 3 and Rama set No. I (including Hanuman No. l)‘.

In the former the lowest band of the girdle has its median loop in the conventional form

with parallel sides, as in the clevis of Vishnu No. I and to a less extent in those of Srinivasa

No. 2 ;
and discus is in the modern position. But the general treatment of face and

draperies suggests at least a close affinity to the incompletely conventionalised group. In

the Rama set (pi. viif the absence of any deeply drooping band and projecting bows from

the girdle makes the figures somewhat difficult to compare with any of the images

hitherto considered, apart from the devis belonging to Srinivasa No. I, the draperies

and other ornamentation of which (except the head-dress), are very like those of the Sita

in this set. But the whole treatment of these figures, in its dignified simplicity, is that of

the incompletely conventionalised Vishnus and not at nil that ot fully conventionalised

images; while the grouping of the set with the former receives confirmation from

the presence on both arms of Rama and Sita, and on the right arm of Lakshmana, of the

peculiar projecting elbow ornament borne by the devis of the former, though they are

absent from Lakshmana 'a left arm and also from Hanuntan (pi. vi).

It is thus evident both that such ornaments arc not invariably present in two-armed

images of this type, and that they arc not distinctive of devis only, but may be found in

male figures also, their absence freus all the Vishnu images ' being presumably due to

the difficulty of showing them on an elbow from which two forearms spring. That they

are occasionally present even in four-armed gods is dearly shown by the male figure of

Umasahita No. I. (pi. xiv). But they seem also to be present in Mahesvari No. I and

(judging from the figure) in the Siva from Polonnaruwa in Ceylon figured in pi. v, fig. 8

of Coomaruswamy’s catalogue both of which arc four-armed. Among the Saivitc images

in the Madras Museum collection they are present in Pradoshamurti No. I (devi only),

Umasahita No. I (both figures). Parvati No. 1 (pi. xxi), Mahesvari No. I, Aiyanar No. 4.

Chandikesvara No. I (pi. xix) and on the right arm only of Kannappa Nayanar No. 2

(pi. xix), though a similar ornament is present near the top of the bow which lie carries

slung over his left arm. All these images are of the incompletely conventionalised type,

except the last mentioned. This image is extremely puzzling. It is beautifully executed

in a realistic style that Is in marked contrast to that of ordinary modern images, yet its

face is in equally great contrast to those of all other images in which this particular

ornament occurs. It formed part of a treasure trove find from Tiruvelangadu inChittoor

District, one of the most remarkable finds of images ever made, in which connexion it

will be considered later (pp. 58-59). Among figured images not belonging to the .Madras

1 I’oeslMy also some of the small Vishnu Image! Nob. J—8, of which No. fc was found together with Srinivasa No. i

But the character* on which this cliuuficwtioa is baaed are apt to be less clear in imall images thsn In l ie ones, sod

are clear in these i mines than in the still siial’.er Vishnus Nos. 3 and 4 which have, moreover, the discus parallel,

to the fciglual plane of the body.

* Some indication of them was perhaps intended in Srinivasa No. 1, but this it far from clear
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Museum collection these ornaments are distinguishable not only in the Siva from

Polonnaruwn already mentioned but also in the Polonnaruwa Parvati figured in pi. x,

fig. 23 of Coomaraswamy’s catalogue, in the Kalahasti image of Sota-ma-devi (see

below, p. 31) and in the image of Parvati (Gouri) from the Kailasanatha temple at Conjee-

veram (Gangoly’s " South Indian Bronzes”, pi. xxxi). They usually have the form of a

low half-oval, flattened before and behind, but devoid of detail, as are also the threads

by which they are attached. In Parvati No. I, however, each has the form of a piece of

cloth spread fanwise from its point of attachment and tne thread is clearly beaded. They

arc similarly, but much less clearly, shown in the Sri Devi of Srinivasa No I, and this form

is probably intended in almost ah cases. But the Sita of Rama No. I and (less clearly)

Aiyanar No. 4 suggest that both the thread and the ornament itself arc sometimes of more

floral design. Though not used as an article of human adornment, and neverapparently

now cast as an integral part of a South Indian metal image, such ornaments are still used

in decorating images for processions, a string of beads or other ornaments encircling the

arm at the elbow, the ends of which string are tied together and spread like a fan,

though not necessarily on the outer side of the arm. This form of ornament is known as

baji-bandh. It must not be confused with the rosary of rudraksha beads such as is worn

on the right arm of Manikkavachakar No. 3 drawn tight by twisting the slack into a small

loop on the outer side.

In the list of treasure trove finds given below (pp. 47-561 images definitely belonging

to the incomp' etely conventionalised type that we have been discussing are marked with

an asterisk (*), more doubtful ones being marked with a cross(t); and reference to this

list will show that such images arc much more numerous in the Saivite than in the

Vaishnavite part of the collection Though it is unnecessary to prolong the discussion by

detailed reference to most of them there are four images of this type, two of them Saivite

and two portrait*! mages, which have special importance since their dates can be approxi-

mately fixed by means of the palaeography of inscriptions on their pedestals. One
of these is Kali No. 6 of the Madras Museum collection (pi. xiv), two arc images in the

temple, at Kalahasti* and the fourth is an image of Chandrasekhara purchased in India

some years ago by Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil and presented by him to the MusGe Guimet in

Paris, but not previously published. By kind permission of that Museum we are able to

include it in this catalogue, in which it appears as Chandrasekhara No. I (pi. xii). For

our information regarding it we are indebted to the archaeological enthusiasm of Prof.

Jouveau-Dubreuil himself. On hearing that this catalogue was in preparation, he not

only informed us of its existence, but sent us with this information photographs which he

had obtained for us from Paris with permission to reproduce them.

Kali No. 6 is a seated figure, which makes it somewhat difficult to compare with the

Vaishnavite images of incompletely conventionalised type described above, all of which

* Venkoba Rao, Ann. Rtf. S. /u /. Efigr. p. 3, pi. (, fig- 3 I
Amv*mttlh*n “ Portrait Sculpture ia

S. tiKll*," pp 37 »o<l 4»> *E»- I* '6-
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are standing. But the treatment of the girdle (including its projecting bows which

fortunately arc present) and other articles of decoration, as well as the treatment of the

face, leave no room for doubt that it must be classed with them. Its inscription is only

partially legible even after chemical restoration, but enough remains to prove that it is in

Tamil character of the Early Chola period (see below, pp. 122-123).

The two Kalahasti images arc standing figures of the same type, for which however

their features are somewhat unusually strong. In the female figure the girdle and cloth

are very like those of the Sita of Rama No. I and the devis of Srinivasa No. I, though the

folds of the cloth are much closer (compare Parvati No. X shown in pi. xxi, Chandikesvara

No. 8 and worshipper No. I). But the ornamentation on the upper part of each arm is

of a most unusual type, having the form of a full-blown lotus flower. In the male

figure the girdle bears on the right side in very high relief an incomplete sheath

for the curious sinuous dagger held in the right hand, and the necklace is slightly

unusual. Vcnkoba Rao saysof them, “Two early votive bronze images with inscriptions

of about the 13th century A.D. were found by me in the store-room of the temple.

They refer to the time of Rajendra-Choln and Kulottunga-Chola (III).” Aravamuthan

accepts this period for the male figure, saying (p. 41 ) “The first part of an inscription

in the pedestal is a label, ' Kulottunga-sola-devar, ' and the second part is a record of the

dedication of the image to that temple by one Udaiya-Nambi. If we may rely on

palaeography and technique and if we are justified in believing that the statue portrays a

youth, we may not he wrong in supposing that it represents Kulottunga-Chola III, who

ascended the throne in 1178 A.D.. when he was sixteen or seventeen years of age " But

the female figure (p. 37) he refers to the Early Chola period, several centuries before.

For he speaks of the “ inscription stating that it is a likeness of Sola-ma-dcvi and was

cast under the orders of Rajemlra-sola-deva. Evidently this Sola-ma-devi is one of the

queens of the great Rajaraja I. and her statue was set up under the orders of her step-

son Rajarajcndra I." No reasons for the earlier date arc given. One of us has therefore

visited Kalahasti to study the palaeography of this inscription, which confirms Arava-

muthan’s dating.

The MuseeGuimet Chandrasekhara is an excellent example of an image of the incom-

pletely conventionalised type. Its inscription is in Tamil character of the Later Chola

period

We must now briefly refer to the 294 small Buddhist images found at Ncgapatam in

1926 and distributed to various museums, whence those bearing inscriptions (of which

there are over 60) have been sent to Madras for study and report
1 by one of the authors of

this catalogue.

Most of the images of this find arc Buddhas of the usual conventional type, and it is

on these that all but one of the inscriptions occur, one of them mentioning the Buddhist

temple at Ncgapatam named after the Chola king Kulottunga I (I070-II20 A.D.). But

It u hoped that this repoit will appeal in ihe Mndiitt Meseum Bulletin before very long.
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over a dozen are distinguishable from typical Hindu images only by reason of their

iconography. Though differing in detail these images agree so closely with one another

in general treatment as to point to the probability of all belonging to a single period,

presumably the Later Chola like the inscribed Buddhas found with them
;
and this supposi-

tion receives confirmation from the fact that one of them—an image of Avalokitesvara

(pi. xii)— also beats on its pedestal an inscription in the Tamil character of that period,

[t is not easy to express their distinctive characteristics in words ; but the chief seem to be
the broad, flat scries of necklaces, all more or less circular, none hanging down between
the breasts, and one at least bearing a series of pendants which extends right across the
chest

;
the treatment of the draperies, especially the bows on either side of the girdle

when these are present ; and a marked roundness in the treatment of the face ; in all of
which characteristics they resemble Hindu images of the incompletely conventionalised

t
ype. Four standing figures of Avalokitesvara differ from the other images of Hindu
appearance in their larger size and in the more or less distinctly coarser treatment of th c
face which is very like that of most modern images, and it is perhaps significant that thc
inscription already referred to, which is on the pedestal of cne of these, is in the character
of thc very end of the period. Some of thc inscriptions on the Buddhas have the same
type of character, while others appear to be somewhat earlier.

All available palaeographic evidence is thus seen to connect images of this type with
the Chola periods, both Early and Later.

Except !or a few small Vishnu images, thc histones of which are lost, all the images of
this type are from treasure trove finds, in the list of which (below, pp. 47-56) they have as
already mentioned been marked with an asterisk (*), more doubtful specimens that seem
to be allied to them being marked with a cross (t). Many of the unmarked images arc
not available here for study, either not having been acquired or having gone to other
museums. These can be distinguished in thc list by the absence of any catalogue
number after them. Omitting them from consideration it will be seen that with two
exceptions—one from Kandarakottai, South Arcot District, and one from Bclur, Salem
District-images of the type under consideration are all from the Tanjore District, thc
headquarters of the Chola kingdom. Kandarakottai at least appears tn have had Chola
associations, for there is a local tradition that the temple was built by a Chola king and
that the single image that we were able to acquire from thc find is of him (see below,
pp. 49 & 138). One of us saw and photographed the other images of this find, some but
not all of wh ch appear to be of the same type. A copper conch found with them
bears an inscription in Tamil script of the Later Chola period

From Tanjore District the finds richest in images of this type are from the Ncga-
patam Taluk. As the headquarters of this part of the district was the principal port for
the whole of thc country surrounding thc capital it may be presumed to have been a
wealthy area in Chola times, in which case its temples arc likely to have been richly
endowed and to have been particularly well supplied with images. And if the I'olon-
naruwa images of this type were made in India it is not unlikely that they may have been
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despatched by sea from Negapatam. That none of the images of this type are from the

Tanjore Taluk suggests that practically all the images dedicated there were placed

in the great Brihadisvara temple which must have been the main centre of devotion ever

since it was built by the most famous of Early Chola Wings, Rajaraja I. That images of

this type arc still to be found in this temple is indicated by the Siva figured by Gangoly

on plate i of both his books on South Indian metal images.

A considerable number of images more or less definitely of this type come from

Tinitluraippundi Taluk on the opposite side of Tanjore from Negapatam, and at lea6t

three definitely belonging to it from Panangattangudi in Nannilam Taluk, a place noted

for the number of lingns to be found buried in its fields, showing that it must at some

early time have been an important centre of Saivite worship. As none of the other

images from the Panangattangudi find show any special characteristics of later periods

it is likely that all may date from Chola times.

It is also noteworthy that most of the images of the type under discussion belong to

the Saivite section of the Hindu pantheon, i.t., to the section held in greatest regard by

the Chola dynasty.

It is thus clear that the type of image wc have been discussing has definite Chola

associations, pakeographical, geographical and sectarian. And so far as we know

no images of this type have any association with any other period. We cannot, however,

therefore assume either that all of them necessarily date from that period, or that no others

do so—as has already been pointed out above (p. 28 J in connexion with Vishnu No. 10 and

Srinivasa No. 2. It is even possible that some of them may be much more recent, the mind

of their sculptor having been dominated by the form of some early image which he parti-

cularly admired; though in view of the way in which images are loaded with garlands

when exhibited for worship this is perhaps less likely than might otherwise he supposed.

It is, moreover, unlikely that the images wc have been able to recognize as being of this

type include all the images of Chola date that we have seen. For one of the chief features

by which they arc distinguished is the simplicity of treatment of their decorative detail

and especially of their necklaces (see below, pp. 34-40). And the form of necklace in use

when they were made, like the simple corbels characteristic of early Chola temples, has

continued in use to the present day and its significance can only be recognized when

supported by other features characteristic of the same period and when all later features

are absent. Thus, though there is nothing in the style of decoration of the inscribed

Avalokitcsvara from Negapatam to prevent its being assigned to the Chola period and

much to suggest this, the sharpness of its features might have prevented us from

recognizing it as belonging to that period had the palaeography of its inscription not

conclusively proved it.

We therefore feel that to refer to these images simply as Chola would be apt to

mislead, both by implying more than can be proved regarding them and as appearing

to exclude others of Chola origin but less distinctively of this type. Instead, wc propose

5
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to distinguish them as images of Chola type, a phrase which we think accurately describes

them
;

for even if, as seems possible (see below, p. 61), other types also existed in Chola

times which have since disappeared, none of them can possibly be regarded as charac-

teristic of the period. We think, however, that most if not all images of this type do

almost certainly date from the Chola period.

Three images in the Madras Museum collection bear inscriptions in modern Tamil

character. These are Balakrishna No. II, Alvar No. 9 and Natesa No. 2. The first two

present no unusual features, but the last is very important as it is the only South Indian

Hindu metal image yet known that bears an inscription recording its date. It has already

been described and figured by Hadaway*. The base, on which the inscript on is situated,

js not in one piece with the image, but they fit each other closely and there is every reason

to believe that they belong together and are contemporaneous. The date, Kali 4611,

corresponds to A.D. 1511, a little after the middle of the Vijayanagar architectural period

as defined by Jouveau-Dubreui), the period in which elaborate carving of the stone pillars

of temple mandapas reached its climax. This image, though less clearly related to the

Chola type discussed above than in Natesa No. I shows little if anything by which it can

definitely be separated from it.

Nf.CKLACES.

In the foregoing discussion of the images which we designate as of Chola type attention

has been largely concentrated on the characters of face and girdle, very little being said

about necklaces. Actually, however, the character of the necklace has often proved
an even more useful clue than that of the girdle when this lacks projecting bows. For, as

already pointed out (p. 27 above), the median loop of the girdle may be fUily convention-
alized in devis associated and evidently contemporary with Vishnus in which it is

• not. And this is more or less the case with the girdles of many other images, other
characters of which show them to be of this type, including the inscribed Chandrasekhara
from the Mus6e Guimet and the inscribed Avalok'.tcsvara and other Buddhist images from
the Negapatam find.

All South Indian metal images known to us bearing conclusive evidence of Chola
origin have a broad, flat series of necklaces, all more or less circular, none hanging down
between the breasts, and one at least almost always bearing a series of pendants which
extends right across the chest. And such necklaces arc present in all the images we
have classed as of Chola type.

The first to attract our attention were those of Vishnu images and their associated devis,
which may be described as typical examples. Vishnu No. I (pi. i) has three necklaces'
each with some special ornamentation in the middle in front. The lowest one, which
alone shows below the elegant ringlets in which the hair falls behind the shoulders,
is fastened behind with an ornamental knot, the ends of which form an ornament

1 gu/tam, igaa, pp. jg-di, a pi
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hanging down the middle of the upper part of the back; and a small tassel hangs

from the central ornament in front. The second necklace is much the broadest of

the three and bears mango-shaped pendants all along its lower border. The devis’

necklaces arc of the same general pattern, but the ends of the lowest one form a still

larger ornament at the back in Sri Devi, and only a small plain flap in Bhu Devi. On
comparing these necklaces with those of Vishnu images Nos. 2-4, and Srinivasa images

Nos. I and 2 which, as already noted, seem to be in the same style, we find in Vishnu

No. 2, which is a much smaller image than No. I, a narrow upper necklace without special

ornament ; a broad middle necklace with both borders beaded, apart from which it is

plain ;
and a lower necklace very like that of Vishnu No. I but with a flower ornament in

the middle in front—all three necklaces are hidden by the hair behind—with one petal

projecting upwards and one downwards, the latter replacing the tassel- Vishnu No. 3 is

a very small image with two necklaces, both of them beaded, of which the lower has

pendants along its middle region. No. 4 is still smaller and has only one necklace,

beaded but otherwise plain. Srinivasa No. I and its devis have each three necklaces

closely resembling those of Vishnu No. I, even to the mango-shaped pendanlsof the broad

middle one, though the tassel ornament of the lowest one is indistinct or absent Sri-

nivasa No. 2 is much smaller and has two necklaces of the same pattern as the upper two

of Vishnu No. I and Srinivasa No. I. Of its devis, Bhu Devi has two necklaces much like

Srinivasa’s while Sri Devi appears to have three, somewhat imperfectly finished but appa-

rently designed on the same plan as those of Vishnu No. I and Srinivasa No. 2. though

the row of mango pendants could also be interpreted as a separate necklace. It is thus

clear that all these images agree closely in the form of their necklaces, the greatest

modifications being simplifications to suit the smaller sizes of the images in which they

are found. Similar necklaces may also be found in other images not showing the features

which first led us to group these four Vishnus and two Srinivasas together, but among

them other styles of necklace are more usual.

Are such necklaces an invariable feature of images dating from the Chola

period? Other forms of necklace, including long ones that hang down between the

breasts, are present in several of images found at Polonnaruwa in Ceylon to which, as

pointed out below (pp. 46-47), it is difficult on historical grounds to assign any date

later than the Chola period. Can such images be assigned to the Chola period, or must

they be considered to prove that the decline of Polonnaruwa was much slower and more

prolonged than seems probable from such historical evidence as is available? It is

unlikely that a complete answer to this question can be given till a careful chronological

study of the sculptures of the various Chola temples of South India has been made. But

we have attempted to get some indication of the answer by examining the sculptures on

the walls of the Brihadisvara temple at Tanjore as examples of Early Chola work, and

those on the walls of the temple at Chidambaram and in the mandapa of the Varadaraja

temple at Conjcevaram as examples of later work.

5-*
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TheTanjore sculptures mostly conform to the Chola type in all respects, and where

they do not there is usually evidence indicating that the departure was not present in the

image as originally carved in stone but has been introduced later, being confined to the

plaster and paint with which these images have been so freely coated. Among the images

of deities on the walls of the main temple there is not more than one that seems at all likely

to have had a long necklace as originally carved. This one is on the western face of the

temple in the row of Tripurantaka 1

figures and is at such a high level that it is impossible

even with field-glasses to make sure whether the long necklace formed part of the

original figure or not.

The male attendant of Ardhanarisvara on the northern face looks as if it might have

had a long necklace, hut the stone is so weathered that it is impossible to be sure. The
images of Chandikcsvara on the western and northern faces of his temple (to the north

of the great vimana) have long necklaces, but are somewhat crude images that may have
been inserted in their niches after the temple was built. The corresponding image on
the eastern face has a round necklace.

The colossal doorkeeper on the southern side of the eastern face of the gateway of
the inner gopura undoubtedly has a necklace long enough to hang across the shorter

one beside it and to have a markedly asymmetrical form corresponding to the swing of
the body which is in a posture indicating great activity.

Long necklaces hanging between the breasts are, however, common in the much more
elaborate and modern, though exquisitely finished, Subrahmanya temple in the north-
western corner of the enclosure.

We may further note in passing that the distinctively Chola elbow ornaments
mentioned above (pp. 28 & 29) do not seem to be distinguishable in any of the images,
most of which have, however, four arms.

Neither on the stone bases of the gopuras at Chidambaram nor in the mandapa
of the Varadaraja temple at Conjeevaram are the images coated with paint or plaster;
but in the case of the former a still more serious difficulty is met with, namely doubt as'
to whether the images are contemporaneous with the niches that they occupy and for
which many of them are much too broad, while a few are too narrow to fit them
properly.

The niches are in typical Later Chola style in all four gopuras, and there can we
think, be no reasonable doubt that the bases of all four gopuras were constructed
during the Later Chola period, and that only the superstructures of brick and plaster were
erected by the later donors referred to in their inscriptions, the effigies of whom must
be, and in some cases clearly arc, later insertions. In this connexion we may point out

* Siva as the destroyer of three who had uU«n the form 0/ due*.
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that the superstructure of the north gopura, erected by the Vijayanagar king Krishna-

deva-raya in A.D. 1516,’ is in the same style as the gopuras erected by him in

Conjecvaram and elsewhere ;
and that the east gopura, extensively restored during the

nineteenth century by the Hindu philanthropist Pachchaiyappa. is in the same style.

The other two, one at least of which is commonly regarded as being much older, arc

loaded with brick-and-plaster statuary in modern style and must surely have recieved

their present form subsequent to the Vijayanagar period, even if they were not actually

erected then.

The images in the lower row of niches of the bases of all four gopuras are smaller

than those in the upper row and have in general necklaces of simpler form—little if any

different as a rule from those of images of Chola type. Almost, if not quite,’ all the

images of the upper row have a dark bluish and more or less polished surface, whereas

many in the lower row differ little if at all in surface from the stonework surrounding

them. This suggests that the lower row of images is probably older than the upper row,

those resembling the surrounding stonework being presumably the oldest of all. But it

is in this row that the images seem to fit their niches worst of all, hollows having in

many cases had to be scooped In the stones on either side of them to accommodate their

hands and insignia. In some cases the side stones have presumably had to be removed

while the image was being put in position and replaced afterwards. Such as extensive

series of misfits could most easily be explained by supposing that after the gopura

base with its niches had been constructed images were taken from some other building

for insertion.

A temple must have existed on this site at least from Early Chola times. For built

at ground level into the western face of the base of one of its newest shrines, the recently

constructed Navalingu temple, we found an inscription in the character of that period

dated during the reign of Rajcndra Chola I whose name is preceded by his distinctive

title
44

Parakesari "
; and a much longer and evidently different inscription by the same

king is recorded in South Indian Inscriptions
' as being in the I emple at Chidambaram

Wc do not know exactly where the latter inscription is situated*; but the former is not

far from the entrance portico of the Amman shrine or from the Durga shrine which

adjoins it. Both the walls of this portico and the Durga shrine are in Early Chola

style, of which there are further traces in the north-east corner of the Amman shrine

enclosure. But the portico has evidently undergone considerable alteration in later

times, a supposition confirmed by its stone door frame, evidently a later addition, which

i Saka I43S. SeeS R Bolisubtalimanyam. Jturn Samt-iy Hut. .to. IV (i), 1931, |>p. 4 S‘4*> "ilh ?•«*«

firing p. 46.

* This Recount tin* had to be prepared in Madras from notes taken for the purpose dating * soott visit Conse-

quently we arc unable to check points such as (his on which neither our notes nor our memories prove 10 be quite

sufficiently detailed.

* IV, pp. 99-30, No. **3.

* It is recorded m " Outside Gist prikaru north " in dun. Ktp. S. lui. Ep<gr., 11*87-8, p. 4. !I ®-
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bears an inscription recording its being placed there under the orders of Kopperunjinga

(A.D. 1243-1273). 1 The plinth and walls of the kalyanamandapa are also in Early

Chola style, though the plan of its superstaucture as it now stands, as well as its many

pillars are evidently much later. The shrines in the inner court of the temple were

originally presumably the oldest, especially the Vaishnavite Govindaraja shrine which

faces east, the Air Linga and Nataraja shrines facing south. But the buildings in

this court have been so completely renovated that no early work is now to be seen there.

There is thus no inherant impossibility in the images being older than the gopura

bases, and a priori this would seem to be the most probable hypothesis. From their style,

however, we suspect that they may be later. Only two of the lower row of niches on the

southern side of the inner face of the eastern gopura are at present occupied by images,

so further additions are possible even now. It is thus clear that these images afford no

reliable clue to the style in use in the Later Chola period.

The images of the upper row fit their niches better—though not always perfectly

—

and have probably been made for them. The rounded features and graceful form of some

of them at first sight suggest close affinity to images of Chola type
; but this could also

be said of the Natesa image dated A.D. 1511 described below (p. 112); and the statue in

the north gopura said, no doubt correctly, to represent the Vijayanagar King Krishna*

deva-raya* (15001530) is equally graceful and may well be a portrait by the same sculptor

or school of sculptors. Its somewhat delicate features are indeed comparable to those of

the better known metal statue of the same king in the Srinivasa.pcrum.il temple at

Tirumalai, on which his name is inscribed.* As, moreover, a large proportion of the images

in the upper row have necklaces of exceptionally elaborate design for any period it seems

unlikely that they are examples of early workmanship and much more likely that they

are a particularly fine series from the Vijayanagar period, or even later. In any case the

fact that many of them, including a high proportion of the dvarapalakas, have long single

or double strings of rudraksha beads round their necks, cannot be taken as proof that

long necklaces were a frequent feature of images in the Later Chola period. Whether it

is more than a coincidence that only the undoubted Early Chola image we have seen with

a necklace of the long type is a dv.irapalaka wc do not know.

The small figures illustrative of different dance postures, which are found inside the

gateways in the four gopuras do, however, clearly date from the Later Chola period, at

least in the east and west gopuras, where many of them are accompanied by inscriptions

all in the form of grantha characteristic of that period. With some exceptions in the cast

gopura all are dressed and decorated alike, as is naturally to be expected in such a series

;

1 The lh»nt* shhne bears an inscription b; the aameking

* This statu* h»t »o itucription connected with it s
but immediate^ below it. and evidently intertel nt the same

time, arc smaller figures of scnlplots with inscriptions over them, and evidently referring to them, which are in

Tamil character of modern post-Chnla form

* Compare figs, at and 22 of Ararainatlian'* " Portrait Sculpture in South India .
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1 Ion* necklaces do not appear. These necklaces are, however, clearly present in the

eptions just noted. As some of these figures in other gopuras have been carved in

ler soft stone that has weathered badly, it may be suggested that the figures showing

sc necklaces had their surfaces recarved during the restoration of this gopura by
:hchaiyappa in the nineteenth century. That this was not the case seems, however, to

proved by the fact that the depth of their relief is no less than that of the other figures,

1 that one of them occupies one half of a block of stone the other half of which is

upied by a perfectly clear and unweathered inscription in Later Chola script. Why
se figures should be differently decorated from the rest it is difficult to understand if

y arc contemporaneous with them, as they apparently arc. Bin they seem to prove

t long necklaces were not unknown in the Later Chola period. And, as dancing girls

lid hardly wear rudraksha rosaries, they can in these figures be interpreted only as a

n of decoration.

The figures in the mandapa of the Varadaraja temple at Conjeevaram are as a whole

fer and more conventional than those in the niches of the gopura bases at Chidam-

am, in this respect resembling rather the smaller dancing figures just dealt with-

they form one piece with the monolithic pillars on which they are carved and can

refore safely be attributed to the Vijayanagar period, during which this mandapa was

structed. Among them long necklaces are rare, especially on images of gods, being

fly found on those of saints. Among modern images they are much commoner, even

decorations of Vaishnavite gods and goddesses where they cannot be supposed to

-esent rosaries of rudraksha beads.

Much more exhaustive investigations are obviously needed to determine how far

{ necklaces can be regarded as incompatible with Chola date in Hindu images. But

n the evidence before us we tentatively conclude that they probably originated during

Chola period as necklaces on images of dvarapalakas and saints and more rarely on

;e of Siva, on which they seem to have become more frequent during the Vijayanagar

od. The series of dance postures at Chidambaram includes a few figures which seem

ndicate the occasional use of long necklaces purely as articles of adornment as early

he Later Chola period, but these necklaces do not seem to have come into general use

this purpose till the end of the Vijayanagar period. It is therefore probably signifi-

t that of the Polonnaruwa images in which they are present only one, the devi figured

1. vii of Coomaraswamy’s catalogue, is neither a saint nor a form of Siva, and that this

gc shows distinct traces ‘of non-Indian influence and must therefore presumably be

irded as one of the latest of the scries. This is, moreover, the only long necklace

n image from Polonnaruwa that does not appear to be composed of rudraksha beads.

In Aravamulhan’s “Portrait Sculpture in South India ” three sculptures are figured

referred to the Chola period, in which long necklaces occur. Two of these (figs. 14

See Ganguly, “South Indian Bronze*," pp. 6<-88.
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and 15) are from the Kesava temple at Belur, Mysore State, one being of stone and the

other of metal. No proof is given that the dates assigned are correct
; but in the case of

the stone image at least this presumably is the case unless, as seems to be indicated at

Chidambaram, it is not contemporaneous with the niche that it occupies. If the dates

are correct, these images suggest that such necklaces may have been adopted at an
earlier date in Mysore than further south. The third of these sculptures (fig. 13) is

from Kalahasti, which is also far to the north of the Tanjore district whence most of the

metal images come. But in spite of the way in which this image may seem to agree

with an inscription on the wall, the headdress and mode of wearing the cloth are so

definitely unlike anything we know in Chola images and so very like those of Nayak
statues that we think it very improbable that this image can represent a Chola captain’s

servant and are inclined to assign it to a much later date.

Summary of Conclusions,

From the above discussion it will be clear that the grounds on which to base any
hypotheses as to the different characteristics of Hindu metal images of different periods

are extremely scanty. Often we seem to be clutching at mere straws. But straws can

show the direction of the wind and, though our conclusions are necessarily tentative, we
feel that some evolution in style is certainly recognizable. It is not sufficiently definite to

enable all images of one period to be clearly distinguished from all those of another, but

in many cases it can afford a useful clue.

We took as the starting point for our discussion results arrived at by Jouveau-
Dubreuil in 1914, which may conveniently be compressed into tabular form as

follows
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It will be seen that the only image in which Jouvcau-Dubrcuil recognizes any definite
series of evolutionary changes, extending over a long period, is that of Vishnu.
Consequently it is in this image only that our investigations actually touch his. His
conclusions regarding the position of the discus in images of different periods afforded
us a helpful starting point, and in the main our observations tend to support them in

general, though we have found reason to think that perhaps they cannot always be
rigidly applied (p. 28). They indicate the Early Chola period as that of Vishnus Nos. I,

2 and 3 and somewhat less definitely of Srinivasa No. I, and the Later Chola period as

that of Vishnu No. I ; and there seems to be every reason to believe that these indications

are correct. But they suggest the Later Chola period for Vishnu No. 10 and some more
recent time than this for Srinivasa No. 2, whereas the style of these images seems to

indicate the reverse.

The following images bear inscriptions which show them to belong to particular

periods :

—

Early Chola: Kali No. 6; Sola-ma-devi in the temple at Kalahasti.

Later Chola: Chandrasekhara No. I (Musee Guimet)
; Kulottunga III in the temple

at Kalahasti; a number of small Buddhist images from Ncgapatam, including one of

Avalokitesvara which can be distinguished from Hindu images only by the emblems
which it bears.

Vijayanagar: Natesa No. 2 .

Vijayanagar or Modern : Balakrishna No. II and Alvar No. 9.

Of the abovementioned images those from the Chola period, whether Early or Later,

are all in a simpler and less conventionalised style than that usually found in modern

images ; and among the uninscribed images, though there are many which cannot be

definitely placed in either class, there arc also many which can. The change seems to

have taken place at about the time of the change from Later Chola to VijayanagaT

architectural style, and would probably be a gradual one. Though the evidence at present

available does not prove that all the less conventionalised images date from the Chola

period, and may even be considered to indicate that some very possibly do not, it is clear

that this style of image was at least specially characteristic of that period, and may

therefore conveniently be referred to as being of Chola type.

The difference between an image of Chola type and an ordinary modem image is

one of general effect produced by the combination of a number of differences in detail,

and is therefore difficult to express in words. We may, however, mention as specially

noteworthy a kind of smooth roundness in the treatment of the face; a comparative

simplicity in decoration ;
necklaces in a broad flat scries, all of them more or less circular

and none (? ever) hanging down between the breasts or bent into more ornate shape, one at

least bearing a fringe of pendants; a distinctive ornament which is sometimes present

projecting from the outer side of the arm at or immediately above the elbow
;
and the
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treatment of the girdle, often unusually realistic, but specially characterised by the

elegance of its projecting bows when these are present. In images with karanda-makuta

its constrictions are apt to be less pronounced in those of Chola type than in others, and

in the former alone certain differences, apparently constant, have been noticed between

the makutas of Vishnu’s two consorts. The treatment of the cloth, too, is often parti*

cularly realistic in images of Chola type, especially when it is short and the girdle very

simple. The cloth is, moreover, more often than in other images, decorated with a floral,

or wheel design, the latter being the commoner and often including a pair of specially

conspicuous wheels, one on each buttock.

HINDU METAL IMAGES FROM POLONNARUWA.
The conclusions arrived at above must now be considered in relation to the Hindu

metal images found in Polonnaruwa in Ceylon and preserved in the Colombo Museum,

w'dch history suggests must date from somewhere about the Chola period. As already

noted they were catalogued by Coomaraswamy in 1914 together with other metal images

in the Colombo Museum Collection.’

All of them are Saivitc, with one possible exception which has been identified as
u Dancing Balakrishna ” (pi. xi, fig. 25 of Coomaraswamy’s catalogue). Iconographically,

however, it may just as well represent Balasubrahntanya as Balakrishna, and since the

latter would be most unlikely to find a place among such a definitely Saivite set of

images, it may safely be concluded that the former is the correct identification.

Dr. Pearson, the Director of the Colombo Museum, has kindly sent us the following

information as to the historical facts. “ Polonnaruwa was the headquarters of the Cholas,

who held the greater part of the island from about 1017 to 1073 A.D. The Hindu

temples at Polonnaruwa date from this period, as proved by the Tamil inscription on

Siva Dewale No. 2. Even after the expulsion of the Cholas in 1073 A.D. there was a

considerable element of South Indian population at Polonnaruwa and they may have

continued to endow Saiva shrines. The period between 1213 and 1234 A.D. was also one

of foreign domination at Polonnaruwa. It is probable that the bronzes date from the

period of Chola occupation, though the point cannot be definitely proved.”

The Polonnaruwa images were first described and figured by Arunachalam*, then by
Bell

3

and lastly by Coomaraswamy 1
. Coomaraswamy’s illustrations are much the best

but on comparing his records of the finds with those given by Bell in his Annual Reports

two discrepancies appear; and as Coomaraswamy’s information must ultimately have

been derived from Bell as Archaeological Commissioner at the time of the excavations

Bell’s records must be taken as authentic.

1 Mem. Ctiembo Mai. A. «, 1914, ji pp. 38 pi.

* S/tlia Zaylanics VI, 1910.

* Ann. Ktf. Aitk. Mat*. Ctylvu for 1907 and 1938 published in 1911 and 1913 lespectlvtly.

4 Slim. Celt*»t* Mat. A- 1, 1914.

6-A
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A single image of Parvati (Coomaraswamy, pi. xi, fig. 26; Arunachalam, pi. vii c and

vlii a) was found in Siva Devale No. 3. Three images (Bell, 1908, pi. xxvi) were found in

Siva Devale No. 6, of which one was of Natesa (Coomaraswamy, pi. xi, fig. 24) and

two of Parvati (Coomaraswamy, pi. xii, fig. 28 and pi. xxiii, fig. 129). All the rest were

found in either Siva DcvaleNo. 1 or Siva Devale No. 5 as shown below, “C ” indicating

Coomaraswamy, “ B” Bell (1907 report in the case of Siva Devale No. I and 1908 in the

case of Siva Devale No. 5) and “A” Arunachalam. Roman numerals indicate plates

and Arabic indicate figures. Where the figures are not numbered, the letter a, b, c, etc.,

are used to indicate their position on the plate, reading from left to right.

Intige. Siva Devale No. i. Siva Pevale No. 5.

Siva, standing

Natesa

Pradoahamurti

Umasahita ...

Parvati, standing ...

Parvati, seated

Balasubrahmanya* ...

Nandi*

Chandikesvara

Manikkavachakar ...

Appar*

Tirujnana Sambandha

Sundaramurti

Surya

C v 8, B xix b, A vii b and viii b.

C i 1 and iii 4, B xxi b, A i C ii 2 and iii 5, B xvii c A iii b.

and ii.

C iv, B xvii a, A iii a.

C vi 10, A vi.

C ii 3, B xxi a, A iv and v.

C xii 29, B xxi c, A ix a, x a. C x 23, B xix a.

C xiii, A vii a and viii c. C xii 27, B xvii b, A ix b and x b.

C vii 12 and 13.

C xi 25.

C xxii 109, B xix c, A xiv a.

C ix 18, B xviii c, A xiv b.

C ix 1 9, A xii c and xiii b.

C x 22, A xi c. C x 21, li xviii d, A xi d.

C ix 2o, B xviii a, A xi a.

C viii 15 and 16, B xviii b, A xii b

and xiii c.

C viii 17, B xviii e, A xii a and xiii a.

C vii i4, B xixd, A xi b.

Siva Devale No. 2*, which bears inscriptions dating from the reigns of Rajendra
Choi a I (A.D. I0I2-I044) and Adhirajendra (A.D. 1070-10731. is built in the style of the

1 Concerning lhe identification of this image see above, p. 43. Coomaraswamy records it as found in Siva Devale

No. I, but it is not included [n Bell’s list of imojes from there. As Arunachalam (p. 69) speaks of it as being in three

pieces it if doubtless the *• Male figure (in three pieces) s height 1 ft. 6 in." recorded by Bell from Siva Devale No. 5,

which otherwise remains naaocounted for.

* A gold hull figurine, one and ooe-eighth inches long was also found in Siva Devale No. J (Bell, Ann. Rtf. for

1908, p. 18, pi. A).

* According to Coonttttsu&my Loth these images were found la Siva Devale No. 1.

* AnyJ Rtf. Aid. Sure. Ce\ lea, 1906. pi. xk-xxi ; Ceylta Jouru. .Sri. G, I, 1924-1928, pi. xl.
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Early Chola period to which it belongs, though the mouldings of its plinth seem to indi-

cate their development direct from Pallava models rather than from the somewhat more

elaborate mouldings already adopted by Rajaraja I, the father of Rajendra Chota I, in

the great temple at Tanjore on which subsequent styles in India are based.

Of the temples in which the images were found' Siva Devale No. 3* appears to

resemble No. 2 while No. 5*. though very similar, seems to have the mouldings of its

plinth more like those of Tanjore as also of the Later Chola style, suggesting the proba-

bility of a somewhat later date ; No. 1* is in full Later Chola style ;
while No. 6J

is so

fragmentary that the illustration gives no due to its style. The styles of the temples

already mentioned clearly prove, however, that they were being built during both the

Early and Later Chola Periods, from which we may conclude that the images and other

objects found in them are likely to have been dedicated in one or both of these periods

and perhaps somewhat later also.

None of the images appear to bear any inscription throwing light on their date;

but one of the two bells found in Siva Devale No. 6 bears an inscription in Tamil charac-

ters4
,
an estampage of which the Director of the Colombo Museum has been kind enough

to send us.7 These characters have the form characteristic of the Later Chola period,

from which it may not unreasonably be inferred that some at least of the images found in

this temple and in neighbouring temples are likely to date from the same period.

The largest series of images was found in Siva Devales Nos. l and 5 of which, as

already noted, the former appears to date from the Later Chola period and the latter from

> We ire indebted to the Director of the Colombo Mmeum for photographic prints showing details somewhat

awre clearly than do the reproduction In the Report

> Ann. Ref. Arek Surv. Ceylon, 1008, pi. vii-ix.

• Ann. Ref. Arek. Sum. Ceylon, l<?o8, p». xii.

* Ann. Ref. Arek. Seen. Ceylon, 1907, pl.nvi-xis
,
CeylonJei.ru. Set. C. I, 1934-1918, pi. xli.

» Ann. Ref. Arek. Surv. Ceylon, 1908, pi. xxv.

» Ann. Ref. Arek. Surv. Ceylon, 1908, pp. 16 acd 18.

r The read ug of ihi» inscription given On p 16 of the Ann. R.f. Arek. Sterv., Ceylon, 1909, seems to require slight

correction. In place of

—

“1
.

%+•***” Ou0icir«rT«r 1. Sea Sti Srt Appl»ni PerunUlinn Ton . . .

W^rsse . . .

2, jg eSL.1— feet mib *• to vit$» tantrum.

Hail 1 Prosperity ! The gift made by AnptJUi Peromai alien Ton . . .

we would read- -

1. ^ 3- 4s«*lSfe"U Quyunmurm I l. Sm stl Sri ©_ Appiliiy Pern«ui|in» Totfal . . .

x
Qgtrtinmi- . . .

2. & gaeiDUioO-
I

3. tu dilitja tantnnro to.

Hall t prosperity ! The gift made after worshipping (praising) by Aapiiaippetumal olios Tondai . . .

or

Hail t prosperity 1 The renowned (praised) gift (naide l.y) Anpilaipperomil alias Tondai ... ”
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the immediately preceding Early Chola period. Both series contain images, such as the

Natesa shown in Coomaraswamy’s pi. i and the Umasahita of his pi. ii, fig. 3 ,' comparable

with stone sculptures in Indian temples of the Vijayanagar (and subsequent) periods,

and images such as the Natesa of his pi. ii, fig. 2 and the Parvati of his pi. vii, fig. 12 show-

ing evidence of Cingalese influence *; but only the series from Siva Dcvale No. 5 contains

any that we feel can be classed as being of Chola type, these being the Surya shown in

Coomaraswamy’s pi. vii, the Parvati shown in his pi. x, fig- 23, probably also the Chandi-

kesvara shown in his pi. ix and the Natesa 3 shown in his pi. iv, and possibly the Siva

shown in his pi. v, fig. 8, and the two Sundaramurtis shown in his pi. viii.

Whether any of the images are even approximately contemporaneous with their

temples is open to considerable doubt. Siva Devale No. 5 is in Early Chola style, but

only two known South Indian Hindu metal images* can yet be dated with certainty

earlier than the Later Chola Period, to which period belong all the other definitely

datable images of Chola type.* Siva Dcvale No. I is in Later Chola style, yet none of

its images are distinctively Chola at all; and among the images from both these temples

there are as already mentioned a number that are more comparable to those of the

subsequent Vijayanagar period. This suggests that the builders of these temples put all

their available resources into the building and that in each case a considerable interval

may have elapsed before any metal images were installed in them. Such images might
naturally continue to be added from time to time throughout the period of the temples’

prosperity. Those showing Cingalese influence arc presumably to be reckoned among
the later specimens.

Polonnaruwa ceased to be the capital in the first half of the thirteenth century, but

evidently remained a place of some importance at least till the beginning of the next

century, when a Cingalese king again lived there.* There is reason to believe that the

Tamil King of Jaffna dominated a large part of the island as late as the second half of

the fourteenth century.4 And there seems to be nothing to show precisely when the
Tamil colony of Polonnaruwa declined. There is, however, one strong argument against

the probability of any of the Polonnaruwa images dating from as late as the Vijayanagar
period of South India (A.D. 1350-1600). CodringtonT sums up thus the period of the
Dambadcniya and Gampola Cingalese kings (A.D. 1215 I4II)

— '"The whole period is one
of slow decline. The Lankatila and Gadaladcniya temples are the only buildings of
note, and Dambadeniya, Kuruncgala, and Gampola are in marked contrast to Polonnaruwa

1 There it web » dose resemblance between these two lunger. both in face and ornamentation, an to -,»!»
probable their being the work of the nmc craftsman.

’ See (iangoly, *' Sooth In line Bronzes,” pp. 6O-69 and shore, p. 35.
•Concerning tbit image sec below, pp. 109 and ria.

* See above p. 43.

* Codrington, “ A Short History of Ceylon ", jj 80.

* Codiiagton, let, tit., p. 84.

* Lee. tU„ pp. 86-87.
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in the absence of structural remains. Even the Tootli Relic temple erected by Para-

krunta Bahu II in his early years had to be rebuilt before the end of the reign. An
incontrovertible sign of national proverty is the fact, attested by a contemporary work,

that by the time of Parakrama Bahu IV the ‘ gold massa ’ had become a copper coin.”

Several South Indian rulers of the Vijayanagar period have left inscriptions in which

they are referred to as conquerors of Ceylon. But there is nothing to show that they

interested themselves in any Hindu community or temples either in Polonnaruwa or

elsewhere in the island, even if the conquests are genuine.

No conclusive evidence as to the latest possible date for the latest of the Polon-

naruwa images seems, however, to be available.

CHARACTER AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TREASURE
TROVE FINDS FROM SOUTH INDIA.

All available details of treasure trove finds in the Madras Presidency for each year

are now carefully recorded in appendices to the Annual Administration Report of the

Government Museum ;
but unfortunately only finds of coins were recorded in detail prior

to the report for 1927-28. From then onwards, however, all images, etc., have been

recorded as well.

In the following list will be found details of all South Indian treasure trove finds of

Hindu metal images, so far as these can be traced in the registers of the Madras Museum.

The reference numbers quoted are those used in the following catalogue- Images to

which no number is added are not in the Museum collection. Images which we consider

to be of Chola type are marked with an asterisk. (*)', more doubtful specimens that

seem to be allied to them being marked with a cross (t)‘. Articles other than images are

not included. Concerning them reference may be made to the Madras Museum Annual

Reports in the case of finds noted as having been recorded in them.

East Godavari District.

Bhadrnchnltvn Taluk.

Kapugompnlli, 1927—Ann. Rep. 1927-28, p. 9.

Chandrasekhara 6.

Guntur District.

Onsole Taluk.

Clumakurti, 1929—Ann. Rep. 1929 30.

Vishnu II and 18 (latter with

Lakshmi).

Lakshminarayana I and 2.

Sri Devi and Bhu Devi 6- 1 3.

Lakshmivaraha 4.

Narasimha 3 and 4-

Rama and Sita 8.

Balakrishna 5*.

‘See above, pp. 3**33. where ‘be distribaikoo of find* containing such image* is also disenued.

' Alio a icprcsvnlation of Balnkiahni among the blanches of a Uee which, not being it image fox worship has

nt* been included in the catalogue. It probably formed part of a prabha.
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Guntur District—eont.

Ongole Taluk—cont.

Chimakurti, 1929—conL

Navanitakrishna 8-10.

Kaliyakrishna 3.

Venugopala 4-12 (most with Ruk-

mini and Satyabhama).

Rukmini 7.

Garuda 3-4.

Alvar 3.

Nammalvar 7.

Conch 1.

Discus 2.

Paduka 3 and 4.

Utukur, 1912.

Satyabhama 3.

Nellore District.

Kovur Taluk.

Nellore Taluk.

NtUort Town, IQI3—Gangoly (1) pi. xxix'.

Soma ska nda 2.

Parvati 9-

Ganesa 4.

Potttmpalem, 1930 Ann. Rep. 1930-31, p. 9.

Unidentified 2.

Rapur Taluk.
Alturti, I920.

Dvarapalaka I.
| Dvarapalika 1.

Balasubrahmanya I.

Chandikesvara 7.

Chittoor District.

Tiruvdangadu, 1907.

Chandrasekara 5.

Somaskanda 4.

Natesa 4-5.

Bhairava 4 (Svarnakarshana

rava).

Tirutlani Taluk.

Bhai-

Virabhadra I.

Ardhanarisvara 1.

Ganesa 3.

Kannappa Nayanar 1-2.

1 A meul bell, 7 metal limps (broken!, copper conch, S metal horns and pipes, metal
of metal karati platen, j shell conches and > stone tripod were found with these images .

. ken pi
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North Arcot District.

Cheyyar Taluk.

Retmakrishnapuram, 1927—Ann. Rep. 1927-28, p. 9.

Kali 8 ; also another specimen.

Vellore Taluk.

Vellore, 1913 .

Rama, Sita and Lakshmana 2.
|

Discus 5.

SOUTH ARCOT DISTRICT.

Cuddalore Taluk.

Kaudarakottai, I927—Ann. Rep. 1927-28. pp. IO-II.

This find, which included a number of articles used in temple worship as

well as the following images, was made within the precincts of a ruined Siva temple

which, according to local tradition, was built by a Chola king named Madhu-

rdntaka, whom we have not been able to identify, and destroyed during a

Mohammadan raid. The image of a worshipping Icing, presumably Madhurantaka,

is the only one the Museum was able to acquire, the rest being retained by the

village for worship. A copper conch bearing the inscription Kandamutlu ndfUin

mudaiydn in the Tamil script of the Later Chola period was among the articles found.

Appar-

Tirujnana Sambandha.
1 Worshipper (king) I.

Somaskanda.

Pnrvati (two images).

Balasubrahmanya.

Chandikcsvara.

Site not specified, 1 886.

Somaskanda 3.

Salem district.

Attur Taluk.

Belur, I916.

The following images were found, together with various temple articles, close to the

walls of the Tandonisvara (Siva) temple, to which those not acquired were restored.

It is presumed that they were hidden at the time of a Mohammadan invasion:—

Satyabhama 4'.

Pradoshamurti.

Somaskanda.

Vinadhara Dakshinamurti 4.

Natesa 2.

Parvati 4, also two others.

Ganesa, two images.

Balasubrahmanya.

• Chandikcsvara I.

Sul a.

* Th« Id«D«iScm:ion of this imaSc *** SatjwbUm. .«ih«r tlun a* which is t«ed o« the manner of

securing the heir, i. rendered .omewhnt doubtful br the rett of the im^cs of the find berng «clwiT«ly StmM.

7
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Tanjore District.

Aranlangi Taluk.

Styyanam, 1906.

Vinadhara Dakshinamurti 3.

Panchanadikulam, 19IO.

Somaskanda.

Dakshinamurti.

Natcsa.

Kilasetti Taluk.

Parvaii 7.

Sivakamasundari.

Ganesa.

Kumbakenam Taluk.

Harischandrapuram, 1926—Ann. Rep. 1926-27, p. 5.

t Surya I.

Mullangudi, 1917 -

Vamana I

Natesa 6.

Parvati.

Sayauapuram, 1910.

Sulapidari I.

Mannargudi Taluk.

Tirukkalar, I92I—Ann. Rep. 1920-21, p. 3.

Vishnu.
|

Parvati 2.

t Kankalamurti I. Goddess not identified.

Mayavaram Taluk.

Kemal, 1896.

Vishnu 10 and 17, latter with Devis.
|
Two goddesses not identified.

Kurichi, 1926—Ann. Rep. 1926-27, p. 5.

Parvati 8. I Tirujnana Sambandha 4.

Manikkavachakar I.

Nidur, 1931—Ann. Rep. 1930-31, p. 9.

Umasahita 2. I t Chandikesvara 4.

' Somaskanda I.

Subrahmanya 4
Sula.

Saumtam Taluk.

Abhivriddhisvaram, 1907.

Pradoshamurti 3. I Tirujnana Sambandha.
Somaskanda.
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Now in the collection of the Madns School of Arts.

On* of them passed from the Museum collection to that of the late Mr. C. W. E, Cotton, I.C.S., by whom It was

eathed to Eton College. A well executed figure, tot of ao particular interest.

7-A

Tanjore District—tout .

Nanuilam Taluk—cont.

koduttavanitham, 1929—Ann. Rep. 1928-29, p. 6.

Garuda I. I

Parvati 3.

Natesa 7.

ppudanur, 1919.

Vishapaharana I. I
Manikkavachakar 3.

jakkudi, 1921—Ann. Rep. 1921-22, p. 3.

Yoganarasimha 5 with Lakshmi.

andamtr, 1930—Ann. Rep. 1929-30. p. 7.

Tirujnana Sambandha 3.

augattangudi, 1924— Ann. Rep. 1923-24. P- 3*

• Chandrasekhara 4. Parvati, two specimens.'

• Pradoshamurti I. BaJasubrahmanya 4.

• Umasahita 4. Chandikesvara 5.

Natesa.* Manmatha I with Rati.

•ttiyur, 1925—Ann- Rep. 1925-26, p. 5.

Balakrishna II.

gam, 1920.

Vishnu 6 and 15, former with Devis. Garuda 2.

Vaikunthanatha I, with Devis. Hanuman 3-

Varaha 2. Arjuna I.

Balakrishna 13. Goddess not identified.

»/, 1909 .

The following images were found within the precincts of the Siva temple during

repairs, together with a conch, lamp and plates:—

Umasahita 5. I
Subrahmanya.

Parvati. I Sula 2.

iyankudi, 1919—Ann- Rep.

Parvati.

Kali 3.

-appidagai , 1920.

Yasoda-Krishna 4.

Chandrasekhara 7.

Kali 4-

Aiyanar 2.

Negapatam Taluk.

1919-20, p. 3-

I Ganesa.

Balasubrahmanya 2.

Worshippers 3 and 4.

Gramadevaia Pujari (?) 9.

Male figures IO-II.

Female figures 12-16.
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Tanjore District—amt.

Negapatam Taluk—cont.

Nilappadi, 1919.

Vishnu.

Kaliyakrishna I.

Okkur, 1919.

t Chandrasekhara 3.

Pradoshamurtl.

Natcsa 9.

I Krishna 2-

I
Two goddesses not identified.

I

* Parvati I, also another,

t Chandikesvara 3.

Tiruppundi, 1925—Ann. Rep. 1925-26, p. 5.

•Chandrasekhara 2.

Velanktut ni, 1872.

Natesa 3.

• Mahesvari I.

Vadakkuppanaiyur, 1915.

Vishnu.

• Srinivasa 2, with Devis.

Vadakkuppayyur, 1923—Ann. Rep. 1923-24,

Chandrasekhara 8.

Chandrasekhara, another image.

Somaskanda, two images.

Natesa.

Parvati 12, also two others.

Valli.

t Gancsa I.

* Chandikesvara 2-

1

" Rama I, with Sita and Lakshmana.
I *Hanuraan I.

P. 3-

Chandikesvara 6.

Manikkavachakar 2.

Appar.

Tinijnana Sambandha I.

Sula.

Worshipper 2.

Pupanasam Taluk.

Pandarawdai, 1924—Ann. Rep. 1924-25, p. 6.

Vishnu 7 ; also two other specimens ' Balakrishna 10.

with D*™*-
I Kaliyakrishna 2.

Pattukkottai Taluk.

Adaikkattevan, 1920—Ann. Rep. 1920-21, p. 3.

Natesa 8.
| Sivakamasundari.

Adanakkottai, 1923—Ann. Rep. 1923-24, p. 3.

The following images were found in a broken bronze pot, the mouth of whi
closed by a brass harati plate :

—

Santanagopala 3.
| Balakrishna 2-4.

Senniyanvidudi, 1920—Ann. Rep. 1920-21, p 3
’ Kali6

-
I Sula 1.

Vallur, 1929—Ann. Rep. I929-30, p. 7.

Srinivasa
J, with Devis,

was
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Tanjore District—coni.

Shiyali Taluk.

Perunlottam, I916.

• Vishnu I, with Devis.

Pemutottain, 1918.

Kama 3, with Sita and Lakshtnana.

Vcnugopala 14.

Rukmini and Satyabhama 1.

Punganur, 1914.

Pradoshamurti.

Somaskanda.

t Natesa I.

Hanutnan 2.

Paduka 2.

Parvati.

Valli.

Devasena.

Tanjore Taluk.

Thogur, 1925—Ann. Rep. 1925-26, p. 5.

Ya&oda-Krishna 6.

Balakrishna 6 and 15.

Alvar 8 (Periyalvar).

Alvar 10 (Tondaradippodi).

Bhairava 2.

Parvati 5.

Ganesa 5 and 9.

Aiyanar 5, 7 and 8.

Rati I.

Tirutturaippundi Taluk.

Jambavanodai
,
1916.

Parvati II.

Koyiipatti, 1909.

Kaliyakrishna. 1
Parvati 16.

Rukmini 2.
1

Other images not identified.

Rayanallur, 1921—Ann. Rep. 1921-22, p. 3-

Vishnu, two specimens with Devis. | t Durga 1.

Settipulam, 1923.

Pradoshamurti.

Somaskanda.

Natesa.

Parvati, two specimens.

Balasubrahmanya 5 ;
also another.

Ganesa.

Manikkavachakar 4.

Settipulam, I927—Ann. Rep. 1927-28, pp. II-I2.

The following images were found in the village, together with a number of articles

for use in temple worship

Chandrasekhara 9.

•Umasahita I.

Vishapaharana 2.

Parvati, two specimens,

t Ganesa 2.

Balasubrahmanya.

Manikkavachakar.
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TANJORE DISTRICT—cont.

Tirutturaippundi Taluk—cont.

Sirupauayur, 1929—Ann. Rep. 1928-29, PP. 5~6-

Vishnu 8. I
* Srinivasa I, with Devis.

Tttraikkadu, IQI7-

t Kali I.

Kali 2.

Vadakadu, 1929—Ann. Rep. 1929 30, p. 7.

t Srinivasa 3.

Sites not specified—

1907; Sukhasana 1.

1911; Umasahita 3.

1911 ; Vinadhara Dakshinamurti 2.

I9I6; Bhairava I.

t Mahishasuramardani 1.

1916; Parvati 6, 13, 14 and 17.

•1916; Aiyanar 4.

1916; Tirujnana Sambandha 2.

TRICHINOPOLY DISTRICT.

Afusiri Taluk.

Srinivasanallur, 1914.

Vishnu, two images.

Srinivasa 4.

Sri Devi and Bhu Devi.

Balakrishna 16.

UppHiyapnram, 1929—Ann. Rep. 1928-29, p. 6

Yasoda-Krisna I.

Pcrambaiur Taluk.

Vembavur, 1927—Ann. Rep. 1927-28, p. 9.

Chandrasekhara, two specimens. Balasubrahmanya 3.

Pradoshamurti 2, 4 and one other. Appar I.

Parvati, two specimens.

Hanuman 6.

Alvar II CTirumangai).

Chakra.

Other images, etc.

Trichinopoly Taluk.

Mallachipuram {near Kambarusampcttai), 1893.

Balakrishna 8.

Sirugamani, 1915.

Unidentified I.

Srirangam, 1912.

Vishnu.

Sri Devi and Bhu Devi 4 and 5.

Yoganarasimha 6.

Balakrishna 17.

Navanitakrishna 3-5.

Krishna.

Rukmini and Satyabharaa 5 and 6.
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Trichinopoly District—com.

Tricin'Hopoly Taluk—cont.

Tiruvaratnbur, 1908.

Balakrishna 14; also two other specimens.

Ulutubutguii, 1908.

Vishnu. Krishna.

Dhanvantari 2. Ganesa.

Sri Devi. Mahaganapati II.

Bhu Devi I. Aiyanar 10, II, 1 3 and another.

Lakshmivaraha. Saptamatrikas.

Balakrishna I and 9. Two goddesses not identified.

Venugopala 13. Hunter (presumably Kannappa Nayanar).

Tenmir, 1923.

Varadaraja 4.

Navanitakrishna 14.

Madura District

Madura Taluk.

I
Nandi 1.

Periyakulam Taluk.

Ammapatli, 1925—Ann. Rep. I924“25. P- &
Sri Devi and Bhu Devi 14.

Sivaganga Taluk.

Tiruppuvanam, I905.

Varadaraja I, with Devis.

Tiruppuvanam, I9IO.

The following were found in an underground chamber in the temple

Vishnu 9 and 14, former with Devis. Alvar 1.

Sri Devi 2; also another. Alvar 4 (Tirumalisai).

Balakrishna. Alvar 9 (Tondaradippodi).

Navanitakrishna 1.

Ramnad District.

Tiruppattur Taluk.

Naikuppam, 1928—Ann. Rep. 1928-29, pp. 4“S-

Vishnu 12.

Yasoda-Krishna 2 and 3.

Satyabhama 8-9.

Durga 4 and 5.

Ganesa 7.

Aiyanar 6, 9 and 14.

Madurai-Viran 1.

Karuppannaswami 2-5.

Kulla-Karuppan 6.

Chappani-Karuppan 7.

Sangili-Karuppan 8.
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ramkad District—corn.

Tiruppattur Taluk—cont.

PattaraUindi, IQII.

The following images were found in a

village

Dhanvantari I.

Rama.

Santanagopala.

Kaliyakrishna.

Venugopala 2 and 3-

plain by the side of the Vishnu temple in the

Rukmini.

Satyabhama.

Three goddesses not identified.

Andal.

Srivilliputtur Taluk.

Sokkanathaupultur, 1915.

Standing male and female figures combined back to hack (worshippers, etc., 5).

Tinnevelly District.

Ambasarnudram Taluk.

Shermadevi.—Ann. Rep. Arch. Dept., Southern Circle, I9II-I2, paragraph 4I, p. 6.

The following images, purchased by the Madras Museum in 1931, belong to the

find above noted:

—

Vishnu 19.
|

Krishna I, with Rukmini and Satyabhama.

From the above list it will be seen that almost all the images whose history is known
come from an area extending from the Ramnad District in the south to the Chittoor and

North Arcot districts in the north, i*., from within the confines of the ancient Pandya
and Chola kingdoms.

From north of this region only three finds have been received. From Nellore town
come five large images, all in the usual South Indian style. From Chimakurti, Ongolc
Taluk, Guntur District, comes a find containing several very remarkable images ; and
from Kapugompalli, Fast Godavari, a single figure of Chandrasekhara which is rather

crude and somewhat suggestive of a village god.

The Chimakurti images are all of them small, all are Vaishnavite and four (Lakshmi-

narayana, Rama and the two Garudas) bear the Vadagalai namam. More than half are of

Venugopala and his two consorts. Most of these conform to the usual type, but five sets

show unusual features, three of them differing completely from all other images with which
we are acquainted. In one of these (No. 10, pi. x) the loin-cloth of all three figures is

fastened in front with a most elaborate knot and is carried straight across behind from
one leg to the other without being tucked up between them; Venugopala wears a coronet
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though his consorts have no headdress; all three have their hair fastened in a knot of

curious shape at the back of the head ; and Venugopala wears a dagger on his right side.

In another (No. II, pi. viii and xi) Venugopala also wears a coronet though his consorts do

not, but his hair is differently tied from theirs and even in him it is less elaborate than in

the si* t already described
;
he has no dagger, but has a huntsman’s horn slung over his

left shoulder
; and the loin-cloth is drawn up between the legs behind as well as in front.

The third set (No. 12) is of the same general type as these, but Venugopala has neither

coronet, horn nor dagger, and all three figures are of much cruder workmanship. In

another set (No. 9, pi. xi), all three figures are without headdress; and the manner of

tying the hair, though less unusual than in the foregoing three sets, suggests affinity

with them. Neither horn nor dagger appear. In the last of these five sets (No. 8) Vcnu-

gopala’s coronet and the manner in which his hair is tied also suggest a possible affinity

with the first three. The headdresses of his consorts, though evidently designed so as

to be in keeping with his coronet, are not otherwise unusual ; and there is nothing else

specially distinctive about any of the three figures.

A dagger is also found, but this time on the left side, in the single figure of Kaliya-

krishna from this find. This figure is not otherwise remarkable except that instead of

having the form of a naked child it has an ample loin-cloth.

There are two figures of Narasimha (Nos. 3 and 4. pi. ix) almost identical except

as regards size and the presence of a prabha in the larger one only, but very different

from any other South Indian Narasimha known to us.

Of the remaining figures, Rama and Sita (No. 8) and seated Vishnu and Lakshmi 1

(No. 18) show evident truces of grama devata (village god) influence, and the single

standing Vishnu (No. II, pi. ix) suggests possible slight affinity to the remarkable

Venugopala sets already described. The canonical positions of the chank and the discus

are reversed in this last figure. The two figures of Garuda, one seated and the other

standing (Nos. 3 and 4, pi. viii), agree with each other in having large semi-circular

ornaments behind the cars and in a treatment of the wings that differs somewhat from

that of other Garudas in the Madras Museum collection ; but we doubt if any special

significance can be attached to this. None of the other figures show any noteworthy

peculiarity except, perhaps, the short hair of the Navanitakrishnas.

The Chimakurti find thus contains figures of two Vishnu incarnations, Narasimha

and Venugopala, completely different in treatment from any other known South Indian

images. The former can probably be attributed to northern influence, the face closely

resembling that of a stone Narasimha from Bundelkhund in the collection of Mr. Ajit Ghosh

of Calcutta of which we have seen a photograph, and the flattened knob on the top of the

head closely resembling the lotus seen in this position in the stone figure of Narasimha at

i The and ptabha. which appeared to belong to these images when the account of the find was drawn up

for the Annual Report of the Motcum (1929-30, p. 8) prove 00 cleaning not to fit the deri image at all. There ig

therefore no occasion to regard her a* Bhn Deri rather ibao M Lakshjni, and the latte* identification fits beet.

8
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Badami shown in pi. xliii of Vol. I, pt. i of Gopinatha Rao’s “Elements of Hindu Icono-

graphy.” Both these northern sculptures show Narasimha standing in a manner quite

unfamiliar in the south, and the Badami one stands very much as in the two images now
under consideration, except that the bend of the body is in the opposite direction. The
Chimakurti images have only a single pair of arms each, whereas the Badami figure has

two pairs, and the one from Bundelkhund still more.

The peculiarities of the Venugopala sets do not seem to admit of any such simple

explanation, though as our knowledge of images other than South Indian is very limited

we must not be too certain. The unexpected appearance in some of these figures of a

huntsman's horn or a dagger suggests the possibility that they may possibly be connected

with some hunting tribe,
1

a suggestion that would receive confirmation if such a tribe,

tying their dhoties in the manner shown in pi. x, should prove to inhabit the district

where the images were found. This, however, is a matter which we have not been able

to investigate.

With two exceptions all finds from within the confines of the ancient Chola kingdom
consist, at least mainly, of images in characteristic South Indian style. The exceptions

are the finds from Karappidagai, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District (1920) and
from Naikuppam, Ramnad District (1928). All images from the former of these finds,

and all but one of those from the latter, are more or less crude, many of them extremely

so (sec pi. xxiii) ; and their physiognomy, especially in the latter find, is suggestive of that

characteristic of primitive village gods rather than of the more cultured style of image

with which this catalogue chiefly deals. That the Naikuppam find at least was con-

nected with a grama devata shrine is further indicated by the fact that about half the

images in it represent Aiyanar’s attendants. The only figure of Aiyanar himself from

this find (Aiyanar No. 14) is the only one which is really well executed, and this in spite

of the fact that it is also the smallest.

The find from Tirnvelangadu, Chittoor District, in the extreme north of the Chola

kingdom, presents a number of points of special interest. All the images from it arc

in the Madras Museum collection. Bhairava No. 4 (pi. xx) and Ardhanarisvara No. 1

(pi. xx), resemble images of Chola type but are so crude in finish as to make satisfactory

comparison impossible.

Kannappa Nayanar images are difficult to compare on account of their special

costume; and though the simple and realistic treatment of No. I (pi. xix), including the

loin-cloth as seen under his leather apron behind, suggests Chola affinities, the long neck-

lace and the bold relief of the dagger*, etc., may perhaps point to a later date. Kannappa
Nayanar No. 2 (pi. xix) is a larger image of more delicate workmanship, suggestive of a

* It bum, however, be rememberer! (hat a dagger Is often present in Balakrishna images.

* This may, however, he compared with '.hat of the image of Kulottunga III in the temple at Kalahnxti (sec

above, p. ji), which is situated not very far from Tiravtlaagadu.
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marc recent date, but the right arm of this image, and the upper part of the bow carried

on the left arm, each bear an ornament remarkably like the projecting elbow ornament
that we have come to regard as peculiar to images of Chola type. There is, however, the

possibility that in this Image, as the ornament is present on the right arm but not on the

left, it may represent the kaiikana which is regularly worn by Hindus even to-day when
under a vow ; for as a symbol of determination this would be very suitable for Kannappa
Nayanar. It is perhaps significant that, unlike the special elbow ornament of the Chola

type of image, it is not borne on the string immediately above the elbow, but on a second

string immediately above this. The Lakshmana associated with Rama No. I (pi. vii) also

has such an ornament on the right arm only, though the Rama and Sita of the set have it

on both arms; but it is on a string close to the elbow. The associated Hanuman (No. I)

does not show it at all.

Chandrasekhara No. 5 (pi. xx), Virabhadra No. I and Ganesa No. 3 (pi. xxii),

especially the two former, are large and well executed figures of ordinary type. Soma-

skanda No. 4 (pi. xv), is a small image, unusually suggestive of life and vigour and with

many of its decorative features cast in unusually bold relief, particularly in the head-

dresses. Concerning Natesas Nos. 4 and 5 (pi. xviii) see below, pp. lio-lll, where it is

pointed out that their agreements are such as to suggest that the maker of No. 5, which

is much the larger and more elaborate of the two, must have been acquainted either with

No. 4, or possibly with some earlier image which influenced both. A similar hypothesis

may be suggested in regard to the two images of Kannappa Nayanar
;
but in them the

similarities are less definite and, as we know' of no other images of this saint with which

to make comparison, their significance must for the present remain very uncertain.

The Tiruvclangadu find as a whole is remarkable for the grace and vigour of many of

its images and for the bold relief in which their detail is often treated. But all its images

are not alike in this, and the heavy stiffness of the otherwise well executed image of

Virabhadra forms a striking contrast to the gracefulness of the crudely finished image of

Ardhanarisvara. In other respects, too, the images vary so greatly among themselves

that we can only conclude that they arc the work of a number of different people.

Though situated near the far northern border of the ancient Chola kingdom, Tiruvelan-

gadu is known to have Chola associations; for in 19OS a copper-platc grant made to

the temple there by Rajcndra Chola I, dated A.D. 1016-17, now in the Madras Museum

collection, was found in an underground chamber in the temple. It is not unlikely, there-

fore, that some of its images may be Chola. The two Natesas cannot, however, we think

belong to this period, for in addition to their long necklaces both show on the right a

loop in the vaist band which is present neither in Natesa No. I nor in any of the three

Natesas from Polonnaruwa, as well as traces of flowing ends to this band on the left which

arc found in only one of these images and that one which we are inclined to ascribe (for

reasons already given above, p. 46) to the close of the Polonnaruwa period, whenever

that may have been. We say traces, as unfortunately they are broken short in No. 5 and

are represented in No. 4 only by a scar, having evidently been somewhat imperfectly
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attached in the casting and having at some time come off and been lost. 1 he hair is

unfortunately missing in both images, together with about halt the prabha of No. 4 and

practically the whole of that of No. 5 - The moulding of the emblems of the headdress in

the round in No. 5 suggests a later date for this image than for No. 4. But how far this

is really significant requires further consideration.

It has been usual to treat in the round from very early times all emblems held in the

hands, whether of Siva, Vishnu or any other deity
;
and in at least one image of Chola

type from the Tanjore District—Umasahita No. I (pi. xiv)—there is a tendency to treat the

emblems found in Siva’s headdress similarly, particularly the cobra. A similar tendency

as regards the emblems of the headdress of Ardhanarisvara No. I, in this case most

marked in the crescent, does not therefore necessarily imply that this image cannot be of

Chola age. Images, the detail of which is treated in unusually bold relief, have already

been noted as forming a considerable proportion of the find under consideration ; and

reasons have heen given for supposing that the images of this find are not all of the same

age- This suggests that in this find wc have examples, apparently the only ones yet

known, of a local school of sculptors, showing in much of their work a style distinct from

and often superior to that in more general use in South India, especially Tanjore. The

images form a series commencing with simple forms that might well date from Chola

times, and ending in more highly developed forms, culminating in Natcsa No. 5 - The

treatment of this image is more comparable with the best work of the Vijayanagar period

or even later, than with any which can be proved to belong to the Chola period. But this

may be at least partly due to the tendency to bold relief noted even in some of the

simplest images of the find. If this school lasted for any very long time it is surprising

that no other images belonging to it have come to light; and as neither the earliest nor the

latest dates suggested for it above can be regarded as more than probabilities, based

solely on style, it is not unlikely that it lasted for a shorter period than these dates seem
to imply.

Umasahita No. I (pi. xiv), the image to which reference has been made as one of

Chola type in which the emblems in the headdress are shown in particularly bold relief,

comes from Stttipulam in the Tirutturaippundi Taluk of Tanjore District. Two finds

have been made here, one in 1923 and the other in I927. From the former only two
images are available for reference, Balasubrahmanya No. 5 which is somewhat crude, and
Manikkavachakar No, 4 which is particularly well executed. From the latter find

Umasahita No. I, which has already been noticed, is much the best ; but in addition to

this there are three others in the collection, all of them of special interest. Gancsa No. 2

(pi. xxii), is a somewhat crude image, the conical headdress especially of which suggests
a possible affinity to the unusual image of Parvati, now in the collection of Mr. B. N-

Treasurywala of Bombay, described and figured on pp. 16— 18 of Rupam for April—
October. 1930, by Dr. Stella Kramrisch, who assigns to it Pallava affinities, unfortunately
without detailed proof. Chandrasekhara No. 9 and Vishapaharana No. 2 (pi. xiii), differ
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greatly from images in characteristic South Indian style, but closely resemble both each

other and the somewhat better executed Chandrasekhara No. 8 (pi. xiii), from Vadakkup-

poyyur, as well as—though much less closely—Durga No. 4 from Natkuppam, Ramnad
District, and Chandrasekhara No. 3 (pi. xiii), from Okkur. Through Durga No. 4 these

images seem to be related to crude images leading on to the grama devata type; bu«

through Chandrasekhara No. 3 they seem to be related to images of Chola type, one of

which as already noted was found with them. It thus seems likely that the whole find

may be an early one, in which case they are of interest as showing that styles other

than the more prevalent ones already described have also existed. Chandrasekhara

No. 8 is more elaborate and better executed than either of the other two images with

which we have grouped it, and the images with which it was found suggest that it is

likely to be of later date.

The find from Belur, Salem District, included, as already noticed, the only South

Indian Hindu metal image on which a date has been found, this date corresponding to

A.D. 1511. Of the images found with it four are in the Madras Museum collection.

Chandikesvara No. I (pi. xix) has all the characteristics of the Chola type of image,

including even the projecting elbow ornaments; Dakshinamurti No. 4 (pi. xix) is in the

same general style, the treatment of the short loin-cloth being particularly characteristic,

but the necklaces are comparatively slender and without any fringe of pendants; Satya-

bhama No. 4 and Parvati No. 4 show' nothing that can be regarded as particularly

distinctive of any phase of development, as does also Natesa No. 2 (pi. xvi), apart from

its dated inscription. It seems likely that all these images, except Chandikesvara No. I

which is probably older, may date from the same, i.e., the Vijayanagar period.

The Turaikkudu find is unusual inasmuch as all the three images of which it

consists are Sakta Devi images which seem to be more or less closely allied to the Chola

type, especially Mahishasuramarduni No. I and Kali No. I.

THE MADRAS MUSEUM COLLECTION—MATERIAL AND METHODS
EMPLOYED IN CATALOGUING.

Most of the images in the Madras Museum collection which have already been

figured are shown either in Gopinatha Rao’s “Elements of Hindu Iconography ” (Vol. I,

pts. t and 2, Madras, 1914; Vol. II, pts. I and 2, Madras, 1916) or in Gangoly’s “South

Indian Bronzes ” (Calcutta, 1915) or in the latter author's “Southern Indian Bronzes”

(Calcutta. 1927). It will be convenient to refer to these works simply by their author’s

names adding the Nos. 1 and 2 to indicate, in the former case the volume and in

the latter the earlier and later work respectively. A few additional images have

been figured in Krishna Sastri’s “ South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses ” (Madras,

1916), Hurliman’s “Picturesque India" (Bombay, 1928) and Hooper's “Hymns of the

Alvars” (Calcutta, London, etc., 1929)- With the exception of Rodin’s detailed study

of two of the Nataraja images (Ars Asiatics, III, 1921, pp. 7—*3. Pi- i *»i). and of
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Hadaway’s account of the dated Nataraja from Bclur (Rupam , No. X, 1922, pp. S9—61, 2 pi.)

illustrations in other books are practically repetitions of some of these and no attempt has

been made to record them.

The image of Kaliyakrishna illustrated in pi. Ixiv of Gopinatha Rao's first volume,

fig. 26 of Krishna Sastri’s book, and pi. lxvi of Gangoly's earlier and pi. xi of his later

work, was returned in 1923 under Government Orders dated 1912, to the village of Kattu

Edayar, South Arcot District, for worship in the temple that had been specially constructed

for it. Figured images of Lakshmi-Narasimha (Gopinatha Rao, I, pi. xli, fig. l) and

Valliramayi (Gangoly, I, pi. xxxix), are now in the collection of the art section of the Indian

Museum, Calcutta. The latter image was probably, we think, intended for Sri Devi rather

than for Valli. We have been unable to trace any reference here to the Kalyanasundara

figured by Gangoly (I, pi. xxi).

For the sake of brevity the insignia and postures of the hands are listed on a uniform

plan commencing with the uppermost (or hindermost) and ending with the lowest (or

foremost), the right hand always being mentioned before the left. Thus in the first series

of Vishnu images "discus, conch
; abhaya, resting on mace ” means that the upper right

and left hands hold the discus and conch respectively, the lower right hand being in the

abhaya mudra, while the lower left rests on a mace.

For images mounted on pedestals two approximate 1 measurements of height are

given, the first being the height of the image alone and the second the total height of

image and pedestal together. Unless otherwise stated the latter includes the height of the

stand, if any, to which the pedestal is fitted. In seated images the former measurement
is always taken from the top of the pedestal and no allowance is made for anything that

may hang below this.

Unless otherwise stated all images arc made of copper, as a rule not greatly alloyed.

Most of those without any history were purchased in Madras. All images in the collection

at the end of March, 1931, arc included.

IMAGES SPECIALLY ASSOCIATED WITH BRAHMA.
As Brahma has no special sect of followers in South India, images belonging to this

group are not commonly met with and only one has yet been secured for the Madras
Museum collection.

BRAHMA.

I. brahma. (Gopinatha Rao II, pi. cxlii.) Seated. Height 29, 40, with prabha 56 cm.
Rosary, kamandalu; abhaya, varada. Purchased locally, 1906.

1 Generally lb* ipproximMioo is to the nearest centimetre in large images and to the nearest half
centimetre in toall :,rve«.
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The four faces are united at the ears, of which there arc likewise four, each bearing

a large pyriform pendant. They arc surmounted by four kirita-makutas combined into

one. There arc two slender beaded necklaces. The sacred thread divides into four

parts, of which the two outermost are short, beaded and incomplete; the inner two parts,

which are simple, reach down to the loin-cloth on either side of the body, that on the right

passing round and up across the back to the left shoulder in the usual wav. The prabha

is double-arched with flame ornaments on its outer edge. It arises from a pair of short

and strongly curved makaras. and is surmounted by a yali head carrying a flame

ornament.

VAISHNAVITE IMAGES.

VISHNU.

The first ten images of Vishnu arc all standing, the insignia and postures of their

hands being discus, conch; abhaya (with or without lotus), resting on mace. The trian-

gular mole between the breast and shoulder of the right side is present in most of them.

1. Vishnu with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. (Pi. i. figs, i and 2; also, but without

devis, Hurliman, pi. I.) Height of Vishnu 65, 83 cm.; of devis 51,64 cm. Conch sinistral.

Sri Devi without breast band. Treasure trove, Peruntottam, Shiyali Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1916.

The simple dignified treatment and light draperies of these images suggest the

possibility that they may date from an unusually early period. The conch resembles that

which Jouveau-Dubreuil finds to be characteristic of stone images of the later Chola and

Vijayanagar periods though its basal flame is rendered particularly conspicuous by being

bent over and extended. The discus has the oblique position which he considers

characteristic of the former, and the ornamentation which he considers characteristic of

the latter, of these two periods. Vishnu's headdress also has the form characteristic

of these periods, but with greater affinity to the simpler Pallava than to the more

elaborate modem form.

Other noteworthy features are the realistic, though much flattened, full blown lotus

flower borne on Vishnu’s right lower hand, as though held by its stalk between the first

two fingers, the elegant looped knot of the sacred threads of Vishnu and Bhu Devi, the

headdresses and elbow ornaments of the two devis (see above, pp. 27-28) and the neck-

laces of all three figures.

2. Vishnu. (PI. ii, fig. I.) Height 25 cm. Conch sinistral. No pedestal. No history.

The discus is held approximately parallel to the sagittal plane of the body with one

flame issuing on either side from its centre and one from its upper edge as in stone images

of the early Chola period ; but the conch lacks the central flame shown in Jouveau-

Dubreuil’s illustration of its characteristic early Chola form, resembling that of Vishnu

No. I. That these two images must be classed together has already been pointed out
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above (pp. 2S~26). The unusually broad median loop of ihe girdle is even less con-

ventionalised in this image than in that, and the lion-face ornament is absent. The
lower right hand holds a lotus bud between the thumb and first finger, the stalk of which

extends right across the palm of the hand to the wrist.

J. VlSH.VU. (PI. ii, fig. 3.) Height 8’5, H‘5 cm. Conch dextral. No history.

Careful moulding and exquisite finish combine with decorative detail to make this

little image one of the gems of the collection. The conch has the central flame that was
noted as absent in Vishnu No. 2, and the discus, though it has the early Chola position

and flames, has in addition the two flames issuing from the sides, which in stone images
are believed not to appear till the two central flames disappear and the discus comes to be
held at right angles to the sagittal plane of the body in the Vijayanagar period.

Evidently, therefore, the flames in metal images at least are somewhat variable, in which
case it is not surprising to find the maximum possible number in so finely worked an image
as this even though the position of the discus, the light draperies, the necklaces and the

lotus bud in the lower right hand combine to suggest an early date. The headdress is of

typical Chola-Vijayanagar form. The necklaces are two in number; the lower one is

somewhat broader than the upper, and its middle three or four links bear a row of small
pendants. The triangular mole is present. The lower part of the girdle, instead of form-
ing the conventional median loop, extends as in Vishnu Nos. I and 2 right across both
thighs and does not even hang very low as in those images; and tne long ends of the
girdle hang less stiffly. There is no lion-face ornament. The form of the limbs shows
delicately through the lower cloth. The mace bears on its outer side at its place of
greatest thickness a minute crescentic process, attached by the middle of its convex side,
suggesting a possible affinity with a crescentic-bladed battle-axe.

4. Vishnu. Height 6'5, 8'5 cm. Conch dextral. No history.

1 he image is practically a smaller edition of the last, but of somewhat coarser work-
manship. It resembles it even in such details as the simple form of the girdle and the small
crescentic process of the mace as well as in the lotus bud in the lower right hand and the
position of the discus. Both the conch and the discus lack, however, the central flames,
each having three peripheral ones. And there Is only one necklace, beaded but without
pendants.

5. VISHNU. Height 14, 18 cm. Conch dextral. No history.
The discus with the fingers holding it are broken and missing. The basal flame of

the conch is bent inwards as in Vishnu No. L The mace is also missing. The lower
right hand holds a lotus bud. The necklaces are entirely plain. The mole is strongly
emphasized. The draperies arc more definitely conventionalised than in any of the
preceding except, perhaps, the last. The girdle has its conventional median loop but no
lion-face ornament.

6. VISHNU WITH SRI Devi AND Bhu DEVI. Height of Vishnu 20, 25 cm.
; of devis

17 5. 215 cm. Conch dextral. Treasure trove, Polagam, Narmilam Taluk. Taniore
District, 1920.
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The discus is held at right angles to the sagittal plane of the body and has a small

central flame in front but not behind, as well as the three marginal ones. The flower

garland is present, falling well below the knees. Sri Devi leans towards Vishnu much

more strongly than does Bhu Devi. The draperies arc conventional. The constrictions

of the devis’ headdresses arc not very marked, and again Sri Devi appears to have one

less than Bhu Devi.

7. VISHNU. Height 26, 33 ctn. Conch sinistral. Pear-shaped prabha arising from

makara heads as three bands with lotus flowers between the first and second, triangles

between the second and third and flames on the outer side of the third. Treasure trove,

Pandaravadai, Papanasam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1924.

Except for size, and for the absence of the central flame from the front of the discus,

of the lotus from the lower right hand, of the lion-face ornament, and of the flower garland

there is no great difference between this image and the last. The mole was perhaps

intended to have the form of Lakshmi as in Vishnu No. 10. The mace is missing.

8. VISHNU. Height 23 5, 31*5 cm. Conch dextral. Treasure trove, Sirupanayur.Tirut-

turaippundi Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1929.

This image differs from No. 6 chiefly in its larger size, in the presence of a small

central flame issuing from the front of the conch instead of the discus, and in the absence

of the lotus from the lower left hand.

9. VISHNU WITH Sri Devi AND Bhu DlCVt. (Gnpinatha Raol, pi. xxii; Hooper, pi.

opposite p. 75.) Height of Vishnu 51*5, 66 cm., of devis 43'S5 cm. Conch dextral. Treasure

trove, Tiruppuvanam, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, I9I0.

All three images have girdles somewhat resembling that of Vishnu Nos. 3 and 4.

In other respects they resemble rather No. 8, but are cruder and of heavier form than this

or indeed any of the preceding. Each has only two rather plain necklaces. There is a

central flame on the front side onlv of both conch and discus, and the basal flame of the

conch turns inwards. There is no lotus bud in Vishnu’s lower right hand. Sri Devi has

a sacred thread like that of Bhu Devi. Though somewhat differently decorated the head-

dresses of the two devis are alike inform, each having four deeply constricted bands.

The end of Sri Devi’s cloth projects simply above the girdle behind, but that of Bhu Devi,

like that of Vishnu, is spread out in the form of a fan.

10. VISHNU. (PI. xiii, fig. 2; also Gopinatba Rao I, pi. xviii.) Height 60, 77 cm.

Conch dextral. Treasure trove, Komal, Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1896.

Though a better executed image than the last, it is almost as formal. Yet the discus

is held obliquely, a position which is generally associated with a less conventionalised

type of image (see ahove, p. 28). There is, however, no lotus in the lower right hand.

The presence of the maximum ordinary number of flames (four marginal and two central)

on both conch and discus is in keeping with the elaborate decoration of the whole image.

The srivatsa or raised triangular mole above the right breast has the form of a cross-legged

9
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seated figure of Lakshmi (Sri). A small circle is incised above the left breast. There are

three necklaces, the uppermost narrow in front, hidden beneath the hair behind ; the middle
one enlarged and specially ornamented in the middle in front but not behind

;
and the

third one broad throughout, highly decorated in front. less so behind. The girdle bears the

conventional median loop and lion-face ornament.

it. VISHNU. (PI. ix, fig. I.) Standing. Height 17, 24 cm. Insignia, etc., as in the ten

preceding images except that the positions of the discus and conch are reversed. Conch
sinistral. Prabha present. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur

District, 1929-

The discus and conch arc unduly large in proportion to the figure. The lotus bud,

which is held by its stem between the thumb and first finger of the right hand, is also

much larger than is usual. The mace is missing. It evidently fitted into a deep socket

that projects from the palm of the left hand and rested in a small cavity on the pedestal.

The headdress, though resembling the ordinary makuta of Vishnu in shape, appears to

have been formed from his hair as in Krishna, in view of which it is perhaps noteworthy

that figures of Krishna and his wives formed the greater part of this find. The base of

the headdress bears a pair of backwardly and outwardly projecting wing-like processes-

The single three-stranded necklace has a three-stranded loop, with an ornament in the

middle below, hanging from it between the breasts. The draperies, though conventional,

are not strongly emphasized. The girdle itself is remarkably plain, but has the conven-

tional median loop and other hangings below.

12. Vishnu. (PI. xxiii, fig. 9.) Standing. Height 22 cm. Conch (conventionalized),

discus; ahhaya, varada. No pedestal. Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk,
Ramnad District, 1928.

A very crude image of grama devata type, with conch and discus interchanged from

their correct positions as in the preceding figure. A V-shaped namam is present on the

forehead.

13. VISHNU WITH SRI DEVI. Standing. Height of Vishnu 13*5. 16*5 cm. ; of Sri Devi

13* IS'5 cm. Discus, conch (dextral); abhaya, varada. No history.

A pair of well finished but otherwise crude images, presumably quite modern.

14. VISHNU. Seated. Height 20, 30 cm. Discus, conch (sinistral); abhaya, ahuya-
varada. Treasure trove, Tiruppuvanam, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, 1910.

The draperies and ornaments arc none of them highly elaborated. The two neck-

laces are very broad in front, especially the lower and larger one. The former is hidden

by the hair behind. The latter is slender behind, where it has two additional beaded

strings below it. The pedestal is rectangular, with lotus base.

15. Vishnu. Seated. Height 6, 8'5 cm. Discus, conch (dextral); abhaya, lotus.

Treasure trove, Polagam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.
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A much smaller and somewhat more fully decorated image than llie last, but with

the folds of the clothing very lightly and unobtrusively indicated, though the necklace

sacred thread, etc., are shown in the usual strong relief. Compare Varudaraja No. 6.

16. VISHNU. Seated. Height 10, 16 cm. Conch (sinistral), discus ;
lotus, mace. No

history.

Both the presence of all six flames on the conch and discus, and the treatment of the

drapeties, suggest that this has been an elaborately decorated figure. But it is so corroded

that nothing remains of the detail. Its chief interest lies in the small mace held horizon-

tally in the lower left hand, and the small lotus flower, corroded almost beyond recogni-

tion, that rests flat on the up turned palm of the lower right hand.

17. VlSHNU WITH Sri Df.VI and BHU Df.VI. (For Bhu Devi only, wrongly identified

as Gouri, see Gangoly I, pi. xl.) Seated. Height of Vishnu 23, 32 cm.; of Sri Devi 15, 25

cm.; of Bhu Devi 15, 23 cm. Abhaya with discus, varada with conch (dcxtral). Vishnu

with prabha decorated with successive rows of lotus petals, open flowers, alternating

squares and circles, lotus petals and flames respectively, reading from within outwards.

Treasure trove, Komal, Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjorc District, lSq6.

These images resemble Vishnus Nos. 6-8 in the treatment of detail, but besides being

seated Vishnu bears only miniature emblems attached to the palms of his single pair of

hands, of which the right (bearing the discus) is in the abhaya and the left (bearing the

conch) is in the varada position. The mole seems to have had the form of a seated

image of Lakshmi as in Vishnu No. TO. Vishnu wears the long flower garland as in

No. 6. The folds of his lower cloth arc most elaborately represented. This cloth is

differently shown in each of the three images. In Bhu Devi oniy it is decorated all over

with a somewhat crudely executed pattern. The devis themselves are of about equal

size, but Sri Devi’s pedestal is much higher than Bliu Devi's.

18. VlSHNU WITH Lakshmi. Height of Vishnu 12, 15 ; of Lakshmi 7, 10 cm. Each

with a single pair of hands. Vishnu's hands jnana, resting on knee
;
Lakshmi’s holding

full-blown lotus and bael fruit in right and left respectively. Vadagalai namam present

in both images. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

Crude figures of grama devata type. Vishnu is identified as such by his kirita-

makuta and his association with Lakshmi, in spite of the absence of his usual emblems.

The backs of his hands are tattooed. Lakshmi has patra-kundalas anti no breast bands.

19. Vishnu. Seated. Height 35. 50 cm. Discus, conch (sinistral); abhaya. ahuya-

varada. Purchased from the Ramaswami Temple, Shermadevi, Ambasamudram Taluk,

Tinncvelly District, I93L

The general treatment in low relief of the decorative detail of this image suggests

affinity with Vishnus Nos. 6, 7 and 8. The flames on discus and conch arc not very large-

The central flame is missing on the front of the conch, but present on the back. The
pedestal is rectangular.

9-a
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VISHNU AS VARADARAJA.

Varadaraja is distinguished from other forms of Vishnu by the hands having the

following combination of characters: discus, conch; Varada, resting on mace or katya-

valambita-hasta. In his principal image, in the Varadaraja temple at Conjeevaram, the

lower left hand is in the former position. But it is in the latter in all the Madras Museum

specimens.

His images are always standing.

1. Varadaraja with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. Height of Varadaraja 73. IU
cm. ; of devis 58, 95 cm. Conch dexiral. The lotus pedestals of all three images rest on

a massive stand, which also supports the encircling prabha. Treasure trove, Tiruppu-

vanam, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, 1905.

The ornamentation of this set of images is very elaborate. The basal flame of both

conch and discus is divided into two parts, which bend in opposite directions, so that

each appears to have five marginal flames. The latter but not the former has a central

flame in front, but not behind. Sri Devi wears solid todus in her ears in place of the usual

pierced patra-kundalas. Varadaraja wears three and the devis, in addition to the tali,

two necklaces, of which the lowest is very broad and highly ornamented and supports a

row of mango-shaped pendants. Varadaraja's mole is not of the usual simple triangular

shape. It probably had the form of Lakshmi somewhat as in Vishnu No. 10, but backed

by a prabha. All details of the figure have, however, now disappeared. All three figures

wear anklets, and each has its own type of drapery, differing somewhat from that of

the others.

2. Varadaraja with Sri Devi, Bhu Devi, attendants and incarnations.

(Gopinatha Rao, I, pi. xxiii.) Height (without stand) of Varadaraja 1 1 ,
13*5 cm., of devis

9, II cm. Total height of stand and prabha 40 cm. The three principal images are of

copper, everything else being of brass. No history.

The three principal images with Jaya and Vijaya, the door-keepers of Vaikunthu

(Vishnu’s heaven) on either side of them, rest in sockets on an elaborate stand supported

by Garuda with lions on either side of him. Above them is a prabha with a makara

(on which a figure is seated) on each side at the base of the arched upper portion, a five-

headed cobra (Seska) forming a canopy over Varadaraja ; above this cobra arc the ten

major incarnations of Vishnu, the whole prabha being surmounted by the head of a yali.

The three principal images are rather crude, and the only special interest attaching

to the set lies in their elaborate and somewhat better executed setting. The door-keepers ’

front inner hands rest on clubs, their outer ones being in the abhaya pose. Their back

hands hold the discus and conch, the usual order being reversed in the case of Vijaya for

the sake of symmetry. Each of the chief eight figures is detachable from the stand,

which is in two pieces, the prabha being in two more. Vishnu’s conch is dcxtral, but

those of both door-keepers are sinistral.
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3. VARADARAJA SUPPORTED BY GARUDA. Varadaraja 6's, 7 cm.
; total height of

stand and prabha 15 cm. Varadaraja and prabha of copper; Garuda with stand, of

which he forms a part, of brass. N:j history.

This is an inferior representation of Garuda and Varadaraja with snake and yali

prabha such as formed the middle row of the preceding set. The conch and discus are

much worn.

4. Varadaraja AND Bhu Devi. Heights 8'5. 9'5 an<l 9 cm. respectively.

Treasure trove, Tennur, Madura Taluk and District, 1923-

These images arc of the crudest workmanship. Conch conventionalised.

5. Varadaraja. 5 5, T 5 cm. No history.

A somewhat better finished image than any of the preceding Varadarajas except

No. I. Conch conventionalised.

6. Varadaraja. (PI. ii, fig. 3 I Gangoly, I pi. lxiii.) Height I4, 18 cm. Conch

dextral. No history.

This image is finished in the unusually delicate style of Vishnu No. 15, not even the

sacred thread, etc., being shown in strong relief. One strand of this thread passes to the

hack round the right side of the body. The lotus ornaments above the cars are unusually

prominent.

7. VARADARAJA. (PI. ii, fig. 4.) Height 26, 33 cm. Conchsinistr.il. No history.

The casting of this image with an unstable vacuolated core has lead to the whole of

its breast having disappeared so that it has had to be remodelled in the Museum. The

breast ornaments, consequently, are missing. As will be seen from the illustration, in

spite of its poor metal, it has been cast in style Suggestive of the most ornate style of

temple architecture of the modern period. The armlets are in the form of five-headed

snakes, and the sash and other ornaments are decorated with lotus flowers in strong relief.

VISHNU AS SRINIVASA.

Vishnu as Srinivasa, i.e., the abode of Lakshmi (Sri), is specially associated with

Tirupati and may be recognised by the hands having the following combination of

characters : discus, conch ; abhaya, placed against thigh. By this position of the lower

left hand he indicates to his devotees that the ocean of mundane preoccupations (saimtira)

is for them only thigh-deep.

Images of Srinivasa are always standing.

1. Srinivasa with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. (pi. iii ,
fig. 1.) Height of Srini-

vasa 39, 44 cm.; of devis 31, 35 cm. Conch sinistral. Treasure trove, Sirupanayur,

Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.

These images, as has already been pointed out (pp. 25—28), belong to the same

class as Vishnu No. 1. The discus, which has flames issuing from the centre on both sides.
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is held almost parallel to the sagittal plane of the body. The conch has only a single

marginal pair of flames. There is no lotus in the lower right hand. In the devis the

arms next to Srinivasa hang down, the outer ones heing in the kataka pose, thus reversing

the canonical arrangement. Their elbow bands hear a projecting ornament on the

outer side which is particularly conspicuous ;
and it is interesting to note that the only

other images of these devis in the collection in which this is found arc those associated

with Vishnu No. I and Srinivasa No. 2; and that it also occurs in a number of other

images, all of which are of Chola type (see above, pp. 28—30). The lobes of the ears of

both devis are pierced and enlarged, hanging so as to touch the shoulder ornaments, but

there is no clear indication of earrings. The patra-kundalas usually worn by Sri Devi

are certainly absent.

2. Srinivasa with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. (PI. iii, fig. 2.) Height of Srini-

vasa 63, 81 cm.
;
of devis 49, 64 cm. Conch sinistral. Treasure trove, Vadakkuppanaiyur,

Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1915.

Another set of images of Chola type, but with the discus held at right-angles to the

sagittal plane of the body. Both discus and conch have the usual marginal flames but

no central ones The ornaments that hang from the front of Sri Devi's lowest necklace,

instead of uniting as usual with the ornament that hangs from it behind, cross one

another a little below this ornament and extend on to the shoulders of the opposite

side from their origin.

3. SRINIVASA. Height 47, 63 cm. Conch sinistraL Treasure trove, Vadakadu,

Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1929-

This image closely resembles Srinivasa No. I except that the draperies, including the

median loop of the girdle, are treated somewhat more conventionally, and that the flames on

the discus (which is at right angles to the sagittal plane of the body) and conch arc very

small.

4. Srinivasa with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. (Pi. iH, fig. 1.) Height of Srinivasa

61, 76 cm., of devis 48, 62 cm. Conch dextral. Treasure trove, Srinivasanallur, Musiri

Taluk, Trichinopoly District, 1914.

The treatment is more formal in these images than in the three already described, with

greater emphasis on decorative detail. The flames on the discus and conch are somewhat

large, but the central ones, though present in front, are absent behind. Vadagalai namam
present.

5. SRINIVASA WITH SRI DEVI AND BHU Devi. Height of Srinivasa 59, 74 cm., of

devis 50, 65 cm. Conch dextral. Treasure trove, Vallur, Pattukkottai Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1929-

This set resembles the last but is distinctly inferior, being almost more formal in

treatment with less decorative detail. Neither discus nor conch have any central flame

and their marginal ones are large and clumsy. There are only two necklaces on each

figure, neither of them with pendants.
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VISHNU AS RAKGANATHA.

The single image by which this form of Vishnu, specially associated with Sriranganv

is represented in the collection is about 4 cm. high on a rectangular base of 10 x 5 5 cm.,

the reclining figure being about 8 cm. long. Its history is not known.

On the rectangular base is a tortoise of similar dimensions, i.e. ,
scarcely half as long

as broad. On this is a low lotus throne, on which rest three coils of a snake, the head of

which is missing and presumably arose from one of two sockets which are present at the

back. Ranganatha reclines on these coils with a bolster under his head and a smaller

one placed lengthwise to support his left hip. His navel is represented by a square

socket, presumbly intended to support a lotus, probably with Brahma seatetfupon it.

VISHNU AS PANDURANGA.

Vishnu is said to have appeared in this form to a Brahman at Pandharpur in the

Bombay Presidency to reward him for his intense devotion to his parents.

1. PANDURANGA. Height 14 cm. Hands on hips. Lotus pedestal. No history.

2 . PANDURANGA. Height about 7 cm. Varada, conch. Plain pedestal. Brass. No
history.

VISHNU AS VAIKUNTHANATHA.

I. V.AIKUNTHANATHA WITH Sri Devi and BHU Devi. Height of Vaikunthanatha

16, 22 cm., of devis II, 16 cm. Vishnu’s left hand resting on serpent throne, his right fore-

arm resting on his knee. Treasure trove, Polagam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District,

1920.

The treatment of these images is much the same as that of Srinivasa No. 4. The

mole probably represents Lakshmi seated as in Vishnu No. 10. Both the devis wear

patra-kundalas.

VISHNU AS DHANVANTARI.

1. DHANVANTARI. Height about 3'5 cm., with disc 55 cm. Treasure trove, Patta-

rakkudi, Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramnad District. 19H.

The left hand holds a flask of medicine, the right a rounded object, presumably a

ball of medicine or possibly a bowl into which to pour the medicine from the flask. Girdle

apparently without decorative ends.

2. DHANVANTARI. Height 3, 4 5 cm., with disc slightly more. Treasure trove,

Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1908.

This image does not materially differ from the last, except that the ends of the girdle

extend downwards across the sides of the pedestal.
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VISHNU AS LAKSHMINARAYANA.

The right hand is in the abhaya position in all the Madras Museum images. In all

but one of them {No. 4) there is an additional pair of arms behind these, bearing the

discus and conch.

1. LAKSHMINARAYANA. Height 8, 10 cm., with prabha 21 cm. Prabha with seven-

headed cobra over head of Vishnu, discus, niakaras, yali, conch and foliage. Treasure

trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

The discus and fingers of the back right hand arc broken and missing. The Vadagalai

namam is present on Vishnu’s forehead. Concerning the special features of the Chima-

kurti find of images see above, pp. 56—58.

2. LAKSHMINARAYANA. Height 35 , 5 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole

Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

A smaller edition of the preceding image without prabha. Much corroded
;

front

right forearm missing.

3. LAKSHMINARAYANA. Height 5, 9 cm., with prabha 13 cm. No history. Very

crude.

4. LAKSHMINARAYANA. Height 5, 7 cm. Only one pair of arms. Lotus pedestal

with square base from which arises the stem of a lotus supporting Lakshmi’s feet. No
history.

Though the treatment of this image is quite simple, its workmanship has none of the

extreme crudity of No. 3. Unlike the three preceding images the Vishnu of this one has

only a single pair of arms and consequently bears neither the discus nor the conch but

may be tentatively identified by means of his makara-kundalas. The right hand is raised

as in the abhaya inudra, but has the first finger turned down beside the thumb. The
identity of the image seems to be placed beyond doubt by the lotus on which the feet of

the devi rest and by the breast band which she wears.

SRI DEVI (LAKSHMI) AND BHU DEVI.

(See also above under Vishnu and his speda! forms, and below

under his incarnations)

Lakshmi is worshipped individually, either seated or standing, with the same
attributes as she has in the form of Sri Devi but always erect, instead of leaning to her
left, and with an additional pair of arms.

Apart from this Sri Devi and Bhu Devi are only worshipped in association with
Vishnu cr one of his incarnations. In the latter case they appear under other names as
incarnations of themselves: for instance, as the wives of Krishna they are known as
Rukmini and Satyabhama respectively. In such cases, as their characteristics remain
the same, the names to be applied to them can only be determined by reference to the
form of their husband, except that Rukmini and Satyabhama sometimes resemble Krishna
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in wearing their hair in kesa-bandhas instead of having karanda-makutas. As a

rule, therefore, sets from which the deva is missing cannot have their precise identity

established and can only be classified as Sri Devi and Rhu Devi. Thus Sri Devi and Bhu
Devi Nos. 4-13 formed parts of two finds in each of which Krishna images predominated

over all others. It is quite likely, therefore, that these devis were really intended to

represent his wives.

In the absence of the deva, Vaishnavite devis, especially Bhu Devi, are often difficult

to distinguish from Siva’s consort Parvati.’ We have therefore drawn up the following

synoptic table of their principal attributes:—

Sri Devi. Bhu Devi. P»rv*ti.

Headdress ... Karanda-mabuta* ... Same* Same or jata-bandha.

Earrings Patra-bundalas Mabara-bundalas* ... Either or neither

;

usually makara-

kundalas.

llruast-band Present Absent Absent.

Threads on tTunk Going round both

sides of body.

Sacred thread Eithtr,

llend of body To her left To her right Either
. usually to her

left.

Girdle and cloth Usually projecting at Usually projecting at Rarely projecting at

sides. sides. sides.

Right atm Hanging down Kataka mudra with

emblem.

Kataka mudra with

emblem.

Left arm ... KaUtba mudra with

emblem.

Hanging down Hanging down.

Emblem (often missing) ... Lotus (seed vessel Blue water-lily Lotus (usually in

usually exposed). (usually in bud). bud).

The emblems are often missing, and in uncoloured images the lotus and blue water-lily

are apt to be indistinguishable even when present, especially as buds, and consequently to

be useless as indications of identity. Sri Devi and Bhu Devi can always be distinguished

1 St« Devi and Bhu Devi are absolutely indistinguishable trtun Subrahtainya's wives Vslti and Drvasea* apart from

their association* and no attempt has been made to separate them tl it >u*» powlble that some of the images lilted

a* Bhu Devi and Sri Devi may therefore represent the other pair, particularly No. 14- Similarly Rati, the

consort of Mananaiha, is only distinguishable from Bhu Devi, Parwti, etc., «hen sbe carries a mirror.

* As Rukmlni and Salyabhnma, the wives of Krishna, the karaada-raakuta m\y be replaced by a kesa bsndha or

a koadai. The former is apt to be indistinguishable from the jata-haodha sometimes found in images of Parvati.

* Several Satyabhonw itrngts from the Chimakciti find have pstra kandalas. Bot. a* no oiher images of Satya.

bhama or any other form of Bhu Devi in the collection have them, thi* it probably to he regarded as one of the Tarioes

uncsnul features of this find (are above, pp $6—58)

.

IO
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from each other by the bend of the body, and usually also by the posture of the arms, the

presence or absence of the breast-band and the form of the earrings and threads on trunk ;

and. though the rules laid down on the last four points are not invariably kept, we have

never seen more than one or two of them broken in any one image. Should this occur the

resulting images would still be distinguishable as Sri Devi and Bhu Devi respectively by

the bend of the body. In the case of Sri Devi omission of the breast-band would have to

be combined with reversal of the posture of the arms to render the image indistinguishable

from that of Parvati, whose body may bend to either side ; and reversal of the posture of

the arms is so rare that it is most unlikely that this combination ever occurs. There

should thus be no difficulty in distinguishing Sri Devi from Parvati. Correct images of

Bhu Devi, on the other hand, are quite indistinguishable from certain equally correct

images of Parvati, and their identity can only be inferred from their associations. When
these are unknown (as in Satyabhama No. 4 of this catalogue) all that can safely be said is

that probabilities are against their being Parvati as, judging from the Madras Museum
collection, not more than one in four of her images bend to the right.

Parvati No. 5 from Thogur is particularly puzzling. This image was found associated

with Yasoda-Krishna, crawling Krishna, Balakrishna (or Balasubrahmanya, iconogra-

phically indistinguishable), Pcriyalvar, Tondaradippodi Alvar, Bhairava, twoGanesas,

Rati and three Aiyanars (see above, p. 53). Associations thus yield no clue. The
headdress may be taken either as a kesa-bandha or a jata-bandha. If Vaishnavitc,

therefore, the image must be Satyabhama ; and we should have identified it as such had

not the earrings been patra-kundalas. It seems doubtful whether this type of earring is

ever found in images of Bhu Devi or her incarnations of truly South Indian type'

;

and we therefore feel that the probability in this case is that Parvati was intended. But

the balance is very nearly even, especially as patra-kundalas are exceptional even in

images of Parvati ; and, apart from Chimakurti find, there are very few images in the

collection that can be identified as Satyabhama with any degree of certainty. Bhu Devi

No. 1 from Ulundangudi (see above, p. 55) is another such image without its deva. In this

case the probability of the image being intended for Bhu Devi is somewhat strengthened

by its association with a number of orthodox Vaishnavitc images while of the Saivite

images associated with it most are of Aiyanar who belongs almost more to the grama
devata than to the orthodox Hindu pantheon. In the case of Bhu Devi No. 3 no history is

known. And lastly the isolated images of this type (Bhu Devis Nos. 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13)

from the Chimakurti find (sec above, p. 47) were found with many Vaishnavite images and

only a single Saivite one.

I. BHU Devi. Standing. Height 58, 73 cm. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichino-

poly Taluk and District, 1908.

Tuey are, however, found in several image* of baiyabtama from the Chimakurti lind »lJ0ve, p. 73, footnote j).
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Very like the devis of Srinivasa No. 4. but with decorative detail even mare elaborate,

especially the laterally projecting ends of the girdle, though the usual median loop is

absent.

2. SRI Devi. Standing. Height 36, 48 cm. Treasure trove, Tiruppuvanam, Siva-

ganga Taluk, Madura District, 1910.

Another variant of the same style The narrow lower band of the girdle is widely

separated from the broad upper one, but passes straight across from one leg to the other

without forming a pendulous loop. A sacred thread is present, not the more elaborate

thread usually found in images of Sri Devi.

3. BHU DEVI. Standing. Height 18, 23 3 cm. No history.

Somewhat simpler in detail than the last two. Girdle with median loop.

4 SRI Devi and BHU Devi. Seated. Height 4, 7 cm. Treasure trove, Srirangam,

Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1912.

An exquisite little pair of images, well designed and well finished. Concerning

the identity of these and the following devis from Srirangam and Chimakurll, see

above, p. 73.

5. SRI Devi and BHU Devi. Standing. Height 5*5. 7'5 cm. Treasure trove,

Srirangam, Trichinopoly 1 aluk and District, 1912.

Nicely executed, but not nearly so good as No. 4.

6-13. Sri Devi and Bhu Devi, two pairs; Sri Devi, three figures; Bhu Devi

three figures. All standing. Height (without pedestals) 4‘S-U cm. Treasure trove,

Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District. 1929.

Coarsely made images, some of them almost of grama devata type. Nos. 6, Q, 10, 12

and 13 with Vadagalai namam. In one Sri Devi the breast-band is absent and one Bhu

Devi has patra-kundalas.

14. Sri Devi and BHU Devi. Standing. Height 45, 59 cm. Treasure trove,

Ammapatti, Periyakulam Taluk, Madura District, 1925-

The threads on the trunks of these curiously ornate images are developed into broad

ribbons. In Sri Devi, who has breast-bands and a lotus flower, they pass round both sides

of the body. In Bhu Devi, who has makara-kundalas, no breast-band and a water-lily

bud, they take the form of a broad but undivided three-stranded sacred thread.

15. GAJA-LAKSHMI. Height 9. 10 cm. No history. The headdress suggests grama

devata affinities, in view of which it is not surprising to find that the right hand is in

the varada and the left in the abhaya posture instead of vice versa. The hair is in three

plats, one hanging down the middle of the back and one over each shoulder. The

attendant elephants are missing.

JO-A
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THE WIVES OF VASUDEVA'.

1.

SANTI, KlRTI, PLSHTI, TUSHTI, PRITI AND ANOTHER. Standing three on either

side of a blank space from which Vasudeva is missing. Height of devis 45 cm. Lotus

pedestal 2 cm. high. l8'5 long, and j'5 broad. Pose of three on proper right as in

Sri Devi, of the other three as in Bhu Devi. Crude workraanshipi No history. In all six

devis the breast-band is absent and the sacred thread is arranged as is usual in Bhu Devi.

These six figures presumably represent six of Vasudeva’s eight consorts, Sri Devi

and Bhu Devi being omitted as being universal.

VARAHA.

Two forms are represented: Varaha in which he is standing with Lakshmi on his

raised left knee, and Lakshmivuraha in which he is seated with Lakshmi on his left

knee. In Bhuvardha he bears Bhu Devi, the earth goddess, on his left knee, represent-

ing the earth which he came to rescue. In all three forms he has two pairs of hands, of

which the hinder pair hold the discus and conch.

1. Varaha. (Gopinatha Rao I, pi. xl.) Height 42, 56 cm. No history.

A formal and somewhat crude image in which the deva's raised left foot rests on the

head of a cobra. The discus is held parallel to the sagittal plane of the body, but every-

thing else suggests a late rather than an early date. The front right hand is in the

abhaya pose. Lakshmi’s left hand holds a much conventionalised lotus with seed vessel

exposed.

2. VARAHA. Height 8, 11 cm. Treasure trove, Polagam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1920.

A smaller but better image than the last. Vara ha's front right hand rests on

Lakshmi’s knees. Lakshmi's hands are in the anjali pose.

3. LAKSHMIVARAHA. Height 5 5, 8 cm. No history.

An image of inferior workmanship. An open lotus flower rests on the up-turned

right hand of Varaha, while Lakshmi holds a similar flower by its stalk in her left.

» Vishnu as Vasudeva is the chief deity of * tantric call loo completed to be deilt with here. The name is one
of Vishnu's thousand names, and is included among the twenty-foci of these that are repeated daily by all Vaithnava

Utah aains. Images of the twenty-four mnrtu, to which these names are applied, are to he found cursed on certain

Hoysala temple*, all standing erect, with two pair* of arms, the hands of which hold the conch, discus. mace and
lotus, different murtit being distinguish*: from one another only by the twenty.four different ways in which there

emblem* can be districted among the four hands (see Gopinatha Rao I, pp. 219-230J. Devotee* of Vasudeva

regard him a* having two aspects, the human as Krishna and the divine as the Supreme Being, in whom all the twenly-

Coer nMrtu are united. It. his latter aspect he Km, In addition to Vishnu's two consort* Sri Dtvi ami BUS DM, who
are regarded is universal, six other consorts personifying the six special energies {Sail it) through which his protective

energies work-peace, fame, strength, pleasure, love and either learning or fruition, their respective names being

.««/». h'tfU, PushB, Tin ill, Prili, and either Snratvati (learning, not to be confused with the consort of Brahma) or

Si<tdH (fruition). Of the twenty.four mSrtu, fourteen hare one or other of the above eight tailis specially associated

with them. The other ten hare no iaili.
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4. LAKSHMIVARAHA. Height 3*5, 6 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk,

Guntur District. 1929-

A small image with decorative detail somewhat elaborate, but scarcely delicate

enough for its size. Varaha’s front right hand is in the abhaya pose. Lakshmi’s hands

are in the aojali pose. A Vadagalai namam is clearly marked on Vara ha's forehead, and

a tilaka on Lakshmi’s.

NARASIMHA.

As Narasimha (sometimes specially distinguished as Ugranarosimha) he may be either

seated or standing. In southern images this terrible form is always shown in the act of

either fighting or tearing out the entrails of the demon Hiranyakaiipu (the father of hiB

devotee PrahlJda), whom he came to destroy
;
but in images from the north where Nara-

simha is less popular he may apparently stand alone (sec above, pp. 57-58). As Yoga-

narasimha he is seated in meditation with a band round one or both legs and with one or

both hands directed downwards. In this posture he practised yoga to regain control of his

fury after the destruction of the demon. As Lakshmitiarasimha he is seated with Lukshmi

on his left knee.

1. Narasimha WITH LAKSHMI AND PRAHLADA. Height of Narasimha 20,21*5 cm.,

of other two figures 13, 14 cm- Loras pedestals (Lakshmi’s unfinished) on rectangular

base 29 cm. long by 6' 5 wide by 5 high. Narasimha with eight pairs of hands: entrails,

entrails; noose, axe ;
arrow, l>ow ;

discus, conch; tearing stomach, tearing stomach ; club,

?; sword, shield; holding demon's legs, holding demon’s head. Lakshmi with two pairs

of hands, the upper ones each holding a lotus so completely and crudely conventionalised

as to have practically the form of a discus with flames above, the lower ones in the

abhaya and varada poses respectively. Prahlada with one pair of hands in the anjali

pose. No history.

These images are very crude, but form a group not commonly met with. Each wears

a kirita-makuta. The Lakshmi image appears to be made of brass, and each of its

ear-rings bears a mango-shaped pendant. Prahlada, in addition to the usual clothing

and ornaments, wears an angavastram over his shoulders, though in the presence of a

god this is considered most disrespectful. Narasimha and Prahlada have the Tengalai

namam, Lakshmi the tilaka.

2. NARASIMHA. (PI. vi, fig. I ; also Gopinatha Rao I, pi. xlvii.) Height 28, 40 cm.

with prabha 58 cm. Four pairs of arms: discus, conch; entrails, entrails; holding leg

of demon, holding head of demon; tearing stomach, tearing stomach. Prabha arising

from makaras below, yali head in middle above, flames on outer edge. No history.

A somewhat formal image of moderate workmanship, with kirita-makuta and

Tengalai namam.

3. Narasimha. (PI. ix. fig. 2.) Height f.5- 9 5 cm., with prabha I3'5 cm. One pair

of arms : right hand resting on the face of a goblin, standing on a short pillar, with
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small wings arising from its elbows (? Garuda) ; left hand resting between his hip and

a post the significance of which we do not understand. This post is much thinner than

it is wide, rounded above, with a hole near the top. Plain pedestal with lotus petal

ornament below. Prabha J-arched. with a makara head on either side below and a yali

head above, surmounted by a pair of parrots and a discus. Treasure trove, Chimakurti

Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

The peculiar features of this not unattractive little image have been dealt with above

(PP- 57-58). The tail extends upwards and to the left, its bushy tip appearing above

the left shoulder. The little finger of each hand bears a large signet ring.

4. NARASIMHA. Height 6, 7'5 cm. A replica of No. 3. hut somewhat smaller and

without prabha. Same Gnd as No. 3.

5. YOGANARASIMHA AND LAKSHMI. (Pi. v, figs. I and 2.) Height of Narasimha

about 40, 65 cm., of Lakshmi about 32, 53 cm. Narasimha with four arms, of which the

two posterior hold the discus and conch, the other two resting on his knees. Lakshmi
with two arms, her left hand holding a lotus with seed vessel exposed. Treasure

trove, Manjakkudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1921. Returned to the villagers

under orders of Government issued in December 1922.

The combination of power, restraint and grim determination expressed in this

Narasimha image is very striking and a great contrast to the comparative lifelcssncss of

No. 2. The image of Lakshmi does not seem to call for special comment. Unfortunately

neither image is now available to us for detailed study.

6. YOGANARASIMHA. Height 4, 5*5 cm. Four arms as in No. 5. Treasure trove,

Srirangam, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1912.

A small image resembling the preceding one in general form.

7. YOGANARASIMHA. Height 16 5 cm., pedestal missing. Fourarms: discus, conch
abhaya, resting on knee. No history.

This figure differs in posture from the last two, the band leaving the right leg free.

This leg hangs below the top of the pedestal from the knee downwards and the front

right hand is raised in the abhaya pose.

8. LaKSIIMINARASIMHA. Height 7, io cm. Discus, conch; abhaya, supporting
Lakshmi who holds a lotus in her left hand with seed vessel exposed. Lotus pedestal
with small Garuda in front. Prabha missing. No history.

VAMANA.

I. VAMANA. Height 12 cm. Vedas, water vessel. No umbrella. No pedestal.
Treasure trove, Mullangudi, Kumbakonam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1917.

On the top of the head is a forwardly directed tuft of hair. The only clothing is a
narrow strip of cloth between the legs, attached at either end to a string round the waist

;

but all the usual ornaments are present. The Vedas are in the form of a cudgeon manu-
script. the bundle of leaves being secured by two bands.
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RAMA, SITA AND LAKSHMANA

For means of distinguishing images of Rama from those of Manmatha and Arjuna see

above, footnotes to pp. 7 and 16 respectively.

I. Rama, Sita AND LAKSHMANA. (PI. iv, fig. 2 & PI. vii.) Heights 103. 112 cm., 75,

82 cm. and 88, cm. 95 respectively. Treasure trove, Vaclakkuppanaiyur, Negapatam Taluk,

Tanjore District, iyi 5 -

These three images, and a Hanuman that was associated with them (No. I, p-95), are

among the finest in the collection. Their simple dignified style suggests that they belong

to the same class as Vishnu No. I, and this is confirmed by various details noted below.

The air of self-possessed abstraction characteristic of the best Hindu images, is admir-

ably combined with an unusual delicacy in the moulding of face and limbs, especially in

the two male images. The care devoted to the portrayal of the human aspect of these

figures suggests that the maker regarded them as heroes rather than as divinities, which

adds to the probability of their being of early date (see above, p. 24). All other images

of Rama, Sita and Lakshmana in the collection have, moreover, girdles with long decora-

tive ends which are absent in these. Such decorations arc found in every image of

Vishnu as a deity (except possibly in one of the two small seated images of Dhanvantari)

but are absent from the image of Vamana, from several Krishnas and from about half

the images of Vaishnavite saints, suggesting that in Vaishnavite images they are perhaps

to be regarded as an indication of divinity. As. however, they are absent in many

images of Siva their importance, if any, can he hardly great. There has been little

attempt to introduce symmetry into the set by approximating the size and appearance of

Lakshmana and Sita. Lakshmana, though considerably smaller than Kama, is tallcrthan

Sita and in addition wears a taller headdress unlike that of either.

Sita stands on Rama’s right, and Lakshmana on his left. Sita’s left hand has been

broken off at the wrist and is unfortunately missing.

The Rama of this set is the only male Vaishnavite figure in the collection wearing the

karanda-makma type of headdress, otherwise confined to devis and to the sons of Siva.

That it has the lightly constricted form characteristic of the devis of Vishnu No. I

and still more those of Srinivasas Nos. I and 2 affords further evidence for the associ-

ation of this group of images with those. Lakshmana has his hair fastened in a kesa-

bandha on top of his head. Sita has hers in a bun-like kesa-bandha at the back of her

head, secured behind by a broad band across the middle and decorated with a wreath of

flowers in front. Short curls fall on to her forehead.

Rama wears makara-kundalas but Sita and Lakshmana are without earrings, though

the lobes of their ears are pierced and enlarged. Armlets and wristlets arc present in all

three images, including the projecting elbow ornament that seems to be confined to

images of Chola type (sec above, pp. 29"30)- In Lakshmana, however, it is confined to the

right elbow. Anklets are only worn by Sita, but all three have pariasaras. those ot Sita

bearing a row of pendants (? bells).
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The necklaces and Sita’s tali are very like those of Vishnu No. I and his devis,

except for the absence of the lowest necklace in Rama and Lakshmana. Rama (who has

no trace of Vishnu’s triangular mole) and Lakshmana each wear a triple sacred thread

passing round the body across the right hip. Both lack the single strands on either side

of this that are found in Vishnu No. I and other Vishnus of the same class ; but both are

provided with an elegant looped knot on the left breast which seems to he usual in such

images though not confined to them. In Lakshmana the loop and free ends of this knot

have become so worn as only to be recognizable on close examination. He (but not

Rama) wears in addition two other threads, one passing over the right shoulder and left

hip, the other over the left shoulder and right hip, the two being united where they cross

in the middle both back and front. Sita’s thread has the form characteristic of Sri Devi,

but she has no breast-band. Rama and Lakshmana each have a waist-band, that of the

former having a large decorative clasp in front.

The girdle is represented by a simple belt, in Rama and Lakshmana with a lion-face

clasp, in Sita with a floral one. Only in Sita is it decorated with tassels and festoons,

one of the latter falling between the legs in the position of the usual median loop but

without being in any way emphasized. Sita’s lower cloth reaches to her ankles while

those of Rama and Lakshmana arc extremely short, covering only the tops of the thighs.

That of Lakshmana has a double border of floral decoration, but the other two are plain.

One end of Sita 's cloth protrudes in ornamental fashion above her belt behind and the

other on her left side in front. The cloths of all three images are treated in simple and
realistic style.

2. Rama, Sita and Lakshmana. (PI. viii, fig. i.) Height 58, 72 cm., 42, 55 cm. and

45. 57 cm. respectively. Treasure trove, Vellore, North Arcot District, 1913.

This set of images forms a striking contrast to the last. For, though considerable care

has been bestowed upon decorative detail, they are almost grotesque in form and propor-

tion if not positively ugly. Rama wears a kirita-makuta, a lotus hud above each ear,

makara-kundalas. two circular necklaces and one which hangs low between the breasts,

a divided sacred thread, a waist-band, a festooned and richly decorated girdle with long

ends falling to his ankles, an undccorated lower cloth, a band crossing the two legs in front

about half way between knee and ankle, armlets, wristlets, anklets, and padasaras. Sita

stands on Rama's left and Lakshmana on his right. Sita wears a karanda-makuta so

modified in form as not to appear asymmetrical with Lakshmana’s kirita-makuta. Laksh-
mana 's cars bear tassels of the same general shape as Rama’s makara-kundalas. Sita

has patra-kundalas with similar tassels attached. Lakshmana wears one circular necklace

and Sita her tali from which hangs a large locket, both having two heavy necklaces

hanging low between the breasts and a sacred thread passing over the right hip. Laksh-
mana, like Rama, wears a waist-band rather high above the waist Both wear girdles

very like Rama’s. Lakshmana’s cloth is short like Rama's but is decorated; Sita’s is

decorated and long. Lakshmana like Rama has a band crossing the two legs in front
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between knee and ankle. Both Sita and Lakshmana wear the same bracelets, etc., as

does Rama. Sita holds a water-lily in her right hand.

3. Rama, Sita and Lakshmana. Heights 195, 22 5 cm; 16, 19 cm. and 17, 20 cm.

respectively. Treasure trove, Peruntottam, Shiyali Taluk, Tanjore District. 1918.

Sita stands on Rama's right and Lakshmana on his left. The bows, though separate

pieces of metal, arc present but the arrows missing. Sita holds a lotus with seed pod

exposed in her left hand. All three figures arc richly, but somewhat coarsely, decorated.

The two male figures wear kirita-makutas, makara-kundalas and circular necklaces.

They have their sacred threads fastened with a bow on the left breast and divided into

three, the middle piece being three stranded. Rama bears Vishnu’s triangular mole

above the right breast. Lakshmana wears a dagger in a richly ornamented sheath on

his right side. Rama is unarmed except for his bow. Sita wears a karanda-makuta

and has the breast-band and type of body thread characteristic of Sri Devi.

4. Rama. Height 20, 25 5 cm. No history.

Very similar to the last but less richly decorated and better executed. The hair is

tied in a kesa-bandha on top of the head.

5. Rama, Sita AND Lakshmana. Heights 8, 9 5 cm., slightly under 7, 8 cm. and

slightly over 7, 8 cm. respectively. Mounted on a common rectangular stand 2 cm. high,

14 cm. long and 5 cm wide, on which is a prabha rising 17 cm. above its base, Prabha

with palm-tree centre, five-headed cobra, makara heads and yali head. Sita stands on

Rama’s left with a full-blown lotus in her right hand. No history.

Not unlike No. 2 but much smaller and correspondingly less richly decorated and with

the doth of ail three figures long. Sita's hair is tied in a kesa-bandha almost indistin-

guishable from the kirita-makuta worn by the two male figures. She has a breast-band

as in No. 3 instead of the long lower necklace of No. 2. All the three figures wear loose

bangles, apparently of gold. Rama has one on each arm, each of the other two one on

the outer arm only.

6. Rama. Height 13 5, 16 cm. Brass. Lotus pedestal with cavity for base of how.

No history.

Very like No. 5 in treatment, but much larger and with cloth short and a dagger on

the right hip.

7. Rama. Height 8'5, 9 5 cm. Copper except headdress, ear and shoulder orna-

ments, long lower necklace, girdle, armlets, wristlets and anklets, all of wh ch are of

brass. No history.

Apart from its composition of two metals, and less curved lower necklace, this image

also resembles No. 5.

8. Rama AND SITA. Heights J7, 22 cm. and 15. 19 cm. respectively. Sita standing

on Rama’s right with a full-blown lotus in her left hand. Treasure trove, Chimakurti,

Ongolc Taluk, Guntur District, 1929-

11
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The peculiar features of the Chimakurti images have already been considered above

(pp. 56-58). This is the only image of Rama that we have seen in which the bow and

arrow arc permanent fixtures. Rama's forehead is marked with the Vadagalai namara,

Sita’s with the tilaka. Sita is provided with a breast-band and also wears a curious

bracelet-like ornament on the back of her right hand.

KRISHNA AS VATAPATRASA YI.

I. VATAPATRASAYI. Leaf with stalk 8‘5 cm. long. Brass. No history.

An inferior image in European rather than Indian style, in which it forms a marked
contrast to all others in the collection.

KRISHNA AS SANTANAGOPALA.

1. SANTANAGOPALA. Total length about 30 cm. No history.

2 . SANTANAGOPALA. Total length about 9 cm. No history.

This image differs from the last chiefly in its much smaller sire, different decoration
and more delicate moulding. A sacred thread is present. The hair is tied up in an
unusually decorative kondai as in Navanitakrishna No. 13, which is in much the same
style.

3. SANTANAGOPALA. Left leg broken; total length when complete probably about
12 cm. Treasure trove, Adanakkottai, Pattukkottai Taluk, Tanjore District, 1923.

Cruder than either of the two preceding, and with the right foot much further from
the mouth. A sacred thread is present.

4- SANTANAGOPALA. Total length about 10 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti,
Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929-

Differs from the other three in that the left foot is raised towards the mouth instead
of the right.

YASODA KRISHNA.

1. YASODAKRISHNA. Standing. Height JO‘5, 14 cm. Full-blown lotus in Yasoda’s
right hand, Krishna on her left hip. Treasure trove, Uppiliyapuram, Musiri Taluk,
Trichinopoly District, 1929.

Yasoda’s hair is parted in the middle, with ornaments representing the sun on the
right and the moon on the left of the parting in front. It is tied at the back of her head
into a kesa-bandha slightly drawn out into a sort of terminal point below. Krishna’s hair
is tied into a somewhat elongated kondai on the top of his head.

2. Y ASODAKRISHNA. (PI. xxiii, fig. 16.) Standing. Height 20 cm. Full-blown
lotus in Yasoda’s right hand, Krishna on her left hip. Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tirup-
patlur Taluk, Ramnad District, 1928.

Concerning this find of images see above, p. 58. Extremely crude. Krishna’s hair
tied in a typical round kondai, flat above
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3. YASODAKRISHNA. Standing. Height 13, 14 cm. Even cruder than No. 2.

Krishna on right hip and with karanda-makuta instead of kondai, which renders

identification somewhat uncertain (see under No. 4). Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tirup-

pattur Taluk, Ramnad District. 1928.

4. YASODAKRISHNA. Standing. Height 7, 7 5 cm. Even cruder than No. 2.

Krishna on left hip. He wears a karanda-makuta instead of a kondai, which renders the

identification more uncertain and it is possible that this image may really be no more than

a votive offering made by a mother after being blessed with a child. Treasure trove,

Karappidagai, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1920.

5. YASODAKRISHNA. Seated. Height 5-5, 9 cm. Yasoda with full-blown lotus in

right hand and Krishna on her left knee. Krishna with smaller full-blown lotus in left

hand. No history.

Yasoda ’s hair is tied in a kesa-bandha on top of her head, and Krishna’s in a kondai

which is slightly conical above.

6. YASODAKRISHNA. Seated. Height 8, 12 5 cm. Yasoda’s left hand resting on

the four-legged rectangular pedestal, Krishna on her right knee. Treasure trove, Thogur,

Tanjorc Taluk and District, 1925.

Yasoda’s hair is tied into seven knots on her forehead, the central one being large

and ornamental, and into a kondai behind with a wreath of flowers resting on its narrow

basal part. Krishna's hair is not tied. Yasoda wears patra-kundalas and Krishna

todus. In spite of the rather crude treatment of this image the mother’s face is unusually

pleasing. Yasoda leans against a long cylindrical bolster, folded on itself on her right.

7. YASODAKRISHNA. Seated. Height 7 , 10 cm. Yasoda’s right hand rests on

Krishna’s right foot, Krishna being seated on her left knee. A female attendant stands

with a long handled fan on the left of the rectangular four-legged pedestal. No history.

Except for the presence of the attendant this is practically a somewhat cruder edition

of the last but in reversed position, Krishna being on Yasoda’s left and the bend of the

bolster on her right. Krishna’s hair is tied in a kondai, that of the attendant in a spiral

knot. Yasoda’s has practically the form of a kondai and is secured behind with two

bands, crossing in the middle, one of them vertical and the other horizontal. Yasoda

alone has a wreath of flowers on her hair-

BALAKRISHNA.

In the first seven images he is crawling, in the other ten he is dancing. When

crawling his hair is fastened in a kondai and he holds a mango in his right hand. When

dancing his hands are empty, the right in the abhaya, tarjini or other pose, and the left

arm extended outwards, and his hair is fastened in a more or less cylindrical kesa-

bandha.

Navanitakrishna (sec below, p. 86) has the same alternative postures and is distin-

guished from Balakrishna only by the ball of butter which he holds in his right hand or,

1 1-A
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rarely, in both hands. Dancing figures of Balasubrahmanya, the Saivite counterpart of

Balakrishna, arc iconographically indistinguishable from dancing figures of Balakrishna

and can only be identified by their Saivite associations. When associations give no

clue the probability is that Balakrishna was intended, his being far the more popular

cult of the two. All doubtful images, therefore, are here classed as Balakrishna.

In both crawling and dancing images the front hair is elegantly curled. The ear-

rings may be patra-kundalas, makara-kundalas or (in small images) simple pendants. The
pendants possibly represent up-turned makara-kundalas such as are found in Navanita-

krishna No. 2. The upper part of the body is adorned with ornamental bands which

follow the same course as Sri Devi's body threads (see above, p. 19) and often bear a

large ornament in front, especially in dancing figures. In dancing figures they bear much
the same relation to the necklaces as they do in Sri Devi, but in crawling figures they are

superimposed on them, the front ornament hanging forwards below the body. Both forms

of image have a narrow girdle but no cloth. In all the crawling images the girdle is tied

on the left side and a bell of ordinary “ bell ” shape is attached on the same side a little

further back, while a small dagger (or possibly a knife) in a sheath is tucked in on the

opposite side. In dancing images the girdle is decorated with tassels, and only in one
(No. 8) is any definite fastening shown. The dagger is only present in this same image
and the bell not at all. Brils of a lighter type, more or less spherical with a slit below,

arc, however, sometimes found hanging in a row all round the lower margin of the girdle.

Arms and legs have the usual adornments in both forms of image.

Navanitakrishna images arc similarly adorned but the headdress is more variable,

the girdle is often hung with a row of bells instead of with tassels. The single crawling

figure in the collection has this row of bells and no dagger which is. however, present in

several of the dancing figures. One dancing figure (No. 7) wears a cloth.

Of the five figures which wc feel can confidently be identified as Balasubrahmanya
one (No. 2) shows a definite fastening to the girdle and one (No. 1) a bell, both being on
the right instead of on the left side, with a pair of tassels, one on each leg, a little further

forwards. In another (No. 3) there is a bell on the left. None of them bear a dagger.

1. BALAKRISHNA. Crawling. Brass. Total length (from top of head to toes of
extended left leg) 15 cm. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and District,

1908.

This is the only crawling Balakrishna in the collection in which the ear-rings are
patra-kundalas.

2, 3 and 4. Balakrishna. Crawling. Total length 12, to 5 and 9 5 cm. respectively.

No. 2 of brass, Nos. 3 and 4 of copper. Treasure trove. Adanakkottai, Pattukkottai Taluk,
Tanjore District, 1923.

The cars bear pendants.

5. Balakrishna. Crawling. Total length 10 5 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti,
Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.
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The cars bear pendants.

6. BALAKRISHNA. Crawling. Total length 11 cm. Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjore

Taluk and District, 1925.

The ears bear pendants.

7. BALAKRISHNA. Crawling. Total length II cm. Brass. No history.

This image has l>ccn figured in “Illustrations of Metal Work in Brass and Copper,

mostly South Indian, from examples selected by Edgar Thurston, Velayuda Asari and
W. S. Hadaway (Madras, Government Press, 1913. Not for sale). The ears bear

pendants.

8. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 49, 52*5 cm. Right hand ahhaya. Treasure

trove, Mallachipuram, Triehinopoly Taluk and District, 1893.

In this, as in all the following images except Nos. 9 and 15, he is poised on his left

leg, the right one being raised. There are lotus buds behind the ears and patra-kundalas

on the ear-lobes, There is no waist band, but a string is tied round the stomach, from

which a single tassel extends along the front of the right teg and a pair along the front

of the left. The girdle rests on the upper part of the thighs, on top of the tassels. It is

tied in an ornamental knot on the left side at the back, a dagger being attached in a

corresponding position on the right side.

9. BALAKRISHNA. (Gangoly (l), pi. Ixiv.) Dancing. Height 40, 52 5 cm. Right hand

abhaya. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1908.

The usual positions of the legs arc reversed. The ears bear todus. A waist band is

present. There is no string above the girdle, which is of the usual conventional type

without fastening, dagger or bell, and has two tassels on each side.

10. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height, 35, 44's cm. Right hand abhaya. Treasure

trove, Pandaravadai, Papanasam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1924.

Makara-kundalas adorn the ears.

11. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 37, 49 cm. Right hand abhaya. The pedes-

tal bears an inscription in modern Tamil characters with the following meaning. “The
god that gave the leg. The gift of Tittar Nayakar tor the merit of Kayilappa

Mudaliyar." Treasure trove, Parittiyur, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District. 1925.

1. Kalkudutta Nayina

2. «a9iwiju Kayilappa Mudaliyar

3. Punniyam 3ga Tittar Nayakar
4. jtQuiLD Tarumam

Makara-kundalas. Neither waist-band nor string round the stomach present above

the girdle.

12. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 9, 12*5 cm- R'Kht band abhaya. No history.
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13- BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 5'5, 7 5 cm. Right hand abhaya. Treasure
trove, Polagam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.

14. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 36, 48 cm. Right hand tarjini. Treasure
trove, Tiruvarambur, Tricliinopoly Taluk and District, 1908.

Without any ornaments to the ears beyond a small lotus bud above each.

15. BalaKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 8, 105 cm. Right hand tarjini. Treasure
trove, Thogur, Tanjore Taluk and District, 1925.

The usual positions of the legs are reversed as in No. 9. The string and girdle are
distinct, the latter hanging very low as in No. 8, with an ornamental bow on each side
behind and a single short tassel (? or bell) on each side in front.

16. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 41, 51 cm. Right hand extended forwards as
in most images of N'avanitakrishna. Treasure trove, Srinivasanallur, Musiri Taluk,
Trichinopoly District, 1914.

Makara-kundalas.

17. BALAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 7, 10 cm. Arms as in No. 16. Treasure trove,

Srirangam, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1912.

Patra-kundalas.

NAVANITA KRISHNA.

Distinguished from Balakrishna only by the ball of butter held in the right hand.
Usually dancing, rarely standing or crawling. Hair in a kesa-bandha (Nos. 17) or in a

kondai (Nos. 1 1- 14), or short (Nos. 8-10).

1. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 38, 52 cm. Treasure trove, Tirup-
puvanam, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, 1910.

Patra-kundalas in ears. The string round the stomach is tied on the leftside in front,

and the girdle, which is reduced to a string of ? bells, on the right side in front.

2. NAVANITAKRISHNA. (Krishna Sastri, tig. 25; Gopinatha Rao, I pi. lx I.)

Dancing. Height 35, 48 cm. No History.

The arrangement of the ear and shoulder ornaments is shown with unusual clearness.

On each side a small lotus bud fills the space hetween the upper part of the ear and the

head, and behind this a long festoon hangs down on to the shoulder and across the

front of the upper arm. while the lobes bear rnakara-kundalas.

In addition to the usual body ornaments a sacred thread is shown in front but not

behind. The girdle has a floral clasp in the middle in front and bells at equal intervals

all round, except above and in front of the raised leg where there is only one. These
bells are of two kinds which alternate with one another—the usual belt-shaped kind and
the lighter more or less spherical kind with a slit across the bottom and extending

upwards on either side. The raised right foot rests on a full-blown lotus, the stem of
which arises from the pedestal.
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3, 4 and 5. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height j‘5, 10 cm., 6, 7*5 cm. and 5 5. 7

cm. respectively. Treasure trove, Srirangam, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1912.

Very similar to No. I, and also to Balakrishna No. 17, which latter image was found

with them, but differing from both in having pendants in the ears. No. 3 is a particularly

well executed little image, the best of this form in the collection.

6. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 6. 9 cm. No history.

Very similar to the last three, but with patra-kundalas in the ears and ornamental

ends to the girdle on both sides behind as in Balakrishna No. 15.

7. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 7*5 cm. No history.

This is a most unusual figure in which Navanitakrishna is represented as a man with

sacred thread, waist band and a cloth which reaches nearly to the knees. It is soldered

to a base shaped like an inverted hemispherical bowl
;
but this does not seem really to

belong to it.

8. 9 and 10. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Dancing. Height 6 5 cm, 5*5, 9 cm. and 4 5, 6 cm.

respectively. No. 8 without pedestal, 9 and 10 with lotus pedestals. Treasure trove,

Chimakurli, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929*

These three images differ from all the others in having the hair cut short at the back.

AH have the girdle fastened in front or the left leg with a bell on the left and a dagger

on the right behind.

11. Navanitakrishna. (Gangoly, 1, pi. lx-lxi.) Dancing. Height 9 5, 13 3 cm - No

history.

The group in which this image was figured by Gangoly was a composite one and was

dispersed when the collection was rearranged some years ago. The images of Rukmini

and Satyabhama showed them as adults, old enough to be the mother of the dancing

child between them, from which they also differed in colour of the metal used and in being

of very crude workmanship. Nor did the stand fit the images properly, having obviously

not been designed for them. The five-headed cobra formed part of the prabha and is

inconectly shown inGangoly’s pi. Ixi as Krishna's headdress, which is a simple kondai.

This image, though not highly decorated, is carefully moulded and finished somewhat

in the style of Santanagopala No. 2 and is an unusually successful representation of

Krishna as an exceedingly fat and chubby child. As in Nos. 2 and 12 the up-raised righc

foot is supported on a lotus, the stem of which arises from the pedestal.

12. Navanitakrishna. Dancing. Brass. Height 1:, i6'5 cm. No history.

An image in the same style as No. II, but more highly decorated and less successful.

Both hands are raised towards the head with a ball of butter in each. A sacred thread

crosses the back but not the chest. A pair of strips, decorated behind, extend from either

side of the head obliquely downwards and outwards across the backs of the upper arms

but their significance is not clear.

13. Navanitakrishna. Standing. Height 11, 13 5 cm. No history.
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Style somewhat as in Nos. n and 12. The left hand hangs down and the kondai is

unusually elaborate, resembling that of Santanagopaia No. 2.

14. NAVANITAKRISHNA. Crawling. Total length 5 5 cm. Treasure trove, Ten nur,

Madura Taluk and District, 1923.

The right foot and left leg rest on the body and the left hand on the up-raised head

of a once-coiled cobra. Somewhat crude.

KALIYAKRISHNA.

These images differ from those of dancing figures of Balakrishna and Navanitakrishna

only in that the dance takes place on the hood of the five-headed serpent king Kaliya,

whose tail is held in the out-strctchcd left hand. Three measurements are given,

the first being of Krishna alone, the second including Kaliya’s hood and the third the

pedestal also.

1. KALIYAKRISHNA. Height 46, 6a 75 cm. Treasure trove, Nilappadi, Negapatam

Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919.

Krishna has makara-kundalas in his ears and a small ornamental loop on each side

of his girdle. His right hand is in the abhaya pose. Kaliya has a human bust with hands

in the anjali pose beneath the cobra hood.

2. KALIYAKRISHNA. Height 35, 44, 52 cm. Treasure trove, Pandaravadai, Papana-

satn Taluk, Tanjore D strict, 1924.

A less successful figure than the last, with Kaliya's human bust, and to a much less

extent his hood and heads, turned to Krishna’s right. Krishna has patra-kundalas in his

ears and no loops to his girdle.

3 KALIYAKRISHNA. (PL ix, fig. 3.) Height 10 5, t 5 , 19 cm. Treasure trove.

Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

Krishna's right hand faces upwards. The ornaments behind his ears arc very large.

A sacred thread and waist band are present. The girdle is very broad and has excep-

tionally wide ornamental bows on each side ; it supports a large dagger on the left side

in front and a cloth which hangs to the knees. Kaliya is without any human features.

The lotus pedestal bears a fish, tortoise, crocodile and makara at the four corners and

a pair of worshipping naginis in front. The fish and makara are on Krishna's right, the

other two animals being on his left; the fish and tortoise are in front, the other two

behind. The naginis have human trunks which arise from the backs of the hoods of

single-headed cobras.

KRISHNA AS VENUGOPALA.

Out of the 15 images listed here 9 (Nos. 4~I2, including all of those with consorts)

belong to the Chimakurti treasure trove find, the peculiar features of which have already

been dealt with (pp. 56-58). Nos. 1-6 have four hands, the additional pair holding the
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discus and conch. The rest have only the two hands which would hold the flute were
this not invariably missing. The namam is more or less distinctly visible in No. I and
in all the Chimakurti images except Nos. 8 and io. Images Nos. I and 2 wear kirita-

makutas ; in the rest the hair is tied in a kesa-bandha. Usually this forms a more or less

cone-shaped mass on the top of the head, but in some of the Chimakurti images it has
other forms. In No. 8, Rukmini and Satyabhama (who always hold the emblems of Sri

and Bhu Devi respectively in their hands) wear karanda-makutas
;
in all other sets their

hair is treated in the same manner as Venugopala’s. Their earrings are almost always
in the same style as his in the images before us, but this is unlikely to prove to be a

general rule as it does not hold good either in the pair of images associated with Krishna
(below, p. 92) or in those of which the association has been lost (below, pp. 93-94'.

I. VENUGOPALA. Height 29. 39 cm. Treasure trove, South India.

Almost as florid in style as Varadaraja No. 7- Makara-kundalas. No triangular

mole. Outer necklace hanging low between breasts. Undivided sacred thread. Waist-
band close to girdle.

2 and 3. VENUGOPALA. Height 24, 29 cm. and 7, 105 cm. respectively. Treasure
trove, Pattarakkudi, Tiruppattur Taluk, Rarnnad District, 1911.

These images resemble the last and the next three in being four-armed; they differ

from the last and resemble all the rest in not being unusually ornate or having any but

circular necklaces. No. 3 is small and much corroded, but appears otherwise to differ

from No. 2 only in having a kesa-bandha instead of a kirita-makuta and patra-kundalas

instead of makara-kundalas. No. 2 has a waist-band in the usual position, a divided

sacred thread and Vishnu's triangular mole above the right breast.

4. VEXUGOPALA. Height IO cm. No pedestal. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongolc

Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

A crude and much corroded image. The earrings are probably makara-kundalas—

certainly not patra-kundalas. The waist band is present and sacred thread undivided.

s and 6. VENUGOPALA WITH RUKMINI AND SATYABHAMA. Height of Venugopa la

II, 15 and 10, I3‘5 cm., of Rukmini 8'5, 12'5 and 9, 12 cm. and of Satyabhama 9‘5, I2'5

and 10 cm. respectively. Lotus pedestals, except Satyabhama No. 6 in which it is missing.

Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, I929.

Very similar to No. 4 except for the addition of the female figures, both of which wear

patra-kundalas in No. 5, those of No. 6 wearing respectively these and makara-kundalas

after the manner of Sri Devi and Bhu Devi. In both sets Rukmini wears a breast-band

which is missing in Satyabhama.

7. VENUGOPALA. Height 9. 13 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk,

Guntur District, 1929.

Differs from the last three chiefly in the absence of the posterior pair of hands with

the conch and discus and in the presence of patra-kundalas in the ears.

11
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8. Venugopala with Rukmini and Satyabiiama. Height of Venugopala

11*5, 1 7 cm., of consorts 10'S, 14*5 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk,

Guntur District, 1929.

An elaborately designed and beautifully finished set. Venugopala’s hair is tied in

an almost spherical kesa-bandha, secured by a band that extends over it from one side to

the other, and decorated with flowers below. Neither of his consorts have a breast-band ;

both wear karantla-makutas and a long necklace that hangs between the breasts. All

three figures have patra-kundalas in their ears.

9. Venugopala with Rukmini and Satyabhama, attendants and saints.

(PI. xi, fig. 2.) Height (without stand) of Venugopala 5, 7 5 cm., of consorts 3*5, 6 cm.

Lotus pedestals. Total height with stand 18 cm. Prabha missing, Treasure trove,

Chimakurti, Ougole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

The three principal images fit into sockets on the top of a stand representing

Vaikuntha, Vishnu's heaven, as is shown by the door-keepers, Jaya and Vijaya, standing on

either side near the base with discus conch, and conch discus, respectively in their hinder

hands, the outer front ones being in the tarjmi pose while the inner front ones rest on a

mace. The stand consists of five tiers and is supported on four short legs. On the top-

most tier are the three principal images. On the next, immediately below Venugopala, is

Garuda. On the third, which is only a little lower, are four figures with hands in the anjali

pose, presumably representing the four alvars traditionally assigned to the Dvapara

Yuga—Poygai Alvar, Bhutat-Alvar, Peyalvar and Tirumalisai Alvar—-though the small

tuft on the top of the head which distinguishes the last of the figures from the other three

is suggestive rather of Periyalvar. On the fourth tier are six more figures, presumably six

of the eight alvars of the Kali Yuga. The standing figures at the two ends apparently

represent Tirumangai Alvar with a sword and shield, and Tondaradippodi Alvar with a

staff for supporting a flower basket. Among the Madras Museum collection ol stone images

is a series of alvars from Tadpatri in which Tondaradippodi Alvar is represented in exactly

the same way, his flower basket being clearly shown attached to the top of the staff.

Next to Tirumangai Alvar is seated a figure in a kirila-makuta with his right hand in the

upadesa pose. This must be the royal Kulasekhara Alvar. And next to Tonda-
radippodi Alvar is a similar figure but with the usual large knot of hair in place of the

royal headdress : he no doubt represents Nammalvar. Between them are two figures with

hands in the anjali pose. The one next to Kulasekara Alvar, having a well defined

sacred thread, may be identified as Periyalvar, though there is nothing distinctive about

his hair. The remaining figure has the usual knot of hair divided in the middle, the

significance of which we do not understand. If this represents Tiruppana Alvar all

twelve alvars are included except two who are in a sense represented, Madhurakavi by his

master Nammalvar and Andal by her father Periyalvar. The late Mr. Srinivasa Raghava
Ayyangar, who helped us with these identifications, informed us that Vedanta Dcsika

gives in his GurttparampanJ-sdra a list of the alvars from which the names of Madhu-
rakavi and Audai are omitted, stating that it was by means of the works of those
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mentioned in the list he had been enabled to understand certain ahstruse passages in the

Vedas. The lowest tier bears the two door-keepers, one on each side, and eight lions—

three in front, three behind and one at each end—the heads of which support the upper

tiers; and in front, on a pair of projections from its base, two cows stand gazing upwards

at Venugopala.

Venugopala’s knot of hair is on the left side of his head, those of both his consorts

on their right. Rukmini wears patra-kundalas, the other two figures makara-kundalas.

Venugopala has a divided sacred thread, both his consorts simple ones. Rukmini has a

breast-band and Satyabhama has not. All three images are beautifully finished though

not very well proportioned.

10. Venugopala with Rukmini and satyabhama. (pi. x, figs- 1 & 2.) Height of

Venugopala (including coronet) l8'5, 22 5 cm., of consorts 145, l8'5 cm. Treasure trove,

Chimakurti, Ongolc Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

The main peculiarities of this set of unusual looking images have been dealt with

above (pp. 50-57). All three figures wear patra-kundalas. The two consorts each have a

long necklace hanging between their breasts and no breast-band or sacred thread. Their

anklets each consist of two rings joined by a short bar in front and behind. Venu-

gopala's sacred thread divides into three pieces. He has a waist-band in the usual place.

These images are simpler and better proportioned than the last, and are very neatly

executed.

11. Venugopala with Rukmini and Satyabhama. (Pl.viii, fig. 2 & Pi. xi, fig. 1.)

Height of Venugopala 16 cm., of consorts 13 cm. Nopcdcstals. Treasure trove, Chima-

kurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

These images above (sec p. 57), combine certain features of the preceding set with

those of images in the usual style. All three have patra-kundalas, a long necklace

hanging between the breasts and no breast-or waist-band. Venugopala's sacred thread

is undivided and so long as to hang below the girdle. A narrow ornamental band

hangs from the two sides of the girdle across the front of the legs, bearing a large and

curious ornament in the middle, hooked on by its two ends.

12. VENUGOPALA WITH RUKMINI AND SATYABHAMA. Height of Venugopala 22

cm., of consorts 19 cm. No pedestals. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk,

Guntur District, 1929.

Very crude ; of the same general type as the last.

13. VENUGOPALA. Height 16, 20‘5 cm. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly

Taluk and District, 1908.

Very like No 2 but for the absence of the two posterior arms with their insignia

and for the patra-kundalas in the ears.

14. Venugopala. Height 15, T7'5 cm. Treasure trove, Pcruntottam, Shiyali Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1918.

ij-a
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Patra-kundalas. Sacred thread of the special form usually associated with Sri Devi.

Girdle with a small lion-face ornament above a 5-looped bow in place of the usual median
loop. Otherwise much as in No. 13.

15. VENUGOPALA. Height 8'5, n cm. Treasure trove, South India.

Very like No. 13 but without median loop to girdle.

KRISHNA.

Krishna as such is represented as a man of mature years wearing makara-kundalas in

his ears and with his right arm exteaded downwards and a little forwards, its hand in the

kataka pose exactly as in figures of Rama, and the left elbow projecting outwards as if to

rest on something, the forearm directed inwards and its hand hanging downwards
;
or the

left hand may hold a conch, when its arm is usually raised. A stone sculpture from

Chidambaram in the Madras Museum collection shows him standing in the former posture

with Rukmini on his left, Satyabhatua being absent. His right hand holds a shepherd’s

crook, and his left arm rests on Rukmini’s shoulder. Occasionally, as in Venugopala,

there may be an additional pair of arms behind the others to hold Vishnu’s discus and
conch. But such images are very rare. For means of distinguishing between images of

Krishna and Manmatha, sec below, p. 137. Clothing and ornamentation resemble those

of Venugopala.

1. Krishna with Rukmini and Satyabhama. Height of Krishna 71, 83 cm. of

devis 53, 68 cm. and 53, 67 cm. respectively. Krishna with kesa-bandha on top of head,

devis’ kesa-bandhas behind to left side. Makara-kundalas. Broad necklaces. Krishna

with broad sacred thread giving off a single strand on each side below breasts. Devis

with the usual flower bud in the hand nearest Krishna; breast-band absent in both;

threads on trunk falling from each shoulder to unite between breasts and along back,

then Separating to pass round waist on cither side. Purchased from the Ramaswami
Temple, Shermadcvi, Ambasamudram Taluk, Tinncvelly District, IQ3I.

The decoration of these images is well carried out in considerable detail in low

relief.

2. KRISHNA. Height 73, 89 cm. Prabha misfing. Treasure trove, Nilappadi, Nega-

patam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919.

A large figure moderately well executed.

3. Krishna with Rukmini and Satyabhama. Height of Krishna 14, 20 cm., of

consorts II, 16 cm. No history.

Except that their hair is fastened like Krishna's in a kesa-bandha. Rukmini and

Satyabhama show in every detail the attributes of Sri Devi and Bhu Devi respectively.

4. (?) Krishna. Height 8 5, 9'5 cm. Sword, conch. Treasure trove. South India.

A crude image of unusual form. The sword held in the right hand suggests Krishna's

half-brother Satyaki rather than Krishna himself, but the conch seems to render the
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former identification impossible. The conch is held low as in Panduranga, but this mild

form of Vishnu could not be represented with a sword.

RUKMINI AND SATYABHAMA.
(.See also above under Sri Devi and Bhu Devi as well as under Venugopala and Krishna.)

Rukmini and Satyabhama should have the same attributes as Sri Devi and Bhu Devi

(above, pp. 72-74). of whom they are regarded as incarnations. They can, however,

usually be distinguished from them by their hair which is often tied in a knot like

Krishna’s—a more or less conical knot on the top of the head is the commonest form

—

instead of being in a karanda-makuta.

1. Rukmini and Satyabhama. Height 10 5. 12 cm. and 1 1. 12*5 cm. respectively.

Kesa-bandha tall. Treasure trove, Peruntottam, Shiyali Taluk, Tanjore District, 1918.

Not a perfect pair as regards either metal or design. Attributes exactly as in Sri

Devi and Bhu Devi respectively, but images of slenderer form and cruder workmanship

than the consorts of Krishna No. 3.

2. RUKMINI. Height 13. 17 cm. Kesa-bandha tall. Treasure trove, Koyilpatti,

Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1909.

The only other figure in this find was an image of Parvati (No. 16). Saivite and

Vaishnavite images are sometimes found together, but it is possible that this image was

really intended for Valli.

Not unlike the last but somewhat less slender and better executed.

3. SATYABHAMA. Height 13, 17 cm. Kesa-bandha tall. Treasure trove, Utukur
f

Kovur Taluk, Nellorc District, 1912.

This image makes such a perfect pair with the last, even to details of the stand, that

we cannot help wondering if there may not have been some confusion as to their history.

It is, however, made of slightly different metal.

4. Satyabhama. Height 37, 48 cm. Kesa-bandha short, somewhat as in the devis

of Krishna No. I. Treasure trove, Belur, Attur Taluk, Salem District, 1916.

Very poor workmanship. All the other images of this find were Saiviic, which makes

our identification somewhat dubious. Rati has been suggested as perhaps more likely;

but she should nut have makara-kundalas. The only image of her consort Manmatha in

the collection has, however, his hair fastened in exactly the same way, though this is

not the case in the image of Rati found associated with it.

5 and 6. RUKMINI AND Satyabhama. Height of former pair 5, 6‘5 cm. and of latter

pair 4 5, 6 cm. Treasure trove, Srirangam. Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1912.

The ha r is fastened in a kondai. The sacred thread of Rukmini resembles that of

Satyabhama.

7. RUKMINI. Height 4, 5 5 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur

District, 1929.
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Much as in the Rukmini of the two preceding sets except that the sacred thread

has the form characteristic of Sri Devi.

8 and 9 Satyabhama. Height 14, 18 cm. and 13. I4‘S cm. respectively. Treasure

trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramnad District, 1928.

Both images are of crude workmanship and stand erect without the usual bend, which

renders identification a little doubtful, especially as the find to which they belong was

evidently connected with a grama devata cult (sec above, p. 58). No. 8 wears a kirita-

makuta as do the Satyabhama images associated with Venugupala Nos. 5 and 6. No. 9

has her hair in a kesa-bandha as in the Satyabhama image associated with Vcnu-

gopala No. 9, but on the left instead of on the right side. Both hold a water-lily in the

right hand, the left hand hanging down.

GARUDA.

1. GARUDA. Standing on a platform with a socket beneath to fit on the top of a

pole. Height of Garuda 20 cm. Treasure trove, Kankoduttavanitham, Nannilam Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1929- The other two images of this find were Saivite.

In his right hand he holds the tail of a 5-headed cobra, on the neck of which

his right foot is placed. His left hand rests against his hip. A pair of outwardly

curved tusks protrude from his upper jaw as in terrible forms of Siva. There arc patra-

kundalas in his cars. The drum and two pipes on the ground at his feet are for

heralding the approach of Vishnu.

2. Garuda. Standing. HeightS's, 115 cm. Anjali pose. Treasure trove, Pola-

gam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.

A single-headed cobra adorns the front of the karanda-makuta headdress. A pair

of outwardly curved tusks protrude from the upper jaw- Patra-kundalas. Vadagalai

namam.

3. Garuda. (PL viii, fig. 4.) Standing. Height 8*5. 10'5 cm. Anjali pose. Treasure

trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

Makara-kundalas
;
Vadagalai namam.

4. GARUDA. (PI. viii. fig. 3.) Seated. Height 6'5, 10 cm. Anjali pose. Treasure

trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk. Guntur District, 1929.

Makara-kundalas. Vadagalai namam-

5. GARUDA. Half kneeling with the palms of the hands raised to support the feet of

Vishnu. Height 21*5, 2 4 cm. No history.

A very crude figure with a single-headed cob'a hood in the front of the kirita-

makuta headdress, on the outer side of the todus in the cars and on the lowest necklace

above the left breast. Behind the head is a small stand for Vishnu. The right knee is

on the ground, the left one raised.
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6. Garuda CARRYING Vishnu and BHU Devi. Attitude as in No. 5. Height of

Garuda 7 cm. No history.

Behind the head and shoulders is a rectangular pedestal into grooves on the top of

which fit small images of Vishnu as Varadaraja and Bhu Devi. The groove for Sri Devi

is empty, its image having evidently been lost.

7. Garuda. Attitude as in Nos. 5 and 6 but with positions of legs reversed. Height

8 cm Copper except wings, clothing and ornaments which are of brass. No history.

HANUMAN.

Hanuman may be shown either as submissive before Kama, his leader and hero, or

as active in the doing of his duties. There arc two submissive poses, one < pi. vi, fig. 2)

as a servant, the other (pi. vi, fig. 3) as a pious devotee with hands in the anjali pose.

Of the several active poses he seems only to be shown in metal either as Rama's vahana

ores threatening his enemies.

1. HANUMAN. (PI. vi, fig. 2.) Standing as a servant- Height 50, 58 cm. Treasure

trove, Vadakkuppanaiyur, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 19(5

The devotion to man of his animal servant-friends is wonderfully depicted in this

simple but expressive image, belonging to the fine Rama set No. I, with which it is iden-

tical in style. There is a chaplet of leaves on the head, pendants adorn the cars, the

sacred thread is broad and undivided, a waist-band is present and the loin cloth is

decorated with a pattern suggesting Vishnu’s discus.

2. HANUMAN. Standing as a servant. Height 14, Id cm. Treasure trove, Peruntot-

tam, Shiyali Taluk, Tanjore District, 1918.

Posture much as in No. I. Differing chiefly in its much smaller size and more con-

ventional moulding, and in having a sacred thread of the pattern characteristic of Sri

Devi, no waist-band, the usual median loop to the girdle and a much creased but

undccorated loin cloth.

3. HANUMAN. Standing as a servant. Height 10. 13 cm. Treasure trove, Polagam,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.

Very like No. 2 but wearing a karanda-makuta and with ornamental ends to the

girdle on both sides, but no median loop.

4. Hanuman. (PI. vi, fig. 3.) Standing as a devotee. Height 35, 46 cm. Treasure

trove, South India.

A much more ornate and conventional image than any of the preceding. The hair

is tied in a kesa-bandha on top of the head, the sacred thread divides into two and the

waist-band is present. The forehead is marked with a nainam of the Vadagalai form.

5. HANUMAN. Half kneeling as a devotee. Height 4 5 cm. No history.

6. Hanuman. Standing with a tray or pedestal on his head and holding a fruit

to his lips. Height about 19, 2H cm. Treasure trove, Srinivasanallur, Musiri Taluk.

Trichinopoly District, 1914.
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The significance of this image is not understood.

7. HanUMAN. Standing with his right hand raised as if to strike a blow. Height

10. 12 cm. No history.

Very crude.

8. HANUMAN. Half kneeling with the right forearm and hand raised and facing

outwards, the left hand holding a dagger. Height 7, 8 cm. Brass. No history.

Profusely but very crudely decorated, with a kirita-makuta headdress. The left

knee rests on the ground, the right one being raised. Tengalai namara present.

9. HANUMAN. Standing with Rama seated on his right arm and Lakshmana on his

left. Height of Hanuman 9 cm. Total height from top of Rama’s head to ground II cm.

No history.

Somewhat crude. The arms of Rama and Lakshmana are in their characteristic

position.

10. HANUMAN. Half kneeling with the palms of the hands raised to support the

feet of Rama. Height 3'5, 4'S cm. No history.

A stand for Rama, with sockets fora prabha, is attached behind the head.

ALVARS.

(Set also under Venngapeda No. 9.)

A list of the twelve alvars, with their individual characteristics so far as any are

prescribed for them, has been given in the introduction to this catalogue (above, p. 9).

This has been based on in formation obtained from the late Mr. Srinivasa Raghava Ayyan-
gar, from Pandit E. R. Krishnamaehar and from the Nalayira-dhya-prabmdiuun, often

referred to as the “Tamil Veda ”. 1 But even when their characteristics are fully shown,

which is by no means always, they arc obviously not in every case adequate for

complete identification, and there is nothing by which the first three in the list can be

distinguished either from one another or from the acharyas, nor can the others always

be distinguished from these. The cymbals and bells are not always shown in Madhura-

kavi Alvar and Periyalvar respectively, when these two become indistinguishable unless

the tuft is very clearly shown or unless the latter is seated—in which case he would

be indistinguishable without the bells (apart from his tuft) from the first three. It even

happens, apparently frequently, that Periyalvar is given cymbals like Madhurakavi Alvar,

in place of his bells.* Tondaradippodi Alvar’s basket seems to be more constantly

shown. Without it he too would be indistinguishable from Madhurakavi Alvar and

Periyalvar.

I. ALVAR. Height 18, 31 cm. Treasure trove, Tiruppuvanam, Sivaganga Taluk,

Madura District, 1910.

3 This if a compendium of hymns sung by the twafve A Iran It was printed by tbe Srir.iketan Prc^s, Madras, in

1896. haring bees edited by U. V. Srinivasa Tatacharya Swamigal.

* Concern ng the difficulty of distinguishing such images from those of Tiiujnaua Sambandha as a man see above.

p. «J.
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May represent any of the first three Alvars, or perhaps even one of the others with

sacred thread.

2. Alvar. Seated. Height 6*5, 9 cnt. No history.

3. ALVAR. Seated. Height 4*5, 6‘5 era. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk,

Guntur District, 1929-

4. TIRUMAUSA1 ALVAR. Standing. Height 37. 49 cm. Treasure trove, Tirup-

puvanatu, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, 1910.

The eyes are fully open and the hair is fastened in a knot on the top of the head.

But Tirumalisai is the only alvar that can be represented as standing with his hands

in the anjali pose.

5. Nammalvar with Ramanuja. (Hooper, opposite p. 2S.) Seated. Height 7,

10 cm. Lotus pedestal fitting into a rectangular stand about 3 cm. high, 12 long and 6

wide, surmounted by a prabha about 19 cm. high. No history.

In the figure of Nammalvar the hair is secured in a knot on the top of the head but

leaning over a little towards the right; there are lotus buds and other ornaments behind

the cars; and the necklace, as well as completely encircling the neck, has long free ends

which hang down in front of the body. The left hand faces upwards but its manuscript

is missing. The hands are quite out of proportion to the rest of the figure.

The figure of Ramanuja is much smaller, correct in form but distinctly crude in

finish.

In both figures the forehead bears the Vadagalai namam.

The arch of the prabha arises from the usual pair of makara heads. Above them

are the discus and chank on the outer side and a pair of long tailed birds on the inner.

Above is a figure of Ranganatha on his serpent couch, the whole being surmounted by the

usual yali head.

6. Nammalvar with Ramanuja and Madhurakavj. Seated. Height 6 5,9 cm.

No history.

Very similar to No. 5, even to the Vadagalai namam and the free ends of the neck-

lace, but better executed. Nammalvar’s hair is in a spiral knot pushed well back and

to the right. Ramanuja and Madhurakavi arc shown in miniature at the base of the

pedestal, seated as usual with hands in the anjali pose, the former (on the right) carrying

his characteristic staff with a cloth at the top.

Madhurakavi, being born just before the end of the Dvapara Yuga, comes in the

traditional list before his master Nammalvar who was born just after the beginning of the

Kali Yuga. Nammalvar stands at the head of the line of acharyas, of whom Ramanuja

was the greatest.

7. Nammalvar. Seated- Height 4. 6*5 cm. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole

Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

*3
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A cruder and less correct image than either of the others, without disciples. The

ornaments appear to be composed mainly of rudraksha beads, a Saivite form of decora-

tion. The second instead of the first finger of the right hand touches the tip of the thumb.

And the left hand is not in the usual position for holding a manuscript.

8. Periyalvar. Standing. Height 17, 20 cm. Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjore

Taluk and District, 1925.

The hands are in the anjali pose instead of holding bells or cymbals respectively

according to whether Madhurakavi or Periyalvar was intended. The small tuft of hair

seems, however, to indicate the latter.

9. TONDARADIPPODl Alvar. Standing. (Hooper, opposite p. 15.) Height 37, 47 cm.

Treasure trove, Tiruppuvanam, Sivaganga Taluk, Madura District, 1910.

The basket hangs on the left arm. A Vadagalai namam is present. The name Tonda-

radippodi Alvar is inscribed on the pedestal in modem Tamil characters.

10. TONDARADIPPODl ALVAR. Standing. Height II, 12 cm. Treasure trove, Thogur,
Tanjore Taluk and District, 1925.

Rather a crude image with the basket on the right arm.

11. I IRUMANGAI Alvar. Standing. Height 56, 75 cm. Treasure trove, Srinivasa-

nallur, Musiri Taluk, Trichinopoly District, 1914.

A particularly well executed image. The knot of hair, which is portrayed in the finest

detail, is situated rather behind the centre of the head
; but the image is identified by the

kataka pose of the two hands for the reception of sword and shield which are missing.
There arc small lotus buds behind the ears and pendants (? small makara-kundalas) hang
from the lobes.

ACHARVAS.

(See also under Nammalvar.)

1. Nathamuni with Uyyakkondar, Manakkal Nambi and Alavandar.
Height 3'S, 6'5 cm. Lotus pedestal, with the three subsidiary figures below. No history.

Of the three small figures below the centre, one holds a cloth on a stick, distinguish-
ing him as either Alavandar or Ramanuja. If Ramanuja was intended the principal figure
should be Nammalvar; but this is impossible as a sacred thread is present in addition to
the pose not being that prescribed for him. If Alavandar was intended the principal figure
must be Nathamuni, and the smaller subsidiary figures Manakkal Nambi and Uyyak-
kondar, identifications to which no objection appears. The probability of their being
correct receives confirmation from the fact that these particular four acharyas have to be
named by all Sri Vaishnavas every day in their morning, noon and evening prayers.

2. Ramanuja. Height 5*5, 9-5 cm. No history.

This somewhat crude image may represent cither Alavandar or Ramanuja; but
images of the former are not commonly made.
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EMBLEMS OF VISHNU.

Only Nos. 3 and 4 of the following list arc finished on both sides.

1. CONCH- Height 17*5. 22 era. Dextral and much conventionalised. Lotus pedestal.

Treasure trove, Chimakurti. Ongole Taluk. Guntur District, 1929.

2. DISCUS. Height (including flames) l8. 22 cm. Crossed equilateral triangles in

centre, numerous rays, 4 marginal flames. Lotus pedestal. Treasure trove, Chimakurti,

Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

3. DISCUS. Height 40, 6l cm. Central flames on hoth sides, 8 rays, 4 marginal flames,

2 small supporting lions. No history.

4. DISCUS. Height 22, 34 cm. Yali face in centre on one side, 8-peta lied lotus on other,

16 rays, 3 marginal llames, I basal lotus, 2 small supporting lions. Mounted on socket for

a pole. No history.

5. DISCUS. Height 30, 43 Cm. Yali face in centre in front, nothing behind, 12 rays,

4 marginal flames, 2 small supporting lions. Treasure trove, Vellore, North Arcot District,

1913.

6. DISCUS. Height 10, 16 cm. Rays forming an 8-pctalled lotus in front, absent behind ;

4 marginal flames and a pair of streamers, 8 marginal semicircular projections, one at

base of each flame and one in each interspace. No history

7. SUDARSANA. (Hooper, frontispiece.) Height 24 cm. Crossed equilateral triangles

in centre with 6-armcd figure in front: discus, conch; arrow, bow; lotus, macc. A
marginal garland above and at sides, 4 flames, 2 streamers. No history.

8. SUDARSANA. Height 6, 7 cm. Crossed equilateral triangles in centre with 8-armed

figure in front: discus, conch; sword, shield; mace, lotus; abhaya, varada. Streamers

small, 3 marginal flames, lotus support, lotus pedestal. Presented by the Superintendent

;

no further history.

9. SUDARSANA. 1 Height about 15, 20 an. Disc bearing crossed equilateral triangles

in front, single one (pointing upwards) behind; supported by pair of yalis ; flames all

round, of which one at top and one on each side are slightly enlarged. Front figure with

eight pairs of arms : discus, conch ; axe, plough
;
javelin, noose ;

bow, arrow ; goad, some

broken object
;
flame, pestle; sword, ? mace; kataka (for flower), trident. On back,

Narasimha with four pairs of arras: raised to beat, conch ; discus, bow and arrow
; sword,

mace
;
tearing demon’s stomach (both). Demon with sword in one hand, shield in other.

Prahlada standing below in anjali pose. Lotus pedestal with two five-headed cobras

on each side of square base. No history.

The petals of the lotus pedestal bear in modern Grantha characters the sacred

ashtdkshari mantra jOSwrnrn/wru, Om\ Namd Naruyatidya, “Om! Salutation to

1 In the collection of Mr. R. F. Stoney.
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Narayana." Letters known as bijaksharas or seed-]etters are present on the front of the

disc. Each represents a particular idea, but its significance is revealed to initiates only.

VISHNU’S FEET AND SANDALS.

1. PADUKA. Base of pedestal 6 cm. square. No history.

2. PADUKA. Base of pedestal 4 cm. in diameter. Treasure trove, Peruntottam,

Shiyali Taluk, Tanjore District, 1918, Somewhat crude.

3 and 4. PADUKA- Bases of pedestals 5 cm. square and 3'5 cm. in diameter respect-

ively. Treasure trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

In the former the base is square, in the latter it is round.

5. PADUKA. A pair of sandals 19 cm. long without any attached pedestal. Treasure

trove, Chimakurti, Ongole Taluk, Guntur District, 1929.

The peg for the toes to grip in each has an umbrella-like top, in the centre of which

is set a white stone in that of the right foot, the cavity alone being now found in that of

the left foot. The part between the heel (5 cm. across) and the ball of the foot (8 cm.

across) is extremely narrow—barely 2 cm. across. These sandals have originally been

covered with gold leaf with designs upon it, of which traces still remain.

6. SATHARI. Base of pedestal 4'5 cm. in diameter. No history. Gilded.

SAIVITE IMAGES.

SIVA AS SUKHASANA.

I. SUKHASANA. Height 39 cm. Axe, antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Pedestal

missing Treasure trove, Tanjore District.

Snake and crescent very small and inconspicuous on right and left respectively of

upper part of headdress. Makara-kundala in right ear, patra-kundala in left. Necklace

and waist-band with large and finely finished ornaments in middle in front. Sacred

thread divided into two below small ornamental knot above left breast. Antelope spotted,

its breast and back of head towards Siva, Us feet resting on tips of his fingers.

In the absence of the pedestal it is impossible to be sure that this figure did not really

form part of an Umasahita or Somaskanda group.

SIVA AS CHANDRASEKHARA.

I. CHANDRASEKHARA.’ (PI. xii, figs. I and 2 and PI. xiii. fig. I.) Axe, antelope

;

abhaya, katyavalambita. Stand inscribed.

We arc indebted to Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil of Pondicherry for our information

regarding this important image. Its special interest, which led him to draw our attention

1 The pedestal oo which it is now placed formed part of a treasure '.rove Bad from Ttruvelarigndu, Chlttoor

District, 1907.

3 pram photograph* kindly obtained foi oa, with permission to reproduce them, by Prol. Jonveaa-DubrcalJ,

from the Mui*e Gulmet, Paris, to which he had presented tbe .mage which he hid purchased in South India.
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to it, lies in the fact that it is inscribed in a manner which enables us approximately to

date it, and with it probably most if not all other images of its type of face, necklaces

and draperics.

The inscription (pi. xiii, fig. 1) reads as follows:

—

Line I. Qp+iijsj Svasti Sri Aru 1110(1 tdva purat

Line 2. ^Mu^SaS Q^an-iurir tup paiapari yisvaramnfaiydr

Line 3. <?*-ra9e6 *v ^u»SsTt^ta.(n
>
^uGu. Sripoli e(uutarulum di

Line 4. mwuBSt I wr hast{i) chu tai Nd ya nur

It may be translated thus
—

“ Hail ! Prosperity ! The god of Hastichalai, i.e.,

Hasti&lai{? elephant-stable) [who is] carried in Srt-bali (procession) in the local temple

of PhalabhartSvara (Siva) in the village of Arumolidevapura.’'

The formation of the letters in the above inscription (see pi. xiii) shows that it must be

assigned to Later Chola times. It is not possible to assign it to the time of Rajaraja I

(985-IOI4 A.D.)forin all his inscriptions the letters are of more archaic type—a develop-

ment of the script from the time of the Pallava Vijaya Nandivikramavarman (8th century).

Comparison with an inscription of Rajaraja I published (with plate) in Smith Indian

Inscriptions, III, pi. iv. No. 1 7, shows that while the inscription of Chandrasekara No. 1 has

a tendency towards flatness in treatment—a characteristic feature of later Tamil—and
includes the majority of Tamil letters, that of Rajaraja I tends towards the Pallava-

Grantha alphabet and ornateness in treatment, making it less easy to read by the ordinary

Tamil people than the former. Curves and terminal endings to mark vowels are in a

decorative and symmetrical style in the inscription of Rajaraja I. while on the Chandra-

sekhara image they are irregular, the scribe having paid no heed to symmetry. The
mark for long i (l) is a regular semicircle in Rajaraja’s inscription, while it is a flat

semi-oval on the image and differs in that the loop indicating the length of the vowel is

on the left of the semi-circle and not on ihe right

2. CHANDRASEKHARA. Height 28, 38 cm. Axe, antelope ; abhaya, katyavalambita.

Treasure trove, Tiruppjndi. Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1925.

Very like No. I, but greatly worn and without any ornament between the legs or any

anklet. The face and breast of the antelope arc towards Siva as they arc in No. I also,

instead of the head being turned so as to face along the back as is more usual. The

median loop of the girdle is deep and somewhat narrow.

3. Chandrasekhara. (PI. xiii, fig. 4.) Height 23, 30, with prabha 38 cm. Axe,

antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Treasure trove, Okkur, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1919.

A much corroded image of the same type as Nos. 1 and 2. A large tassel is present

between the legs but there is no anklet. The face and tail of the antelope are towards

Siva.

4. CHANDRASEKHARA. Height 31, 42, with prabha 55 cm. Axe, antelope; abhaya,

varada. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1924.
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An image of Chola type. The median loop of the girdle is broad and shallow as

in Vishnu No. I. The antelope’s head is not twisted, but the whole animal faces away

from Siva instead of towards him as in Chandrasekharas Nos. I and 2. Anklets are

present on both legs. The crescent moon is clearly shown on the left half of the head-

dress a little above the middle.

5- CHANDRASEKHARA. (PI. xx, fig. I.) Height 50, 65 cm. Axe, antelope ; abhaya,

varada. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907

.

A nicely finished image of more ordinary type. The headdress bears a skull in the

middle line near the base and a cobra and crescent to right and left respectively above.

The face and tail of the antelope are towards Siva.

6. CHANDRASEKHARA. Height 24, 40 cm. Axe, antelope
;
abhaya, varada. Treasure

trove, Kapugompalli, Bhadrachalam Taluk, East Godavari District, 1927.

A very crude figure wearing a low kirita-makuta, from the right side of which appear

the head and shoulders of the goddess Ganga, while the left bears the crescent. There

are makara-kundalas in both cars. The face and tail of the antelope are towards Siva.

7. Chandrasekhara. (PI. xxiii, fig. 5.) Height 11, 135 cm.; with prabha 17cm.

Axe, antelope
;
noose, elephant goad. Treasure trove, Karappidagai, Ncgapatam Taluk,

Tanjorc District, 1920 (see p. 58).

One of a find of crude and more or less uncanonical images. The head bears a

karanda-makuta and patra-kundalas hang from both ears. The axe faces inwards instead

of outwards, as does also the antelope, the head of which is not twisted round over its back.

The legs are covered to the ankles by the cloth, but the genitalia are visible. This

nudity, though incomplete, combines with the emblems of the lower hands to suggest the

possibility that the image may have been intended to represent Bhairava and not

Chandrasekhara, though his dog is missing.

8. CHANDRASEKHARA. (PI. xiH, fig. 3.) Height 23'5, 28 cm. Axe, antelope; varada,

abhaya. Lotus pedestal with tips of petals strongly raised on wide square base.

Treasure trove, Vadakkuppoyyur, Negapatam Taluk. Tanjore District, 1923.

A most unusual type of image with half-prabha attached to the back of the headdress

and upper arms. The crescent is conspicuous across the middle of the upper part of the

headdress. A snake coils round the upper part of the arms on each side. The lower

draperies arc conventionalised and much ornamented, but not altogether on the usual

plan. Between the prabha and the head is a small halo. The face and tail of the

antelope are towards Siva. See above, p. 61.

9. Chandrasekara. Height 20, 27 cm. Axe, antelope
; varada, abhaya. Lotus

pedestal on wide square base. Treasure trove, Settipulam, Tirutturaippundi Taluk,
Tanjorc District, 1927.

An image in somewhat the same curious style as the last but cruder and much less

elaborate. A snake is coiled round the headdress, above the jewel that decorates the
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middle of its base in front and below the crescent. A face looks out from the left side of

the headdress above the snake and a similar one from the right earring. A snake is

coiled round each wrist, hanging down over the hand. The sacred thread is twisted once

round the waist band, the sides of which are joined by a pair of bands to a pendant hang-

ing between the breasts from the lower necklace. Another short band joins the upper

end of the right hand one of these bands with the middle of the waist-band where the

sacred thread twists round it. The tail and face of the antelope are towards Siva.

CHANDRASEKHARA (SIVA) WITH PARVATI AS PRADOSHAMURTI.

In all these images Siva and Parvati are mounted on a single lotus pedestal of

ova! form.

1. PRADOSHAMURTI. Height of Siva 26, 33 cm., of Parvati 21, 29 cm., of whole

with prabha 43 cm. Siva: axe, antelope; abhaya, round Parvati's shoulders. Parvati:

kataka, hanging. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District,

1924.

An image of Chola type. There is a double Datura flower in Siva’s headdress to

the right of the jewel, and a snake and crescent to right and left respectively above.

The tail and right check of the antelope are towards Siva, who has no median loop to

his girdle and no anklets. Parvati beam the projecting elbow ornaments often found

in this class of image.

2. PRADOS! IAMUKT1. Height of Siva 27, 35 cm., of Parvati 21, 29 cm., of whole with

prabha 46 cm. Siva: axe, antelope; abhaya, round Parvati’s shoulders. Parvati : water-

lily, hanging. Treasure trove, Vcmbavur, Perambalur Taluk, Trichinopoly District, 1927.

If the necklaces were shown in less strong relief they might suggest an affinity to the

preceding image; but there any possible similarity of style ends, the style of Srinivasa

No. 4 being the nearest, though that is a better proportioned and better finished image

than this. The axe faces forwards instead of outwards. The face and tail of the

antelope arc towards Siva.

3. PRADOSHAMURTI. Height of Siva 30, 39 cm., of Parvati 24, 38 cm., of whole with

prabha 47 cm. Siva : axe, antelope ;
abhaya, round Tarvati’s shoulders. Parvati : kataka,

hanging. Treasure trove, Abhivriddhisvaram, Nannilam Taluk. Tanjore District, 1907.

A better proportioned and better finished image than the last, with slender necklaces

devoid of pendants. Siva like Parvati has makara-kundalas in both cars. He wears a

single anklet rather high up on the right leg. The breast and the back of the head of the

antelope are towards him.

4. PRADOSHAMURTI. Height of Siva 33. 43 cm., of Parvati 26, 36 cm., prabha missing.

Siva: axe, antelope; abhaya, round Parvati’s shoulders. Parvati: kataka, hanging.

Treasure trove, Vembavur, Perambalur Taluk, Trichinopoly District, 1927.

Not unlike No. 3, but of less minutely detailed finish. The earrings are normal as in

Nos. I and 2. The necklaces are even simpler than in No. 3- The sacred thread differs
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from that of all three in not dividing into two and in having no knot. Siva wears a single

anklet rather high up on the right leg. The face and tail of the antelope are

towards him.

SIVA AND PARVATI AS UMAMAHESVAR A.

1. UMAMAHESVARA WITH SONS AND ATTENDANTS. Height of Siva 8 Cm., of whole
with pedestal and prabha l8 cm Siva: trident, cobra; abhaya, round Parvati’s waist.

Parvati : on Siva’s waist, lotus bud. Seated on lotus pedestal with Subrahmanya on
peacock to right, bull in front, Ganesa on musk-rat to left, a peacock between Ganesa
and bull. Each side of base of prabha with rearing yali supported on elephant; above,

foliage in front of which sit nine figures in anjali pose, representing the ganas or

attendants of Siva. No history.

The body of the cobra extends behind Siva's hair and its tail curves round behind

the trident. Parvati's hair is tied in a knot.

2 . UMAMAHESVARA. An inferior image very like the central pair of No. I,

except that Siva’s upper hands hold the usual axe and antelope respectively and that

Parvati wears the usual karamia-makuta. The face and tail of the antelope are towards

Siva. No history.

SIVA WITH PARVATI AS UMASAHITA.

In all these images Siva and Parvati have separate pedestals, often united to a single

rectangular stand.

I. UMASAHITA. (PI. xiv, fig. 2.) Standing. Height 35, 43 cm., of Parvati 29, 38 cm.

Siva’s upper hands face outwards; their emblems have been broken off; front hands

abhaya, ahuyavarada. Parvati with lotus bud in right hand. Treasure trove, Settipulam,

Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1927.

The treatment of this image, especially of the ends of Siva’s girdle, and the presence

of projecting elbow ornaments not only in Parvati but even in the fork between the two
elbows of each side of the 4-armed Siva, clearly place this image in the same class as

Vishnu No. I in spite of several marked differences in detail of necklaces, sacred thread

and girdle. Siva's headdress bears a jewel in front. Above this it bears a cobra on the

right and a crescent moon on the left. A double Datura flower is represented below the

cobra to the right of the jewel. All these emblems are in particularly high relief. Parvati

wears a karanda-makuta closely resembling those of the Bhu Devi images associated

with Vishnu No. I and Srinivasa No. I. Siva's right ear and both Parvati's ears bear
makara-kundalas; Siva’s left ear bears a patra-kundala. In both images the median
loop of the girdle has the conventional parallel-sided form. In the Siva image there is

above it a particularly large lion-face ornament with large and widely opened mouth,
and the ends of the girdle project most elegantly at the sides. In the Parvati image there

are neither lion-face ornament nor projecting ends to the girdle, but the pleated end of

the cloth projects backwards from the inner side of the left leg, which is covered to the
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ankle, the right one being covered only to the knee. Siva’s legs, as in Chandrasekhara
No. I also, are bare almost to the top, except that the left one bears an anklet at the level
to which the ends of the girdle fall.

2. UMASAHITA. Standing. Height SI'S, 39 cm., of Parvati 25, 31 cm. Siva’s upper
hands face forwards

; the emblem of the right has been broken off. the left holds an
antelope; front hands abhaya, varada. Treasure trove, Nidur, Mayavaram Taluk,
Tanjore District, 1931.

The girdle and necklaces are quite unlike those of Vishnu No. t. Siva's headdress
bears a jewel (? or skull) in the centre below with a Datura flower on its right and a lotus

on its left. Above the Datura is a cobra and above the lotus a crescent. Earrings are as

in Umasahita No. 1. The antelope’s face and tail are towards Siva. Parvati's legs are

both covered to the ankle.

3. UMASAHITA. Seated. Height of Siva 31, *6 cm., of Parvati 25, 39 cm. Siva;

axe, antelope
;
abhaya, varada. Parvati ; lotus bud, varada. Low lotus pedestals forming

part of large plain rectangular stand. Treasure trove, Tanjore District, 1911.

The girdle and cloth, though somewhat crudely worked, are fully decorated ; but as is

usual in seated figures, they cannot well be compared with those of standing figures.

That this linage is of Chola type is, however, indicated by the general form of the neck-

laces (poor though these are in finish), by Parvati’s projecting elbow ornaments (though

these are by no means distinct), and by the treatment of the face.

A skull is represented in Siva’s headdress below the jewel, above which are two

rather obscure objects, that on the right probably representing either a flower or a seated

figure of Ganga, and that on the left probably a lotus or Datura flower. The crescent moon
above the latter is clearly shown but not the cobra usually found on the right.

Earrings are as in Umashahita No. 1. Siva's sacred thread is knotted in front

to a thinner and shorter thread passing from the right shoulder round the left side of the

body and crossing the sacred thread behind. Parvati’s body threads are of the Sri Devi

type. The breast and the back of the head of the antelope are towards Siva.

4. Umasahita. Seated. Height of Siva 35, 41 cm., of Parvati 27, 32cm. Siva:

axe, antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Parvati : kataka, resting on seat. Lotus pedestals

but no stand. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1924.

This image evidently belongs to the same class as the last but is in some ways less

typical. The projecting elbow ornament is distinct on Parvati’s left arm but cannot be

distinguished at all on her right. Siva’s hair is remarkable for the unusual emphasis

placed by the artist upon it rather than upon the emblems which it carries. His face is

not well moulded, and appears to have been damaged and worked over by way ot repair,

the nose having been reduced to an altogether disproportionately slender form. His

sacred thread divides into two a little below the breasts, the upper part passing as

usual round the right side of the body. Parvati's sacred thread is undivided. The back

of her left hand is tattooed.

14
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5. Umasahita. (Gangoly, I, pi. xxviii, as Sukhasinamurti.) Seated. Height of

Siva 37, 48 cm., of Parvati 27, 37 cm. Siva : axe, antelope ; abhaya, ahuya-varada.

Parvati : kataka, resting on scat. Separate lotus pedestals. Treasure trove, Sikkil,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1909.

A better finished pair of images than any of the preceding, but of ordinary type.

Both images have makara-kundalas in both ears. On either side of the jewel in Siva’s

headdress is a flower, that on the right apparently a double Datura and that on the left

a lotus with the usual cobra and crescent above them. The antelope’s tail and face are

towards Siva. Each figure wears two slender necklaces of simple pattern.

SIVA WITH PARVATI AND SKANDA (SUBRAHMANYA) AS SOMASKANDA.

All three figures in these images have separate lotus pedestals or are fixed direct

on their rectangular stand.

1. SOMASKANDA. Height of Siva 33, 50 cm., of Parvati 27, 44 cm., of Subrahmanya

15‘S. 29 cm. Siva: axe, antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Parvati: kataka, varada.

Subrahmanya: kataka, fruit. Treasure trove, Nidur, Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjore District,

1931.

The treatment of this image, especially the necklaces and faces, clearly mark it as

of Chola type, in spite of the absence of the projecting elbow ornaments. The usual

snake and a flower are present on right and left respectively of the jewel in Siva's

headdress, which lacks the usual crescent. The flower is probably a Datura. The face

and tail of the antelope arc towards Siva. Subrahmanya is shown as standing erect

and wears a karanda-makuta and patra-kundalas.

2. SOMASKANDA. (Gangoly I, pi. xxix.) Height of Siva 47, 75 cm., of Parvati 38.

66 cm-, of Subrahmanya 20, 46 cm. Siva : axe, antelope ;
abhaya, ahuya-varada. Parvati

:

kataka, varada. Subrahmanya : lotus bud, lotus bud. Lotus pedestals arising from large

rectangular base. Treasure trove. Nellore town, 1913.

A well executed image of normal type. The necklaces arc broad, heavily embossed

and unusually numerous. Siva’s headdress bears the snake and crescent on either side

above the jewel, with a flower, probably a Datura, between the jewel and the snake. The
breast and the back of the head of the antelope are towards Siva. Subrahmanya wears

a karanda-makuta and patra-kundalas. His knees bend somewhat outwards.

3. SOMASKANDA. (Pi. xv, fig. 2.) Height of Siva 37, 56 cm., of Parvati 26, 44 cm., of

Subrahmanya 15, 30cm. Siva: axe, antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Parvati: kataka,

varada. Subrahmanya lotus bud, lotus bud. Lotus pedestals arising from large

rectangular stand. Treasure trove. South Arcot District, 1886.

Both skull and jewel are clearly shown in Siva’s headdress, the latter above the

former, something probably intended for a flower being present a little above the jewel,

with the snake and crescent on either side of and a little above it. The tail and face of

the antelope are towards Siva. Subrahmanya has his hair tied in a kesabandha and
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wears todus in his cars. Both his feet rest on the ground, but his legs are bent in a

manner suggestive of dancing.

4. SOMASKANDA. (Pi. xv, fig. I
;
also Hurliman, pi. 43.) Height of Siva, 19, 28 cm.,

of Parvati 14, 23 cm. Subrahmanya missing. Siva: axe, antelope; skull-bowl, trident.

Parvati: lotus bud, ahuya-varada. Rectangular stand. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu,

Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907.

This unusual and rather striking image is much the smallest Somaskanda in the

collection. Siva's headdress bears on the right side the crescent at the top and the skull

at the bottom with snakes between, and on the left side snakes with a large Datura flower

near the bottom, all shown in the round. Siva wears a makara-kundala in his right car and

a deeply cylindrical patra-kundala in his left. Parvati has patra-kundalas of normal form

in both cars. The right hind leg of the antelope is held between the first two fingers of

Siva’s left hand. Its face and tail are towards him. The armlets of both figures are

somewhat cobra-like in form. A large ornament hangs down the middle of Siva's back

with three locks of long hair on either side of it, curled round at their ends as if to

suggest the tails of snakes. Parvati's hair falls in seven ringlets, of which the two

outermost on each side are twisted into the shoulder ornaments. The girdles of both

figures have ornamental bows on both sides. At the front of the stand between the two

figures are two circular depressions evidently intended to receive Subrahmanya’s feet, but

the figure is missing. But for this piece of evidence the figure would have had to be

regarded as Umasahita.

SIVA, WITH MINAKSHI (PARVATI) AND VISHNU, AS KALYANASUNDARA.

I. KALYANASUNDARA. Height of Vishnu and Siva 17, 19 cm., of Minakshi 13*5.

I5‘5cm. Lotus pedestals fitting into slots on rectangular stand, surmounted by prahha.

Height from top of prabha to bottom of stand 34 cm. Vishnu : discus, conch ;
vessel

with spout for pouring water in token of giving Minakshi away, katyavalambita.

Minakshi: ready to be grasped by Siva, blue water-lily. Siva: axe, antelope; stretched

out to grasp Minakshi’s hand, locus bud. Purchased from a family in Madura, who had

been using it for worship.

Vishnu and Siva are practically alike except for their positions, emblems and

headdresses, the Vadagalai naniam of the former and the third eye of the latter.

Minakshi has the sun and moon ornaments commonly worn by brides, a small kondai on

the top of her head and her back hair in a long plait.

SIVA AS GANGADHARA.

I. GANGADHARA. Height 19, 21 cm. Trident (both back hands); abhaya, varada.

No history.

A crude image with makara-kundalas in both ears. Ganga is not shown.

14-A
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SIVA AS VISHAPAHAKAKA.

1. ViSHAPAHARANA. Seated. Height 43, 62 cm. Axe, antelope
;
poison, cobra.

Treasure trove, Kilappudanur, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1919-

The treatment of this image, especially the high relief of the details of the headdress,

seems to indicate affinity with Somaskanda No. 4. The headdress bears a Diilnra

flower, moulded in the round as in that image and certain N.itesa images, on its left side

and an imperfect crescent, apparently also designed in the round, on the right near the top.

There are makara-kundalas in both cars. The inner of the two necklaces is very broad

and plain. The outer one appears to have been designed with an ornamental centre-

piece, but its surface is now quite smooth. The sacred thread is divided into three, its

broad central portion being looped over the right forearm. The face and breast of the

antelope are towards Siva.

2. VISHAPAHARANA. (PI. xiii.fig. 5.) Height 17*5, 21 cm., whole with prahha 25 5 cm.

Axe, antelope; poison, abhaya. Treasure trove, Settipulam, Tirutturaippundi Taluk.

Tanjore District, 1927-

A crude image in much the same style as Chandrasekhara No. 9, but with complete

prabha, removable from the base which is of more normal dimensions. Earrings as in

that image, but with yali head in much stronger relief. The top of the jata-makuta

bears a Datura flower on the right and a crescent on the left. Lower clown is a human

face in low' relief in the centre with a yali head in the round on either side of it, and still

lower down a jewel.

SIVA AS DAKSHINAMURTI.

1. DAKSHINAMURTI WITH RJSHIS AND ANIMALS. Height 5. cm. Snake (?),

flaming torch
;
upadesa, manuscript. Seated on Mount Kailasa with right foot ujmn the

demon Apasmara, bull on his right, two rishis on either side in front, and various men

and animals (antelope, elephant and monkeys) each in its own cave at the back. No

history.

The hair is tied in a jata-bnndha with a minute snake on the right and a crescent on

the left.

2. VINABHARA DAKSHINAMURTI. (Ciangoly 2, pi. v.) Standing. Height 53. 66 cm.

Axe, antelope; katalca, katnka (for holding the vina). Treasure trove, Tanjorc District,

1911.

The simple treatment of this image suggests affinity with those of Chola type but the

somewhat high relief of the ornamentation, especially the necklaces and the lion-face

clasp of the girdle, seem to preclude this. The snake and the crescent arc inconspicu-

ously shown on the right and left respectively of the top of the headdress. The loin-

cloth is decorated with a single row of rather widely spaced wheels, with an additional

pair, slightly larger and more conspicuous, at a higher level on the most prominent part

of the buttocks. The breast and the back of the head of the antelope are towards Siva.
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3. VlNADHARA DAKSHINAMURTI. (Gopinatha Rao II, pi. Ixxx; Gangoly I, pi. xv,

as Chandrasekhara.) Standing. Height 35, 86 cm. Axe, antelope; kataka, kataka.

Treasure trove, Seyyanam, Arantangi Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1906.

More elaborately decorated than the last. A cobra is indicated towards the top of

the headdress on the right, and the crescent is conspicuous a little lower down on the

opposite side. There is a cobra on cither side of the skull, with tails intertwined below

it. To their right is a flower, probably a single Datura, and to their left a double Datura.

The right check and the breast of the antelope are towards Siva.

4. VlNADHARA DAKSHINAMURTI. (PI. xix, fig. I.) Standing. Height 67, 89 cm.

Axe, antelope; kataka, kataka. Treasure trove, Belur, Attur Taluk, Salem District, 1916.

This slender and gracefully poised image is unfortunately most heavily corroded.

The treatment of the face and the folds of the loin-cloth is simple and effective, but the

high relief and wide separation of the two necklaces, especially of the centra] ornament

of the lower one, as well as the strong moulding of the headdress, prevent us from

regarding it as definitely of Chola type. The breast and the back of the head of the

antelope are towards Siva. The lotus pedestal is particularly good.

SIVA AS NATESA.

Natesa images, or Natarajas as they arc commonly called by the craftsmen who

make them, form a group which cannot readily be compared with other images on

account of the completely different pose that is given to them as part of their expression

of great activity. As their number is naturally very much smaller than that of all other

images considered together, the evidence available as to any evolution of style that may

have taken place among them is inevitably much more scanty. Such as it is it must now

be considered.

Of the Natesa images known to us, No. 1 of the following list and the Polonnaruwa

Natesa figured in pi. iv of Coomaraswamy’s catalogue (also in first figure in pi. x of

Gangoly’s “ South Indian Bronzes ") show the greatest resemblance to the images of Chola

type already described, especially as regards the face. In Natesa No. I the significance

of this resemblance is enhanced by the ornamentation of the loin-cloth, which bears a

striking resemblance to those of the Lakshmana associated with Rama No. I, Hanuman

No. I and Chandikesvara Nos. 2 and 3. though such ornamentation is not confined to

images of this type. The two images resemble each other in holding the drum in a

manner that we have not seen elsewhere, and in the simple form of the waist-band, which

lacks the usual loop on the right and long flowing ends on the left. These are, however,

also absent in Natesa No. 8. The elbow ornaments which, when present, seem definitely

to indicate that an image is of Chola type, are absent, though the elbows of both arms on

the left side are perfectly free. Unfortunately none of the images found with Natesa

No. f are now available for study, so it is impossible to determine whether the find as

a whole presented any early features or not.
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Natesa No. 2 is less clearly related to the Chola type, but does not possess any

character by which it can be definitely distinguished therefrom. Its waist-band is,

however, more elaborate than those of Natesa No. I and the Polonnaruwa Natesa which

we have associated with it, for though it is without the usual loop on the right there is a

single long flowing end on the left. As already noted above (p. 34) it bears the

date 1511 A.D. and is the only definitely dated South Indian Hindu metal image known.

Of the images found with it one at least is of Chola type (sec above, p. 61).

Natesa No. 3, which is considerably larger than Nos. I and 2. differs from them

chiefly in having a long necklace of rudraksha beads and a headdress of makuta form,

in the greater elaboration of the lotuses in its hair and in the presence of the usual loop

on the right and pair of long flowing ends on the left in the waist-band. In the form of

jts headdress it resembles the Natesa from Polonnaruwa figured in pi. iv of Coomara-

swamy’s catalogue which, as already indicated, seems likely to date from the Chola

period. In the presence of a long necklace it resembles the much less graceful and more

modern-looking Polonnaruwa Natesa figured in pi. i and pi. iii, tig. 4 of Coomaraswamy’s

catalogue {also in pi. ix of Ganguly’s " South Indian Bronzes "), which the upper half of its

prabha further resembles in having the same arrangement of alternating circles and stars

on its inner band, the stars being, however, omitted in its lower half. But the two images

are not otherwise much alike and this pattern of circles and stars is also found on the

prabhas of Natcsas Nos. 2 and 8. Of the three images found with Natesa No. 3 two at

least arc of Chola type (sec p. 52), and the same could probably be said of the remaining

one but that it happens to be a Ganesa and so not easily comparable. The very imperfect

evidence at our disposal indicates that long necklaces arc usually an indication of post-

Chola date, but that they seem not to be entirely unknown in Chola times, especially in

images of Siva and of saints, and perhaps also in those intended to convey a sense of

great activity such as dvarajwlakas (sec above, pp. 34-40). In view- of the images of

Chola tyi>e with which alone Natesa No. 3 was found, and of the difficulty of assigning

even an early post-Chola date to any Polonnaruwa images, the probability seems to be

that both Natesa No. 3 and the Polonnaruwa Natesa of Coomaraswamy’s pi. i belong to a

comparatively early period, cither late Chola or early Vijayanagar, though on grounds

of style alone wc should have liccn inclined to consider them as more rather than less

recent than Natesa No. 2.

Natesa* Nos. 4 aiul 5. of which the latter especially seems to be closely allied to the

one from the Brihadisvara temple at Tanjore figured by Gangoly in pi. iii both of his

'* South Indian Bronzes” and ‘‘Southern Indian Bronzes”, both come from one of the most

remarkable collection of images ever found in South India, the treasure trove find made

at Tiruvelangadu (Chittoor District) in 1907, concerning which see above, pp. 58-60.

Natesa No. 4 is a much smaller image than Natesa No. 5, but closely resembles it in

general treatment and even in some details such as the two slender ornamented threads

that fall forwards over the right shoulder. The two images differ considerably, however,

in other details, especially the treatment of the emblems in the headdress which are
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shown in ordinary low relief in the smaller image, whereas in the larger one they are

shown in the round. Though it is thus unlikely that one would have served as a

preliminary study for the other, their similarities are such as to suggest that the maker
of the larger and more elaborate one was acquainted with the smaller, or possibly with

some earlier image which influenced both.' The presence of long necklaces suggests a

Vijayanagar or later date for these images, and in the case of No. 5 this suggestion is

reinforced by the treatment in the round of the emblems of the headdress. In these images

particularly, however, such evidence is by no means conclusive (sec above, pp. 59 60).

Natesas Nos. 6, 7 and 8 do not present any points of special interest, nor.is there any

reason for believing any of them to be of early date, though it is not impossible that they

may belong to the Vijayanagar period, especially as they come nearer than any others in

the Madras Museum collection to the Natesa from Polonnaruwa figured in pi. i, Coomara-

swamy's catalogue. They resemble each other and differ from the rest of the collection

in having circular instead of ova! prabhas, and in being without the loop on the right side

of the waist-band. No. 8 lacking in addition the pair of long flowing ends from the left

side. This image is, however, so closely related to No. 7. in which not only these ends

but also highly developed necklaces are present, that wc must regard their absence as a

part of the general inferiority of its design and uot as indicating any affinity with Natesa

No. I. Natesa No. 8 bears a very close resemblance to the Natesa from the Musle Guimet

collection figured hy Gangoly in pi. vii of his “ South Indian Bronzes ",

Natesa No. 9 differs greatly from all the others in the shape of its prabha, which

somewhat resembles that of the eight-armed image from Nallur figured by Gangoly in

pi. viii of his “ South Indian Bronzes ”, the form of its watst-band which has the loop in

front instead of at the side and one short and one long flowing end, and other details, as

well as in its crude finish. Its necklaces are very unlike those of images of Chola type,

and the crescent and Datura flower in the headdress are shown in the round. Of the four

images found with it, however, the three which arc in the Madras Museum Collection

all either belong or show close affinity to this type, so the probability is that it is an early

image.

The heights given for Natesa images are from the sole of Siva’s foot to the top of his

headdress. All nine have lotus pedestals.

I. Natesa. (PI. xvi, fig- I; also Hurliman.pl. 304.) Height 64 cm. 1 rcasure trove,

Punganur, Shiyali taluk, Tanjore district, 19*4 -

The treatment of this image suggests close affinity to the group we have distinguished

as oJ Chola type, in which it seems not improbable that it should actually be placed. As,

however, with the possible exception of the almost indefinable character of the face and

> We ro, here point out that Xateta No. < differs frc*u all other Naiewi known to u» la, haring the flame

held the left hand parallel mttetd of *1 right-angle* to ihe initial pUne of the body. In Vishnu bulge, the

hoMing of the dijeu* thus itueits to indicate a very early dote (see above, pp. 25-1!*). hut there i» nothing to *u
gi: e.t

holding

that this U to liere.
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of the simplicity of the waist-band, without either loop on the right or flowing ends on
the left, all the various characters that go to produce this impression are more or less

closely parallelled in one or more of the other Natesa images, which clearly do not belong
to this group', we feel that on the evidence at present available no definite conclusion

can be drawn.

Among other Natesa images known to us only one from Polonnaruwa (Coomara-
swamy’s catalogue, pi. iv ; Gangoly I, pi. x, fig. on left) shows a similar affinity to

this group. Perhaps, therefore, it is no mere coincidence that these two figures differ

from all others known to us in having the drum attached by a band to the back of the

first finger instead of being held either in the hand or between the fingers.

A skull ap| tears in the middle of the lower part of the headdress, a snake on the
right above among the feathers and a crescent on the left of them. There are small lotus

flowers among the whirling locks, altove which rests a full-length human figure of Ganga
on the right, balanced by a group of lotuses on the left. There are anklets on both legs.

The demon, a delightfully ipiaint figure, is well executed. His head is very like that

in the Polonnaruwa figure already referred to, but is evidently better finished and shows
clearly the pair of tusks protruding from his upper jaw. He has a band across his head
from ear to car, where the hair meets the forehead.

2. NATESA. (PI. xvi, fig. 2; also Hadaway, pis. opposite pp. 59 and 60.) Height 67
cm. Treasure trove, Belur, Attur Taluk, Salem District, 1916.

Heavily corroded. The headdress is rr.uch more elongated. The crescent projects

conspicuously on the right of the feathers and the snake is absent. Flowers such as arc
scarcely noticeable in No. I project conspicuously from behind the ears. That on the

right perhaps represents CUtorra and that on the right Datum. The outermost line of
lotuses in the whirling locks arc somewhat large and Ganga appears as a bust, not in

full. The necklaces arc much corroded but appear to have been not unlike those of

No. I, but more heavily emlxisscd. The girdle is without the usual loop on the right,

and has only a single long flowing end on the left. It is decorated, though not very
elaborately

;
but the loin-cloth is not. The drum iR held between the two middle fingers

and the thumb. In other respects this image closely resembles the last, though the treat-

ment of the demon is distinctly less effective. The demon has an ornament, presumably
a lotus, in the middle line just above the forehead.

The lotus pedestal is held in place on its square stand by a low ridge, the two having
evidently been designed to tit each other. There can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt

that they belong together, and that the date on the stand Kali 46II (=A.D. 1510),

applies equally to both.

3. NATF.SA. (I’l. xvii, lig. l ; also Rodin, pis. i-vi ; and Gangoly, I, pi. iv and, 2, pi.

ii.) Height 84 cm. Treasure trove, Vclankanni, Negapatum Taluk, Tanjore District,

1872.

' fcven the Mitiplv naUl-lartJ is fosn-l in No. £.
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The feather headdress is compressed into makuia form. The cobra and crescent are

clearly shown on its surface to right and left respectively, but are neither large nor in

strikingly high relief. Below them are flowers, that on the left probably intended for the

double Datura or possibly for a lotus, and the very different flower on the right perhaps

for the pendulous Cassia fistula. The skull is not very distinct and it is quite possible

that a jewel was intended instead. The lotuses in the whirling locks are much larger and

more decorative than in cither of the two preceding images. Ganga is absent. There

arc three heavily embossed necklaces, the uppermost plain, the next broad with pendants

throughout and ornamented centre. The third hangs from beneath them to a little above

the waist-band. The girdle seems to consist of four separate bands rather than of a

single band with lines of decoration such as is found in the two preceding images. The

second band from the top bears a few rather heavily embossed flower ornaments, alter-

nately large and small. The loin-ciotli is without decoration. Anklets arc absent.

The drum is held between the second finger and thumb. The demon’s hair lies close to

his head instead of being raised as in the two preceding images.

4. NATESA. (PI. xviii, fig. I.) Height 38 cm. Treasure trove, Tiruvclangadu,

Tiruttani Taluk. Chittoor District, 1907.

The skull is conspicuous in the centre of the headdress below the feathers, with a

much less conspicuous lotus above it and snake on either side of it and two flowers,

probably a lotus and a spray of Artemrsia, further to the left, balanced by two plumes on

the right, the details for the most part exquisitely finished. The whirling locks are

missing. The flame is held in a plane at right angles to that of the arm which bears it.

There are only two necklaces, the upper one with broad decorated centre, the lower one

hanging between the breasts. There is a slot in the front right arm from which the snake

has evidently been broken. The girdle appears to be in one piece, with flower decoration

and with festoons along the bottom. The loin cloth is plain. The exposed inner side

of the right thigh bears a lotus stalk and flower embossed upon it as though hanging

from the cloth. Only the right leg bears an anklet. The drum is held between the

second finger and the thumb. The demon is not well finished.

5. NATESA. (Pi. xviii, fig. 2 ; also Rodin, pi. vii-xii; Gopinatha Rao II. pi. Ivi and

Gangoly, i.pi.v.) Height 97 cm. Treasure trove, Tinivelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor

District, 1907*

The poise of this Natesa is particularly good, though some of the others, particularly

No, I come very near it in this and even surpass it in some other respects. The vanes of

the feathers of the headdress are not indicated as they are in all the other Natesa images

in the collection ;
but the usual emblems are shown in the round (as in Somaskanda

No 4 and Vishapaharana No. I) instead of only in relief as in most of the others. On

the extreme right is presumably the flower of Oitorea and then the double Datura and

then in the middle, the skull. On the left of the skull is the cobra, then a little further

to the left and below comes the crescent and finally behind the ear, another flower,

apparently a very ornate lotus not, however, shown in the round. The whirling locks are

*5
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missing. There arc three necklaces, the uppermost as usual the smallest All three have

more or less decorative centres, that of the middle one being much the largest and having

a large pendant attached to its right hand end, while that of the much longer lowest one is

little or no more than the point of attachment of a slender sickle-shaped pendant. The

tail of the snake on the right forearm forms one piece with this arm, but the greater part

was evidently cast separately and is now represented only by the hole for its attachment.

The girdle is reduced to a series of ornamented threads bearing two horizontal rows of

embossed lotuses ; and a longer thread, each with an ornament in the middle, hangs down

over it in a wide loop on each side. There are no anklets. The drum is held between the

two middle fingers and the thumb. The demon is much as in No. 3, but has a button-like

ornament, presumably representing a lotus, in the middle line where the hair meets the

forehead,

6. NATESA. Height 13 cm. Treasure trove, Mullangudi, Kumbakonam Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1917.

In this little image the crescent is shown in the round on the left side of the front of

the headdress ; the feathers, the vanes of which are as usual carefully shown, are set far

back with a lotus on the left and another flower, probably a double Datura, on the right,

the skull in the centre being encircled by the snake, all shown as fully in the round as size

permits. All the locks of hair droop considerably and only two on each side appear

ubovc the shoulders, those on the right bearing a full-length figure of Ganga with the

lower part of the body in naga form. On the opposite side this figure is balanced by a

cobra rising from the hind shoulder. There are two necklaces, the lower one hidden

on the left side by the front arm but bearing a couple of pendants above the right breast,

the upper one somewhat crescentic, the lower one smaller and rounded. The girdle

appears to be in one piece. A festoon with a tassel on either side hangs from its lower

border across the surface of the up-raised left thigh. The right leg is encircled a little

above the middle by the support for a small bell. The first, second and fourth fingers

arc above the drum, the thumb and third finger below it. The demon's hair is treated

as in Natcsa No. X.

7. NATESA. (PI. xvii, fig. 2.) Height 86 cm- Treasure trove, Kankoduttavanitham,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1929.

With the exception of the skull, all the emblems in the headdress arc shown in the

round, the snake above and the flower below on the right and two flowers on the left

with the crescent on their inner side. The flower on the right is clearly Caiairofis, and

those on the left Datura, double above and single below. There are lotuses (not in the

round) behind the ears. The whirling locks are united by two transverse rows of small

lotus flowers and end in large blossoms and buds alternately. In those of the right

Ganga is shown, again as in the last image with the lower part of the body in naga form.

The feathers arc surmounted by a lotus in low' relief, the whole being supported behind

by a rod, spirally ornamented, ending above in a yali head on the back of the prabha.

There are two necklaces, the front middle part of the lower one falling away front the
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upper one, though not very far, and bearing a large central ornament and pendant, a small

crescent or sickle-shaped ornament being attached further to the right. The girdle

consists of five separate ornamental bands, of which the middle one is the broadest and

the bottom one bears bells along its lower border. Each leg bears an anklet with a bell

in front. The drum is held between the first finger above and the thumb and next two

fingers below, the little finger not touching it. The demon wears a band where his hair,

which lies flat, meets the forehead, with a lotus in the middle of it and another at either

end.

8. NATESA. Height 60 cm. Treasure trove, Adaikkattevan, Pattukkottai Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1920.

Very similar to No. 7 but not nearly so well executed. The girdle has neither loop

nor flowing ends. The feathers of the headdress are in very strong relief and are united

to the circular prabha by a poorly worked lotus, but the snake, skull and crescent are

poorly defined. The whirling locks are united by intervening lotuses into a solid mass,

entirely plain behind. Only the bust of Ganga is shown. The drum is held between

the first and fourth fingers behind and the second and third fingers in front, the thumb

standing free.

9. NATESA. (PI. xxi, fig. 2.) Height abuut 47 cm. Treasure trove, Okkur, Nega-

patam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919.

A somewhat different type of image from any of the others. The headdress is very

poorly worked, but the crescent and the Datura flower are both shown in the round, the

latter with only four petals. The drum is held between the first three fingers and the

thumb.

SIVA AS KAXKALAMURTI.

I. KANKALAMURTI. Height 33 cm. No pedestal. Treasure trove. Tirukkalar,

Mannargudi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1921.

The general treatment, especially of the necklaces and ornamented loin cloth, suggests

affinity with images of Chola type. On the other hand the emblems borne in the hair,

though small, are in very high relief for their size, and the immense floral fastening of

the sash is very unusual. There arc no projecting elbow' ornaments, though all four arms

are separate almost from the shoulders. The back right hand is offering something to

the antelope which has risen on its hind legs to reach it. The back left hand is missing.

SIVA AS UHAIRAVA.

1. BHAIRAVA. Height II, 14 cm. Five pairs of hands: drum, cobra; goad, noose

;

sword, bell ; trident, skull-cup ; abhaya, varada. Accompanied by dog. Treasure trove,

Tanjore District, I916.

A cobra, skull and crescent are present in his hair, which extends upwards and

backwards on cither side of a lanceolate posterior-medium support, then bending outwards

»5-a
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on either side and falling almost to the shoulders. His right car bears the usual raakara-

kundala and the left the patni-kundala. A cobra is coiled round his sacred thread and

another round the string above his hips. A long garland hangs from his left shoulder,

passing round his right ankle.

2. BHAIKAVA. Height 8, it's cm. Two pairs of hands: drum, noose; ahuya-

varada, skull-cup. Accompanied by dog. Treasure trove, Tliogur, Tanjorc Taluk and

District, 1925.

Heavily corroded. The car-rings are not clear. A long garland hangs from the left

shoulder, passing round the right ankle.

3. BHA1RAVA. Height 7’5, y cm. Two pairs of hands: drum, noose
; trident, skull-

cup. Accompanied by dog. No history.

Very much worn. The headdress has the form of a karand.nnakuta with flames on

either side. There are patrn-kumlalas in both ears. A long necklace with large Central

ornament hangs from within a short circular one down between the breasts. A cobra is

tied round the hips, and from it hang on either side the two ends of a garland which

crosses in front of the legs a little above the ankles.

4. SVARNAKARSIIANA III!AIRA VA. ( 1
*

1 . xx, fig. 3.) Height 49 cm. Pedestal

modern. Four hands : toniara (club), rhamara (fly-whisk); abhaya, skull-cup. No dog.

Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907. A crude and

much corroded figure with patra-kundalas in both ears.

SIVA AS VIRAlilLADRA.

1. VlRABH ADRA. (Gopinatha Rao. 1, pL xliv.) Height about 72, 95 cm. Four

pairs of hands, all more or less broken, of which the second right evidently held a

snake. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907.

There are patra-kundalas in both ears. A long garland of skulls hangs from the left

shoulder across the legs, ending on the right side in the girdle.

2 . VlRABllADKA. Height 10, 135 cm. Two pairs of arms: arrow, bow; sword,

resting on shield. Accompanied by Daksha whose hands are in the anjali pose. No

history.

A well finished image with kirita-makuta in place of the usual jata-makuta, and

patra-kundalas in both ears. A long necklace with large circular central ornament

hangs between the breasts below the usual short one, which has a large square central

ornament. A long garland hangs from the shoulders to the knees.

SIVA AND 1'AKVATI COMBINED AS ARDH ANARISVARA.

I. ARDHANARISVARA. (PI. xx, fig. 2; also Gopinatha Rao, II, pi. xevi.) Height,

41 cm. Pedestal modern. Two pairs of arms: axe, water-lily; kataka (with a small
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hollow cylinder), parrot. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor

District, 1907.

The finish of this image is very coarse.

PARVATI.

(See also under Pradoshatnurti, Urnamahesvara, Umusahila, Somaskanda and

Kalyauasundara.)

Images of Parvati, when not associated with Siva, are sometimes practically indis-

tinguishable from those of Bhu Devi, Satyabhama, etc. Their respective characters

have been discussed above on pp. 73-74.

All images in the following list bend to their left unless otherwise stated.

1. PARVATL {PI. xxi, fig. I.) Standing. Height 51,64cm. Hands: kataka, hang-

ing. Kesa-bandha. Makara-kundatas. Threads on trunk extending round both sides as

in Sri Devi but with the two parts crossed behind instead of united. Girdle and cloth not

projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Okkur, Ncgapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919-

This is clearly an image of Chola type and shows the projecting elbow ornaments

particularly well. In the treatment of necklaces, trunk threads, etc., it closely resembles

the Sita associated with Rama No. I, another member of the same group.

2. PARVATI. Standing. Height 35, 38cm. Hands: kataka. varada. Kesa-bandha.

Todus. Threads on trunk passing round both sides. Girdle not and cloth scarcely project-

ing at sides. Treasure trove, Tirukkalar, Mannargudi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1921.

3. PARVATI. Standing. Height 46, 53 cm. Hands : kataka, hanging. Kesa-

bandha. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread. Girdle and cloth not projecting

at sides. Treasure trove, Kankoduttavanitham, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1929.

An image allied in treatment to both No. 2 and No. 4. i he cloth is decorated with

horizontal bands of an undulating foliage design.

4. PARVATI. Standing. Height 46, 71 cm. Hands : lotus bud, hanging. Karanda-

makula. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting

very slightly at sides. Treasure trove, Bclur, Attur 1 aluk, Salem District, 1916.

Decorative detail poor. Cloth with oblique bands of undulating foliage design in

front and close horizontal lines behind.

5. PARVATI. Standing, leaning to the right. Height 26 cm. No pedestal. Hands:

kataka, hanging Kesa-bandha. Patra-kundalas. Threads on trunk extending round

both sides. Girdle and cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Tbogur, Tanjore Taluk

and District, 1925-
.

It is impossible to be certain that this image represents Parvati and r.ot Sat>a-

bhama'. The girdle consists of a series of separate threads as in some of the Natesa

images.

1 Soc above p. 74-
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6. PARVATI. Standing. Height 11*5,
1 5’S cm. Hands : kataka, hanging. Karanda-

makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting at

sides. Treasure trove, Tanjore District, 1916.

7. PARVATI. Standing leaning to the right. Height 5
*

5 , 8, with prabha 9 5 cm.

Hands : kataka, katyavalambita. Karanda-makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided

sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Panchanadikulam,

Kilasetti Taluk, Tanjore District, 1910.

But for its prabha, this image might just as well be Bhu Devi. But Bhu Devi cannot

be so far separated from Vishnu as to have its own prabha.

8. PARVATI. Standing. Height 45. 55 cm. Hands: kataka, hanging. Karanda-

makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread with three strands. Girdle and

cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Kurichi, Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjore District,

1926.

The folds of the cloth arc shown in relief, instead of in line as in all the preceding

Parvati images.

9. Parvati. (Ganguly, I, pi. xxix.) Standing. Height 55. 73 cm. Hands: kataka,

hanging Karanda-makuta. Makara-kundalas. Threads on trunk passing round both

sides. Girdle and cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Nellore Town, 1913-

All the ornamentation, including the folds of the cloth, are in exceptionally heavy

relief. Other images of the same find are similarly treated.

10. Parvati. (Gangoly, 1, pi. xxxviii.) Standing. Height 49, 63 cm. Hands

:

kataka, hanging. Karanda-makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread more

or less distinctly three-stranded. Girdle not, and cloth scarcely, projecting at sides.

Trcasure trove, South India.

A neatly finished image differing from all the preceding in general appearance and

in having a single and very slender necklace with long central ornament.

11. Parvati. Standing. Height 84. 93 cm. Hands: kataka, hanging. Kesa-

bandha. No ear-rings. Undivided sacred thread of three strands. Girdle not, and cloth

scarcely, projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Jambavanodai, Tirutturaippundi Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1916.

Very like No. 10 in general appearance but much larger and differing in many

details. There arc two necklaces, both very slender, the lower one with central

ornament.

12 . Parvati. Seated. Height 44. 63 cm. Hands: kataka, resting on scat.

Karanda-makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread, more or less distinctly

three-stranded. Girdle not, and cloth scarcely, projecting at sides. Treasure trove,

Vadakkuppovyur, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1923.

In this, as in the other three seated figures of Parvati with a single pair of arms, the

right knee rests against a bolster and the left leg hangs downwards.
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13. PARVATI. Seated. Height 45, 6 cm. Hands: lotus, resting on scat. Kesa-

bandha. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting at

sides. Treasure trove, Tanjorc District, 1916.

14. PARVATI. Seated. Height 5 5, 7 cm. Hands: kataka, resting on seat. Kesa-

handha. Makara-kundalas. Undivided three-stranded sacred thread. Girdle and cloth

scarcely projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Tanjorc District, 1916.

15. PARVATI. (Gangoly, I, pi. xxxv.) Seated. Height 19 cm. Pedestal missing.

Hands: lotus bud, resting on thigh. Karanda-makuta. Ear-rings probably intended for

makara-kundalas. Undivided three-stranded sacred thread. Girdle not, and cloth

slightly, projecting at sides. No history.

16. PARVATI. (Gangoly, I, pi. xli as AJUara Sakti.) Seated. Height 10, 13 cm.

Two pairs of hands: goad, noose; abhaya, varada. Jata-makuta. Makara-kundalas.

Threads on trunk passing round both sides, hut sacred thread in addition on top of them.

Girdle but not cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Koyilpatti, Tirutturaippundi

Taluk. Tanjore District, 1909.

This image differs from the preceding and resembles the next in having two pairs of

arms and in sitting cross-legged in the yoga position, with the soles of the feet turned

upwards. It is the only image in the collection in which the sacred thread is worn on top

of the threads round the two sides of the trunk. The only other image in which both

are present is Kali No. 2; but in this they are combined, not separate. The details of

the headdress are much worn, but the crescent is present on the left and the snake

clearly absent. The third eye is present.

1 7. PARVATI. Seated. Height 9 5, I2'5 cm. Two pairs of hands: goad, noose

(broken); abhaya, varada (broken) Jata-makuta. Makara-kundalas. Undivided sacred

thread of two strands. Girdle but not cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Tanjore

District. 1916.

The snake, crescent and skull are all present in the headdress. The third eye is

present. There is only a single slender necklace.

PARVATI AS RAJARAJKSVARI.

I. RAJARAJESVARI. Height 9, 14 cm. Kirita-makuta. Todu and makara-kundala

together in each ear. Undivided sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting at sides.

No history.

A crescent is shown in the round projecting from the right side of the headdress.

The third eye is present. The lowest necklace has a large central ornament hanging low

between the breasts
;
the one next above it has a circular pendent.

PARVATI AS MAHESVARI.

1. MAHESVARI. (Gangoly, I, pi. xlix and 2, pi. ix, as Dakshinamurti of Devi.)

Height 34. 50 cm. Axe, antelope; abhaya, ahuya-varada. Hair arranged to resemble a
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flame with the crescent moon on the left and other emblems, less distinct, on the right.

Makara-kundala in right ear, patra-kundala in left. Undivided sacred thread of three

strands. Girdle and cloth not projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Velankanni, Nega-

patam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1872.

This image is of Chola type. Although the two arms of each side separate at

the elbow the characteristic elbow ornament is indicated in the fork, though not

prominent as in Umasaliita No. X. A breast-hand is present, but instead of crossing in

front of the breasts as in Sri Devi it passes above them. The breast and the back of the

head of the antelope are towards Parvati.

DEVI AS DURGA.

1. DURGA. Standing. Height 39, 51, with prabha 62 cm. Discus, d extra 1 conch;

missing, katyavalambita. Makara-kundalas. Threads passing round both sides of trunk.

Girdle and cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Rayanallur, Tirutturaippundi Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1921.

The small size of the flames on the discus and conch, as well as the treatment of the

projecting parts of the girdle and cloth, suggest close affinity with images of Chola

type
;
and the general treatment of decorative detail supports this except that the necklaces

and breast-band arc somewhat coarse. The workmanship of the prabha forms a striking

' contrast to this, being particularly good.

2 . Dl?Rt;A. Standing. Height 13 cm. No pedestal. Discus, dextral conch
;
abhaya,

katyavalambita. Makara-kundalas. Threads passing round both sides of trunk. Girdle

and cloth projecting at sides. No history.

A well executed little image not very different from No. 1.

3. DURGA. Standing. Height 22, 305 cm. Discus, sinistral conch; abhaya,

katyavalambita. Makara-kundalas. Threads passing round both sides of trunk.

Girdle and cloth projecting at sides. No history.

An image of rather coarse workmanship.

4. Dl.’RGA. Standing. Height 17. 22, with prabha 24 cm. Discus, sinistral conch ;

abhaya, varada. Patra-kundalas. Sacred thread. Girdle and cloth projecting at sides.

Lotus pedestal with head of buffalo in front. Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur

Taluk, Ramnad District, 1928.

This image and the next belong to a find composed almost exclusively of extremely

crude images (see above, p. 58).

5. DURGA. (PI. xxiii, fig. 11.) Standing. Height 22'5 cm. No pedestal. Conch
(conventionalised), discus; abhaya, varada. Snake ear-rings. No thread below neck-

laces. Cloth but not girdle projecting slightly at sides. Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk.

Ramnad District, 1928,
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DEVI AS MAHISHASURAMARDANI.

1. MAHISHASURAMARDANI. Seated. Height 39, 59, with prabha 75 cm. Hair flame-

like, with crescent on right and pair of snakes one on cither side of skull. Kataka (for

trident), cobra; broken (doubtless sword), shield
;
bow (broken), bell

;
dagger, skull-cup.

Third eye present. The right earring has human form ; the left is a patra-kundala with

some object in the centre that we cannot identify. Snake round body above breasts, and

waist-band below, with sacred thread in addition. Girdle but not cloth projecting.

Plain pedestal with Mahishasura below in front. Treasure trove, Turaikkadu, Tirutturaip-

pundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1917.

An image portraying considerable vigour. Probably belonging or closely allied to

the group of images of Chola type.

2. MAHISHASURAMARDANI. Standing. Height 9' 5, 12 cm. Kirita-makuta. Discus,

dcxtral conch; sword, shield; arrow, bow; kataka (for trident), Mahishasura’s hair.

Patra-kundalas. Breast-band and sacred thread. Projecting ends of girdle hanging to

ground. Lotus pedestal with Mahishasura in front above, yali on right side below, and

buffalo head on left side below. No history.

This figure lacks the vigour expressed in No. I. Mahishasura has the form of a buffalo*

the neck of which forms the right leg of a man with sword and shield, the severed head

of the buffalo lying below.

DEVI AS KALI.

The first of the following images agrees with the definition of BhuDtutiivari, or Kali as

Mistress of the World. The third agrees with the definition of Kali, in the most restricted

sense of the name.

1. Kali. Standing. Height 57, 70 cm. Hair flame-like with skull in centre, flower

on right, crescent on left. Goad, snake held as a noose ; abhaya, vurada. Third eye

present. Right carring in human form, left patra-kundala. Snakes round body above

breasts; undivided sacred thread, apparently composed of skulls. Girdle and cloth

projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Turaikkadu, Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1917-

This image is probably of Chola type. Some of the details are a little obscured by

corrosion.

2. Kai.I. Standing. Height 67, 81 cm. Hair flame-like, with jewel, skull, snakes

and crescent. Trident, goad; abhaya, varada. Third eye present. Right earring in

human form, left a patra-kundala. Snakes round body above breasts; undivided sacred

thread composed of skulls and united behind and in front to a pair of threads passing one

round each side of body (compare Parvati No. 16). Girdle and doth projecting at

sides. Treasure trove, Turaikkadu, Tirutturaippundi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1917.

In somewhat better condition than No. I, to which it seems to be allied
; probably

also allied to Mahishasuramardani No. I from the same find, but relief stronger and

features coarser than in either of them,

16
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3. KALI. Standing. Height 51* 63 cm. Hair flame-like, with skull, crescent, snakes

and flowers. Goad, trident ; abhaya, skull-cup. Right carring in human form, left patra-

kundala. A snake above each breast ; sacred thread divided into two. Girdle and cloth

projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Erayankudi, Negapatam Taluk. Tanjore District, 1919.

The general design closely follows that of the two preceding images but the relief is

stronger and the hair much coarser.

4. KALI. (PI. xxiii, fig, 6.) Standing. Height 14, 16 cm. Hair flame-like with

coronet in front. Sword (broken), drum; trident, skull-cup. Todus in cars. Lowest
necklace falling away from others to breasts ; no sacred thread. Cloth but not girdle

projecting at sides. Oval pedestal. Treasure trove, Karappidagai, Negapatam Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1920.

Extremely crude, as are also the other images of this find.

5. Kali. Dancing. Height 24. 32 cm. Kirita-makuta. Trident, drum; sword
(broken), skull-cup. Patra-kundalas each formed like a flower with bell-shaped pendant.

Two necklaces each provided with pendants in middle, lower one hanging between
breasts; stiff angular breast-band with flower in front; no sacred thread. Girdle and
cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, South India.

An image entirely conventional in design and execution. The right foot is raised in

dancing but rests on a human head.

6. Kali. (Pl.xiv, fig. I.) Seated. Height 29, 44 cm. Hair flame-likc with crow-pea
and Datura flower on right, skull in centre with a snake on either side of it, crescent and
Datura flower on left. Trident, snake held as a noose

;
abhaya, skull-cup. Earrings

much as in Mahishasuramardani No. I. A snake round each breast. Undivided sacred

thread composed of skulls. Girdle but not cloth projecting at sides. Inscribed rectan-

gular pedestal. Treasure trove, Senniyanvidudi, Pattukkottai Taluk. Tanjore District, 1920.

The genera! treatment of this image, especially of the bows of the girdle, seems to

indicate that it is of Chola type. The inscription, most of which is unfortunately

illegible even after electrolytic treatment, is in Tamil character of the early Chola period.

It reads as follows so far as the few letters that remain can be made out :

—

Line I. [ • I. [Svasti Sri)—Ka .. Id .. . U.
. . EiX . . .

„ 2. •».*> («v) Z f«ii (sa) . ... va .. .

„ 3. «*>r-a
1 1 3. twjfcl . va ... ya .... le

..4 <*<$* 4 eluntaru

" 5- (©) ** . .15. {/ir)m . . . lanchuniana . . i . .

$ . . Qe- sodaDi

„ 6. (c3
) ^ ^

jp* *<&,., 6. (w) . . . rad,chan , r tiruvadi
mr niraintar

» 7- • • tzrQt ^/ia) 7. . . ivai . naneluttu
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Translation.

Line 7. . . These are the writings of . . .

„ 6. . . endowed fully with (the grace of) the Tiruvadi (/.<?., sacred feet) of . . .

„ 5. Devi always . . .

„ 4 going out carried out in procession) . . .

- H ...
„ 2.J

„ I. ... (Hail ! Prosperity !)

7. KALI. Seated. Height 29. 43 cm., with prabha 64 cm. Hair flame-like with skull

above, flowers and snake by ears. Drum, noose; trident, skull-cup. Patra-kundalas.

Necklaces and sacred thread much as in Bhadrakali No. 1. Girdle but not cloth project-

ing at sides. No history.

A conventional image closely resembling Bhadrakali No. I, and doubtless by the

same maker, the two having been purchased together in 1906.

8. Kali. Seated. Height 20. 28 cm. Karanda-makuta with small flames at 6ides,

cobra in front and larger cobra (broken) above, the body and tail of which extend

down the back. Drum, trident ; Psword (broken), skull-cup. Patra-kundalas. One long

and one short necklace, each with pendant in middle. No sacred thread. Girdle but not

cloth projecting at sides. Treasure trove, Ramakrishnapuram, Cheyyar Taluk, North

Arcot District, 1927.

A cobra rises from each shoulder behind the ears and another rises from each thigh

to support the corresponding lower hand. The hanging right foot rests on a lotus.

9. KALI. Seated. Height 8, 12 cm. Karanda-makuta with flames. Drum, trident;

sword, skull-cup. Patra-kundalas- Necklaces much as in No. 8. Sacred thread divided

in two below breasts, one half passing to the girdle symmetrically on each side of the

body, but only the one on the right crossing the back, which it does in the usual manner.

Girdle and cloth scarcely projecting at sides. No history.

A small image of poor workmanship.

DEVI AS BHADRAKALI.

1. BHADRAKALI. (Gopinatha Rno I, pi. evii, as Mahakali.) Height 30, 43, with

prabha 55 cm. Scarcely differing from Kali No. 7 except in the additional arms

characteristic of Bhadrakali. The hands hold the following emblems: discus, conch;

drum, noose; sword, shield ; trident, skull-cup. No history.

The prabha of Kali No. 7 arises from the usual pair of makaras, which are very neatly

executed. These are not present in the prabha of this figure.

DEVI AS MAHALAKSHMI OF KOLHAPUR.

I. MAHALAKSHMI OF KOLHAPUR 1
. Seated. Height 6'S, 8 cm. Karanda-makuta

surmounted by linga in yoni, sheltered by hood of cobra. Patra-kundalas. Upper

i6-a

1 Id the collection of Mi. R. Y. Sconey.
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necklace short, with circular pendent, lower one hanging between breasts. Undivided

sacred thread. A demon, with sword in upraised right hand and shield in left, stands in

front of the pedestal. Anotherimage, also belonging to Mr. Stoney, wears a kirita-makuta

with the linga in front and has a breast-band but no sacred thread. In this latter image

the demon is absent.

GANESA.

1. GANESA. (PI. xxii, fig. I.) Standing. Height 39. 52 cm. Karanda-makuta.

Sacred thread divided in two, both parts passing towards the right, but the upper one not

reaching the waist-land, only the other continued round the body. Treasure trove,

Velankanni, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1872.

The makuta, necklaces and general style of this image suggest that it should not

improbably be considered as of Chola type, though the bows of the girdle arc slightly

unusual. The upper right hand holds an axe instead of the usual goad, and the upper left

holds a rosary instead of the usual noose.

2. GANESA. (PI. xxii, fig. 2.) Standing. Height 28, 36'5 cm. Karanda-makuta.

Sacred thread with bow above right breast, divided in two below, both parts complete.

Treasure trove, Settipulam, Tirutturaipjamdi Taluk, Tanjore District, 1927-

Not widely dissimilar from the preceding, but less well executed and with necklaces

in higher but cruder relief. The upper hands hold the usual goad and noose, the latter

broken. The rice cake is replaced by a fruit, shaped like a mango though no doubt

intended for the wood-apple. See also above, p. 60.

3. GANESA. (PI. xxii, fig. 3.) Standing. Height 27, 34'5 cm. Karanda-makuta.

Sacred thread divided in two below breasts and again close above waist-band, which is

incomplete behind ; left fork of latter division passing beneath waist-band to end under

girdle ; right fork passing over waist-band and round below stomach to unite with right

hand end of waist-band and then as usual with uppermost branch of sacred thread and so

to left shoulder. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907.

Distinctly inferior to the two preceding images, though the face is carefully

moulded.

4. GANESA. (Gangoly, 1, pi. xxix.) Standing. Height 39, 52 cm. Karanda-makuta.

Sacred thread divided in two, the left hand portion ending in the girdle. Waist-band

also double in front, the upper portion in the usual place and the lower supporting the

protruding stomach. Treasure trove, Ncllore Town, 1913.

A well finished image in the same rather heavy style as the other figures found with

it, but somewhat less ornate. The rice cake is replaced by a fruit, shaped like a mango
as in No. 2.

5. GANESA. Standing. Height 8, 10, with prabha II cm. Karanda-makuta.

Undivided sacred thread. Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjore Taluk and District, 1925.

Very rough.
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6. GANESA. Dancing. Height about 48 cm. (excluding missing portion of left leg).

Karanda-niakuta. Sacred thread divided in three, the middle portion tied below the

waist band, one end having the form of a small cobra head and the other of a correspond-

ing taiL Treasure trove, South India. The rice cake is replaced by a fruit, shaped like a

mango as in No. 2.

7. GANESA. Seated. Height 13, 16cm. Karanda-makuta. Undivided sacred thread.

Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramoad District, 1928.

A crude image like the rest of the find (sec p. 5B).

8. GANESA. Seated. Height 5 5, 8cm. Karanda-makuta. Wood-apple in trunk and

rice cake in hand. Sacred thread divided in three, middle portion with small cobra head

as in No. 6. No history.

9. GANESA. Seated. Height 5, 6 cm. Jata-bandha. Trunk holding pot of rubies.

Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjorc Taluk and District, 1925.

Very crude. Sacred thread not clear.

10. SAKTl-GAN'APATI. Height 85, Item. Karanda-makuta. Trunk holding wood-

apple. Sacred thread divided in two. No history.

11. MAHAGANAPATI. Height 8, 10 cm. Karanda-makuta. Five pairs of hands:

discus, lotus; goad, noose ; bow (of sugar-cane), water-lily bud; mace, ?ear of paddy

(broken); tusk, supporting devi, who holds a lotus in her right hand, her left being in the

varada pose. Trunk with pot of rubies. Sacred thread divided in two. Treasure trove,

Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1908.

The pot of rubies is somewhat small and obscure. The headdress hears a crescent on

its left side, and another small object, probably a flower, on its right.

12. MAHAGANAJ’ATi. Height 7 5, I2'5 cm., with prabha 16 5 cm. Karanda-makuta.

Five pairs of hands: discus, conch; goad, noose; ?, bow (of sugar-cane); macc, ear of

paddy ; tusk, supporting devi, whose nght hand rests on his side, the left being in the

kataka pose (for lotus). Trunk with pot of rubies. Sacred thread divided in two- No

history.

SUBRAHMANYA AS BALASUBRAHMANYA.

Dancing figures of Balasubrahmanya are iconographically indistinguishable from

those of his more popular Vaishnavitc counterpart Balakrishna (see above, p. 84). In

all the dancing images listed here the hair is tied in a kesa-bandha and the right hand

is in the tarjini pose.

I. Balasubrahmanya. (Gangoly. I, pi. xxix.) Height 47,60 cm. Makara-kundalas.

Dancing with right foot on lotus pedestal. Treasure trove, Nellore Town, 1913.

The girdle bears a couple of bells attached by long strings close together in front of

each leg and on the right side a single additional bell closely attached a little further

back.
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2. BALASUBRAHMANYA. Height 38, 50 cm. Todus. Dancing with right foot on lotus

pedestal. Treasure trove, Erayankudi, Ncgapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919-

The upper border of the kesa-bandha has the form of a projecting semi-circular crest.

The girdle is tied in front of the right leg. On the inner side of this is a bell attached

by a long string and a corresponding bell on the opposite leg.

3- BALASUBRAHMANYA. Height 15, I9'5 cm. Todus. Dancing with right foot on

lotus pedestal. Treasure trove, Vemhavur, Pcrambalur Taluk, Trichinopoly District,

1927.

The girdle is tied on both sides and bears a closely attached bell a little behind the

knot on the left.

4- BALASUBRAHMANYA. Height 29, 35 cm. Todus. Dancing with left leg on lotus

pedestal. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, I924.

The girdle is tied on both sides and is decorated in front with festoons, tassels and

a closely attached row of bells of the spherical type.

5. BALASUBRAHMANYA. Height 24, 33 cm. Patra-kundalas. Dancing with left leg

on lotus pedestal. Treasure trove, Sctlipulam, Tirutluraippundi Taluk, Tanjore District,

1923 .

A waist-band is present immediately below the usual ornamental threads on the trunk.

The girdle is without bows but is decorated with festoons in front, with a long tassel or

bell on the left leg ; but the details are not carefully finished.

6. BALASUBRAHMANYA. Standing. Height 165, 24 cm. Lotus, mango. Kesa-

bandha. Patra-kundalas. No history.

The girdle has a bell of the spherical type attached by a long string in front of both

legs, and a bow on each side.

7- BALASUBRAHMANYA. Standing Height 155, 19 cm. Kesa-bandha. Lotus in

each hand. Todus in ears. No history.

The girdle has a bow on each side and a tassel in front of each leg.

8. BALASUBRAHMANYA. Standing. Height I3‘5, 16 5 cm. Karanda-makuta. Lotus

in right hand, left hanging down. Todus, No history.

A crude image resembling No. 5 in the ornamentation of the body.

SUBRAHMANYA.
1. SUBRAHMANYA. Standing. Height I0‘5, I4'5 cm. Kirita-makuta. Sakti, vajra

;

abhaya, varada. Makara-kundalas. Sacred thread divided in two. No history.

2. SUBRAHMANYA. Standing. Height 30, 37 cm. Kirita-makuta. Sakti, kataka

(for weapon); kataka (for weapon or shield), vajra. Makara-kundalas. Sacred thread

divided in two. No history.

There are sandals on the feet.
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3. SUBRAHMANYA WITH VALLI AND DEVASBNA. Standing. Height of Subrah-

manya 1 1, 13 cm., of devis 9, :o'5 cm., lotus pedestals fitted to stand 3 cm. high.

Subrahmanya.—Kirita-makuta. Sakti, vajra; ahhaya, varada. Makara-kundalas.

Three-stranded sacred thread. Accompanied by peacock with cobra in beak. Devis.

—

Karanda-makuta. Patra-kundalas. Breast-bands present. Valli with right hand hang-

ing down, lotus in left. Devasena with blue water-lily in right hand, left hanging

down. No history.

All three figures have the lowest necklace hanging low between the breasts.

4. SUBRAHMANYA. Seated on peacock. Height of Subrahmanya from seat 8, of

Subrahmanya and peacock 12, of whole image 16 cm. Karanda-makuta. Sakti, vajra;

ahhaya, ahuya-varada. No earrings; left ear broken. Three-stranded sacred thread.

Treasure trove, Mullangudi, Kumbakonam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1917-

SUBRAHMANYA AS PALANI-ANDI.

I. PalaNI-ANDI. Height 10. 14 cm. Three-stranded sacred thread divided in two.

No history.

The rudraksha beads of the necklace are disproportionately large. A chaplet of

similar beads adorns the head. The cars bear makara-kundalas. There is a small crude

female figure on each side of the base of the pedestal.

AIYANAR.

In images in which Aiyanar is shown as riding, he is sometimes detached from his

mount. This is the case in Nos. 7 and 13 of the following list.

1. Aiyanar. Standing. Height 18, 23 cm. Karanda-makuta with spreading hair

below. Ears : makara-kundaU, patra-kundala. Hands : kataka, katflka. Undivided

two-stranded sacred thread. No history.

2. AIYANAR. Standing. Height II, 12 cm. Spreading hair. Todus in ears.

Hands : kataka, kataka. Three threads falling from middle ol lowest necklace in front,

middle one free, others passing one on each side of waist, united as a single thread

behind. Oval base. Treasure trove, Karappidagai, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District,

1920.

Very crude like the rest of this find. There is a curious V-shapcd object attached to

the back of the base and the ankles, possibly representing a pair of horns. We fail to

understand its significance. A similar object is present in worshipper No. 4 from the

same find, suggesting that it has been inserted to add strength to the ankles, though there

is no apparent need for this.

3. Aiyanar. (PI. xxiii, fig 3; also Gangoly, I, pi. xx, and p. 58.) Standing.

Height 8 5 cm. Karanda-makuta with spreading hair below. Patra-kundalas oval, not

similar. Both hands in the kataka pose. Sacred thread divided in two. No history.
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We cannot agree with Gangoly that the somewhat crude form of this image neces-

sarily implies great antiquity.

There is an almost identical, though slightly larger, image in the collection of Mr.

R, F. Stoney with a makara-kundala in the right ear and a patra-kundala, practically

round in 6hape, in the left.

4. AlYANAR. (Gangoly. 2, pi. vi, as Dakshinamurti.) Seated. Height 29, 45 cm.

Spreading hair secured by a band of flowers. Patra-kundalas in both ears. Hands

:

axe, ahuya-varada. Undivided sacred thread of three strands with knot above left breast.

Treasure trove, Tanjore District, 1916.

This image has all the characteristics of an image of Chola type, including the

projecting elbow ornaments.

5. AlYANAR. Seated with left knee raised to support left elbow much as in No. 7-

Height T 5, 9 cm. Hair much as in No. 7. but without any emblems except the crescent.

Both cars bear patra-kundalas. The right hand holds the handle of something, but its

blade is broken
;
the left hand hangs down. Undivided sacred thread. Treasure trove,

Thogur, Tanjore Taluk and District, 1925.

6. AlYANAR. Seated with yoga band round waist and left knee, right foot pressed

against left ankle. Height 14, 19 cm., with prabha about 23 cm. Haircrudely flame-like

with ornament in middle. Earrings not clear. Trident, whip
;
abhaya, dagger. Undivided

sacred thread. Small plain oval pedestal resting on square stand which supports

prabha. Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramnad District, 1928.

One of a find of very crude images (see p. 58).

7. AlYANAR. Seated on elephant with left knee raised to support left arm. Height

of Aiyanar from seat 19 cm., of whole image about 57 cm. Spreading hair with ornament

bearing skull in centre above, a cobra on the right and crescent on the left and two

flowers (? Datura

)

less widely separated below. Patra-kundala in left car only. Hands:

kataka, hanging down Uppermost necklace long, extending over others to hang between

breasts. Undivided sacred thread. Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjore Taluk and District,

1925-

A small attendant sits behind Aiyanar. His hair is tied in a kesa-bandha, and he is

brandishing a short thick stick which he holds in his right hand.

The elephant as usual is caparisoned and carries a lotus in its trunk.

8. AlYANAR. Seated on elephant as in No. 7. Height of Aiyanar from seat 6 cm., of

whole image 20 cm. Smaller and cruder than No. 7, without emblems in hair and with

the right hand holding a short thick stick and the left arm broken from the elbow. No
attendant behind. Otherwise as in No. 7, with which it was found.

9. AlYANAR. Seated on elephant as in No. 7. Height of Aiyanar from seat 4 cm.,

of whole image 9 cm. Smaller and cruder than No. 8, otherwise very like it. Treasure

trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramnad District, I928.
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10. AIYANAR. Seated on elephant with one leg hanging down behind each ear.

Height of Aiyanar from seat 13 cm., of whole image 33 cm. Karanda-makuta with

spreading hair at sides bearing cobra on right and crescent on left. Patra-kundalas with

red stone in centre of each. Hands: kataka, abhaya. All necklaces of short type;

threads on trunk as in Sri Devi. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and

District, 1908-

Except for the differences implied in the above description, for the raised right knee

and backwardly directed left leg of the attendant, and for the less detailed elaboration

of ornament, this image is very like No. 7.

11. AlYANAR. Seated on elephant as in No. 10- Height of Aiyanar from seat 9 cm.,

of whole image 22 cm. Kesa-bandha. Ears: makara-kundala, patra-kundala. Hands:

goad, abhaya. Sacred thread dividing in two. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichino-

poly Taluk and District, 1908.

There is an attendant behind in the same posture as in No. 7-

12. AIYANAR, Seated with yoga band round waist and left knee on elephant below

which is a rectangular pedestal. Height of Aiyanar from seat 5 cm., of whole image

10 cm. Crude karanda-makuta with hair spreading at sides, a large lotus bud behind

each ear, Patra-kundalas. Right hand with crook, left forearm resting on knee with

hand hanging. Sacred thread dividing in three. No history.

13. AIYANAR. Seated on horse. Height of Aiyanar from seat to, of whole image

24 cm. Karanda-makuta with spreading hair at sides bearing crescent on left. Patra-

kundalas. Hands: kataka (for whip), loop (representing reins). Sacred thread dividing

in two. Treasure trove, Ulundangudi, Trichinopoly Taluk and District, 1908.

The horse is capar soned and its saddle greatly elevated in front of and behind the

seat.

14. Aiyanar. (PI. xxiii. fig. 10.) Standing on horse. Height of Aiyanar 4
‘5. 8 cm.

Hair spreading. Makara-kundalas. Right hand with arrow, left with bow. Undivided

sacred thread, Lotus pedestal below horse. Treasure trove, Naikuppam, Tiruppattur

Taluk, Ramnad District, 1928.

A beautifully finished little image, especially remarkable for Aiyanar. The only

good image in a very crude find.

NANDI.

1. Nandi AS a BULL. Height 5.5, 7 cm- Treasure trove, Tennur. Madura Taluk

and District, 1923.

2. Nandi as a man with BULL’S HEAD. Half kneeling. Height 17.5 cm. Jata-

makuta with crescent on right side and something unrecognizable on left: Two pairs of

arms: axe, antelope ; palms of both hands up-turned to bear Siva’s feet. No history.

*7
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DVARAPALAKA.

I. DVARAPALAKA. Height 24, 34 cm. Jata-makuta with linga in front. Makara-

kundala, patra-kundala. Arrow, bow; sword, resting on shield. Sacred thread dividing

into three. Dagger in girdle on right. Garland of skulls hanging from bows of girdle

across front of shins. Treasure trove, Alturti, Rapur Taluk, Nellore District, 1920.

DVARAPALIKA.

X. DVARAPALIKA. Height 22 , 31 cm. Karanda-makuta with linga in front. Patra-

kundalas. Drum, trident; sword, resting on shield. Threads on trunk as in Sri Devi.

No dagger or garland of skulls. Treasure trove, Alturti, Rapur Taluk, Nellore District,

I920.

CHANDIKBSVARA.

1. CHANDIKESVARA. (pi. xix, fig. 2 .) Height 47, 63cm. No earrings. Ardha-arijali,

axe. Treasure trove, Bclur, Attur Taluk, Salem District, 1916.

A very simple image with slightly projecting elbow ornaments which clearly mark
it as an image of Chola type.

2 . CHANDIKESVARA. Height 57, 66 cm. No earrings. Hands in anjali pose.

Treasure trove, Velankanni, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1872.

A particularly beautiful image resembling No. 1 in its slightly projecting elbow
ornaments, though with somewhat heavier necklaces, much more elaborate girdle and

richly ornamented lower cloth, the border of which has much the same wheel pattern as

in Hanuman No. I and Natesa No. I. Below the jata-makuta the hair is spread sideways

in a very unusual manner and tied by a ribbon behind with a single bow, the loop being

above and the two free ends below. The decorative ends of the girdle shown in low

relief on the inner sides of the legs approximate closely in design to the similar but

bolder decoration found in Natesa No. 4. There are distinct traces of projecting

elbow ornaments.

3. CHANDIKESVARA. (PI . xxi, fig. 3.) Height 39, 44 cm. Elaborate kesa-bandha in

place of the commoner jata-makuta. No earrings. Hands in anjali pose, axe resting

against right arm. Treasure trove, Okkur, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919.

This image is clearly allied to the last, but the necklaces depart much more
definitely from the form characteristic of images of Chola type and there is no trace

of projecting elbow ornaments. The headdress is very peculiar, especially its ornamental

ribbon with flower ornament in front and behind and elaborate bows at the sides.

4. CHANDIKESVARA. Height 43, 53 cm. Makara-kundalas. Hands in anjali pose,

groove on upper part of left arm in which axe should evidently fit in same way as in

No. 7. Treasure trove, Nidur, Mayavararn Taluk, Tanjore District, 1931.

Chandikcsvara No. 4 differs from the first three and resembles the rest in having

earring*. The general treatment, including that of the necklaces, suggests that it should
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perhaps be regarded as of Chola type, though there is no trace of projecting elbow

ornaments.

5. CHANDIKESVARA. Height 40 5, 51 c.m. Makara-kundalas. Hands in anjali pose

with rosary of rudraksha beads between them. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1924.

Though the design closely follows that of No. 4, except for the absence of ornamental

ends to the girdle and cloth, it does not appear to belong to the same group, the face

especially being more of the ordinary type.

6 .
CHANDIKESVARA. Height 39, 5 * cm. Makara-kundalas. Hands in anjali pose

with rudraksha rosary between them, axe resting against right shoulder. Treasure

trove, Vadakkuppoyyur, Ncgapatam Taluk, Tanjorc District, 1923.

The design of the necklaces seems to be a further development away from that

characteristic of images of Chola type in the direction already seen in Chandikesvara

No. 2. The treatment of the folds of the cloth recalls that of Kama No. I and Mr. Cotton’s

Chandikesvara (No. 8 below), but is much more formal. A wheel ornament is conspicuous

on each buttock as in Natesa No. I, but there are no other such ornaments to harmonise

with them.

7. CHANDIKESVARA. (Gangoly I, pi. xxix.) Height 5S, 70 cm. Makara-kundalas.

Hands in anjali pose, axe resting against left arm. Treasure trove, Nellorc town, 1913.

An image in the well-executed but rather heavily ornate style characteristic of the

images of this find. The necklaces closely resemble those of No. 2 but arc in much

stronger relief, a distinction that we think cannot be entirely due to the somewhat worn

condition of No. 2.

8. CHANDIKESVARA. (Gangoly 2, pi. xiv-xv, also Rnpam 1921, 2 pi.). Height 47,

59 cm. No axe or earrings, hands in anjali pose. Present pedestal apparently a modern

addition, though quite in keeping with figure. Purchased in Madras by the late Mr.

C. W. E. Cotton, I.C.S., and bequeathed by him to Eton College. We are indebted to his

executors for permission to bring this image to the Museum for comparison with those

in the Museum collection.

This beautiful image, best known as that of “a Saiva Devotee ”, has been

doubtfully identified by Gangoly as probably cither Chandikesvara. Vyaghrapada or

Tirujnana Sambandha. There can, however, be no doubt that Chandikesvara was intend-

ed, and it closely resembles the Chandikesvara images in the Museum collection in

all points indicating its identity. Tirujnana Sambandha has no headdress and his hands

are not shown in the anjali pose. Vyaghrapada is a saint of very minor importance—

not even one of the main 63—associated only with Chidambaram, where he is shown in

a stone sculpture as a bearded rishi with the feet or a tiger carrying a hook and a

garland of flowers 1

. As there is no occasion on which his image is carried in procession it

» Se« Kn*hna Sastri. “ South Indian Gods and Goddess* ", p|>. 81 and 84. fig. J*.

I7-A
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is unlikely that any metal image of him exists. Gangoly's tentative identification of Mr.

Cotton’s image with this saint appears to have been based on Coomaraswami’s earlier

identification of an image from Polonnaruwa as “ Saiva saint—Candesvara, or perhaps,

Vyaghrapa da—offering flowers ” \ and there can be no doubt that Chandikesvara is the

correct identification of that image also. The youthful appearance of these images is

quite in keeping with this identification, for it was as a youth that Chandikesvara took

charge of the cattle of his village in order to get milk for bathing the linga towards

which his devotions were directed; and it was then that, with the axe that has become

his chief emblem, he cut off the legs of his father for his impiety in kicking this linga in

anger at what seemed to him a waste of milk. A flower garland between the hands

is one of the recognized emblems of Chandikesvara images; but, even if it were not,

its introduction could readily be explained, for the anjali mudra is traditionally defined

as a posture of the hands suitable “for holding a bunch of flowers so carefully that the

bees hovering over them are not disturbed The anklets to which attention is drawn by

Gangoly as present in Mr. Cotton’s image, but absent in the one from Polonnaruwa, are

padasaras. They are present in all the Madras Museum images of Chandikesvara except

No. I, in which they are replaced by nupuras or true anklets. Neither can be regarded

as an indication of youth.

Chandikesvara was popular even in Pallava times, being indeed the only Saivitc

saint of whom sculptures from that period are known. In these sculptures he is shown in

the presence of Siva with hands in the anjali pose, without either axe or flowers. He has

had his own shrine in every complete Saivitc temple at least from Chola times. So it is

natural that his images should be commoner than those of other Saivite saints. Accord-

ing to Gopinatha Kao he was particularly popular in Ceylon where he was worshipped

under several different forms*. The inscription on the base of the Polonnaruwa image 3

is so largely undecipherable that it is impossible to tell whether it relates to the subject

of the image or to its donor. In the latter case the fragment “ -pati " may indicate that

he was of high rank or may be a part of his name. In the former case it may refer to

Chandikesvara as the leader of the Bhuta-ganas*.

The treatment of this image, especially its face, places it among those of Chola type

;

and this position is to some extent confirmed, as in the case of worshipper No. I (? Chola

king) by the treatment of the loin-cloth, which closely resembles that seen in Rama No. I

and Parvati No. I. As in Chandikesvara No. 2 the hair is fastened behind with a ribbon

in a single bow, but the loop is on the left with the two ends on the right. In Chandikeg-

vara No. 3 this bow is greatly elaborated. It is not present in any of the other images,

and it is perhaps therefore noteworthy that all of these seem to be more or less

definitely of Chola type, though they all lack the distinctive elbow ornaments which

1 M*m. Cettmh Mm. A. 1. p. id, pi. Is, fig. iS.

* "EleiMn’s of Hindu Iconognphy ”, p. 467-
* Wickremndng he, Zt}l,a»ua vi. p. 74.
4 Compart Ccpirntki Kac, “Element! of Hindu Iconography ”, p. 463,
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among the Chandikesvara images are found only in No. I, an image which lacks the

bow?.

The special artistic merits of this image have been discussed by Ganguly (Ioc. at.).

KANNAPPA NAYANAR.

Concerning these two images sec also above, pp. 58-59.

I. KANNAPPA NaYANAK. (Pi. xix, fig. 3; also Gangoly 2, pi. xvi, as ? Appar-

Swami.) Height 41, 50 cm. Hair tied in a kesa-bandha and decorated with peacock's

feathers. Patra-kundalas. Single long necklace. Large dagger hanging from belt on

right. Short apron (? of hide) open behind revealing a closely wrapped cloth below.

Treasure trove, Tiruvclangadu, Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907.

The treatment of the loin-cloth with its close series of wrinkles is identical with that

found in Parvati No. 1 and the image described below as probably representing a Chola

king (worshipper No. l). The treatment of the face also suggests a possible affinity

with the Chola type of image. But the relief is very bold, the dagger with its large hilt

being, indeed, shown practically in the round, and the necklace is long.

3. KANNAPPA NAYANAR. (PI. xix, fig. 4; also Gopinatha Rao II, pi. cxxxiv.)

Height 65, 78 cm. Hair tied in a kesa-bandha with a band over it in the middle and a

wheel ornament on either side in front. No earrings. All necklaces short and uniform^

lowest one with circular pendant. Quiver full of arrows on left shoulder, attached to

band passing round left side of waist, {j., very like sacred thread but crossing body in

opposite direction ;
bow hanging from left shoulder ; dagger in belt on pleated kilt in

front of right leg. Cloth showing below kilt and reaching nearly to knees. Same find

as No. I.

MANIKKAVACHAKAR.

1. MANIKKAVACHAKAR. Height 32, 42 cm. Hair close to head except for very small

knot towards front. No necklace. Short cloth round loins. Treasure trove, Kurichi,

Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjore District, 1926.

There is a rudraksha rosary on the right forearm.

2. MANIKKAVACHAKAR. Height 36, 47 cm. Hair somewhat as in Nos. 3 and 4.

Otherwise as in No. T. Treasure trove, Vadakkuppoyyur, Ncgapatam Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1923.

3. MANIKKAVACHAKAR. Height 39, 52 cm. Broad circular kesa-bandha at back of

head, flattened behind. Two necklaces of rudraksha beads and a waist-band present,

the lower necklace hanging low between the breasts. Cloth between legs, not round

them; supported by band tied on left side. Treasure trove, Kilappudanur, Nannilam

Taluk, Tanjore District, 1919.

There is a bracelet on each wrist and a band immediately above each elbow with a

small pendant tag on the outer side. The rosary is twisted round the right arm just above
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tins, with a knot on the outer side to reduce its diameter to that of the arm and thus hold

it tight.

4. ManikKAVaCHAKAR. Height 45, 59 cm. Broad, circular kesa-bandha at back of

head, flattened behind. Two necklaces but no waist-band, the lower necklace only being

of naira ksha beads and hanging low between the breasts. Cloth between legs, not

round them, string tied in front of right leg. Treasure trove, Settipulam, Tirutturaippundi

Taluk, Tanjore District, 1923.

The details are shown with peculiar delicacy. The usual broad sacred thread is

accompanied by another single and more undulating strand. Arms as in No. 3 but with-

out rosary. The band supporting the cloth is accompanied by a thread tied in front of

the left leg.

APPAR.

I. APPAR. Height 48, 57 cm. Hair close to head. Hands in anjali pose, spud

leaning against right shoulder. Upper necklace and wristlets each a simple band with

large clasp
;
lower necklace hanging between breasts, composed of rudraksha beads as

arc also the chaplet on the head and a string round the upper part of each arm. Short

cloth round loins. Treasure trove, Vembavur, Perambalur Taluk, Trichinopoly District,

1927.

TIRUJN AN'A SANCHANDHA.

In the first four images he is represented as a child with two slender girdles. In the

fifth he is represented as a man with a short cloth round his loins.

1. TlKUJNANA SAMBANDHA. Height 36, 51 cm. Hair with knot on top of head.

Right hand with forefinger pointing upwards, left with cup. Two short necklaces, the

upper one very slender, the lower one broad and supporting, back and front, the two ends

of each of a pair of threads, one passing round each side of the body, with a central

tassel between them ;
two slender girdles, the lower one fringed with bells of the spherical

type, tied in a small looped knot on either side, one end each of which knots bears a

larger hell of the same type, as does also a similar tassel in front of each leg; otherwise

naked except for armlets, etc. Treasure trove, Vadakkuppoyyur, Ncgapatam Taluk,

Tanjore District, 1923*

2. TlKUJNANA SAMBANDHA. Height 5, 6 cm. A miniature edition of No. I but

without the trunk threads, girdle bows and other such details. Treasure trove, Tanjore

District, 1916.

3. TlRUJNANA SAMBANDHA. Height 36, 52 cm., with prabha 06 cm. Hair with knot

extending from front right down back of head. Right hand vismaya, left with cup.

Single necklace somewhat elaborately curved and decorated in front with same type of

pendant as in No. 4- Girdles both without bells, with combined knot on left leg; lower

one with two tassels a little further forwards on right leg. Treasure trove, Muhandanur,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1930.
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4. TiRUJNANA Sambandha. Height 42, 56 cm. Hair and hands much as in No. 3.

Two round necklaces, the lower one with pendant. Lower girdle with fringe of bells ;

ends hanging in front of right leg. Treasure trove, Kurichi, Mayavaram Taluk, Tanjore

District, 1926.

5. TiRUJNANA SAMBANDHA. Height 39, 54 cm. Hair shown almost like a cap,

with tuft hanging down behind. Rings hanging from lobes of cars. Cymbals in hands.

Single plain necklace and sacred thread present Short cloth round loins, supported by

hroad plain girdle. No history.

SUNDARAMURTI.

I. SUNDARAMURTI. Seated, pedestal missing. Vertical height from seat about

32 cm.; total height of image from headdress to toes about 53 cm. Hair tied in an

ornamented kesa-bandha. Rings hanging from lobes of ears. Right hand raised to

mark the pitch of his song, left beating time. Three necklaces, the innermost of rud-

raksha beads hanging low between breasts, crossing over the middle one and under the

outermost, both of which have large central ornaments. Three-stranded undivided sacred

thread. Girdle with two broad alternating with three narrower bands, the upper broad

band decorated with alternate wheels and diamonds. Treasure trove, Tiruvelangadu,

Tiruttani Taluk, Chittoor District, 1907.

SULA.

1. SULA. Height 31, 43 cm. Outer branches arising from makara heads, and with

lotus design embossed about half way up. Central branch with a somewhat different

lotus design above and below, latter with small semicircular projection on either side,

about halfway up a somewhat larger pair of semicircular projections. Plain behind.

Treasure trove, Senniyanvidudi, Pattukkottai Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.

2. SULA. Height 35, 45 cm. Outer branches arising from foliage. Central branch

with two angular projections on each side, one pair a little above middle with an embossed

lotus design between them and one pair a little above base behind figure of Siva leaning

against bull and holding axe and antelope Plain behind. Treasure trove. Sikkil,

Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1909.

SULAPIDARI.

I. SULAPIDARI. (Gangoly I, pi. Ixxxii.) Height 30, 47 cm. Outer branches with

engraved foliage design. Pidari standing in front of central branch with fiamc-like hair,

human earring in right ear, patra-kundala in left, upper hands with trident and noose

respectively, lower right broken, lower left varada (thumb broken). Plain behind.

Treasure trove, Sayanapuram, Kumbakonam Taluk, Tanjore District, jqio.
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VEL.

I. Vel. Total length 39 cm. A crude figure of Palani-Andi stands in front of the

blade, The back of the blade bears two engraved stars (the upper one very faint) each

consisting of two interlocked equilateral triangles. No history.

IMAGES NOT SPECIALLY ASSOOATED WITH BRAHMA,
VISHNU OR SIVA.

SURYA.

1. SURYA. Standing. Height 50, 56 cm. Karanda-makuta with halo behind this

and head. Makara-kundalas. One pair of hands with lotus in each. Necklaces, drap-

eries, etc., much as in images of Chola type. Sacredthrcad undivided. Treasure trove,

Harischandrapuram, Kumbakonam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1926.

The folds of the short doth are treated much as in the image of Kannappa Nayanar

No. I and others mentioned in connection with it.

2 . SURYA. Standing. Height 10 5, II 5 cm. This image differs from the last

chiefly in having two pairs of hands, the upper ones each holding a lotus flower, the

lower in the abhaya and varada poses respectively. The cars bear patra-kundalas. The
sacred thread is divided into two. The treatment is more formal than in No. I. No
history.

3. SURYA IN CAR WITH ATTENDANTS. (Gopinatha Rao 1 , pi. Ixxxviii.) Height

of Surya from seat about 6 cm., of whole image 15 5 cm. The halo forms a circular

prabha behind Surya surmounted by the head of a yali with a triple umbrella behind it,

a discus on its right and a conch on its left. Surya wears a kirita-makuta. Makara-

kundalas with rings in addition hang from the lobes of his cars. There are two necklaces,

of which the shorter has a large central ornament, and the lunger hangs low with a smaller

ornament. The thrcc-stranded sacred thread is undivided. On either side of Surya stand,

on lotus-shaped pedestals arising from the supports of the chariot wheel, a pair of female

attendants, possibly his two wives, in similar attire but with patra-kundalas in the form

of lotus flowers in their ears. The one on his right, who is without any breast-band, bears

a standard from which hangs a row of bells; the one on his left, who wears a breast-

band, bears a fly-whisk. Below Surya is seated Arana, his charioteer, driving the seven

horses. A yali supports each end of the axle of the large single wheel, the axle being

fixed and the wheel free to rotate. No history.

The presence of the discus and conch is curious and brings in a suggestion of the

combined form S&ryandrdyaHd, the sun as a manifestation of Vishnu.

4. ? Surya. Height 4, 9 cm- This little figure standing in front of a disc has

only one pair of arms, so can hardly be Sudarsana. But the emblems held in

the hands, though mounted on long stalks like lotuses, have the form of Vishnu's discus

and conch. Possibly the Suryanarayana association may afford the explanation of this
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image also, though Suryanarayana images are not supposed to be made and if made

should be seated with Vishnu’s emblem in the upper of two pairs of hands. No history.

MANMATHA.

Manmatha may easily be confused with (1) Krishna, the posture being much the same
in both with the left elbow projecting to rest in the former on the sugar cane bow and in

the latter on Rukmini’s shoulder
;
or (2) Rama, holding the bow. He can be distinguished

from both by his patra-kundalas and by his left hand being held at a higher level to

enable him to enjoy the scent of his five-flowered arrow. He has one consort, Rati, who
differs from Rukmini in having no breast-band and in sometimes holding a mirror instead

of a lotus.

I. MANMATHA with Rati. Height of Manmatha 43, 52 cm., of Rati 36 cm Rati’s

pedestal missing. Manmatha with hair secured in kesa-bandha by band of flowers;

a series of necklaces, all of short type; sacred thread divided into three portions
; right hand

in kataka pose (for arrow), left as if resting on bow. Rati with circular kesa-bandha*

flattened behind and secured by six bands crossing in middle where they bear a large

flower ornament ; threads ]>assing round either side of trunk as in Sri Devi, but uniting

separately with necklace behind; right hand in kataka pose (for lotus or mirror), left

hanging down. Treasure trove, Panangattangudi, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1924.

RATI.

(See also under Manmatha.)

I. RATI. Height II, 13 5 cm. Smaller and cruder than the figure of Rati in the

preceding set, otherwise not unlike it except that a minor is held in the right band.

Treasure trove, Thogur, Tanjore Taluk and District, 1925.

UNIDENTIFIED DEITIES.

1. UNIDENTIFIED. Standing goddess. Height 52, 62 cm. Karanda-makuta. No
eanings. Single necklace with central ornament set off by plain piece on cither side of it.

Sacred thread with small knot in front of left shoulder. Body inclined to left, right hand
in kataka pose, left resting on head of woman carrying casket, whose head only reaches

to about half way between goddess’s knees and hips. Treasure trove, Sirugamani,

Trichmopoly Taluk and District, 1915.

A particularly beautiful image.

2. UNIDENTIFIED. Standing goddess. Height 25, 34 cm. Kirita-makuta. Patra-

kundalas. Single short necklace with round central pendant, and a second which hangs
between the breasts, below which it extends round the body across the back; a flower

immediately below it in front. Body inclined to right, right hand holding bud of lotus or

water-lily, left holding a bow, broken below. Treasure trove, Pottempalem, Nellore Taluk
and District, 1930.

18
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If another pair of hands had been present this rather crude image would have

represented Rajarajesvari.

3. UNIDENTIFIED. Height 12. 13 cm. Figure with bust of man in kirita-makuta playing

on a tamburu, the body and legs of a horse and the tail of a cow, acting as vahana for a

seated image in jata-makuta with right hand in abhaya and left in varada pose. No

history.

ATTENDANTS.

r. MALE ATTENDANT. Height 9. 11 cm. Both hands appear to have held movable

fly-whisks, but that of the left hand is missing. No history.

SRMI-DIVINE HEROES.

I. ARJUNA. Height It's cm. The right hand is raised and the left lowered, which

is in keeping with various well known episodes in his life when he is said to have shot his

arrows downwards. Treasure trove, Polagam, Nannilam Taluk, Tanjorc District. 1920.

RISHIS.

I, RiSHT. Height 6, 9 cm. The hair is fastened on top of the head in the form of a

snake with up-raised head and with one coil of the body on either side below. A book is

held under the left arm, the hand of which is in the varada pose. The right hand is in

the upadesa pose. No history.

WORSHIPPERS, Etc.

1. KING. (Aravamuthan’s " Portrait Sculpture in South India ”, fig. 19.) Height 52, 64

cm. Kirita-makuta (indicating kingly rank). No earrings. Hands in anjali pose with

rosary between them. Simple necklaces with pendant fringe. Undivided three-stranded

sacred thread. Very short and closely wrinkled loin-cloth treated as in Parvati No. 1,

Chandikesvara No. 8, etc. A wristlet on each arm, and an anklet on the left leg only.

Treasure trove, Kandarakottai, C.uddalorc Taluk, South Arcot District, 1927.

Presumably the Chola King Madhurantaka, who is said by local tradition to have

built the temple where it was found (see above, p. 49).

2. WORSHIPPER. (PI. xxiii, fig. 4.) Height 13, 16 cm. Kcsa-bandha much as in

Sundaramurti No. I but undecorated. No earrings. Hands in anjali pose. No neck-

laces or sacred thread. Cloth crudely designed, reaching to ankle*. Treasure trove,

Vadakkuppoyyur, Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1923.

3 and 4. Worshippers. (Pi. xxiii, fig. 8.) Heights 9'5, 105 cm., and 8 5, 9 5 cm.
respectively. Crude figures like the rest of the find to which they belong. Both wear
karanda-makuta and hold their hands in the anjali pose- Treasure trove, Karappidagai,

Negapatam Taluk, Tanjore District, 1920.
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In No. 4, there is a curious object on the back of the pedestal and ankles, something

like a pair of horns. A similar but shorter and more widely V-shaped object is found in

Aiyanar No. 2 of the same find (sec above p. 127).

5. Standing male and female figures combined back to back. Height

45 cm. Kesa-bandha leaning towards right side of male head, left of female. No earrings,

necklaces or sacred thread. Male right arm with raised sword (end broken) combined

with female left hanging at side; male left arm with hand in ahuya-varada pose,

combined with female right holding water-lily. Girdle in three decorated strips ; cloth

short on both sides. Treasure trove, Sokkanathanputtur, Srivilliputtur Taluk. Ramnad
District, 191 S-

It has been suggested that this figure probably represents a raja who was killed in

battle inseparably combined with his wife after she committed sati.

GRAMA DBVATAS (VILLAGE DEITIES), Etc.

The grama devata cult centres round Aiyanar, the son of Vishnu in female form

(Mohini) and Siva. As he also finds a place in the orthodox Hindu pantheon, especially in

Malabar where he is generally known as Sdstd or Hariluirapulra, his images have already

been dealt with above (pp. 127 -129) though several of them doubtless belonged to grama

devata shrines, and Nos. 2 and 14 arc from the same finds as the images now to be con-

sidered. Other orthodox deities such as, for instance, Mari Amman, the goddess of small-

pox, usually represented by a vessel containing water, margosa leaves, tender cocoanut,

etc., and often wrongly regarded as a form of Kali, are also worshipped in connexion with

grama devata shrines, and Vishnu No. 12, Yasodakrishna Nos. 2, 3 and 4, Satyabhama

Nos. 8 and 9, Durga Nos. 4 and 5, and Kali No. 4 were all found with and closely resemble

grama devata images. In Yasodakrishna No. 2 the child's kondai seems sufficient

indication of his identity, but Yasodakrishna Nos. 3 and 4 may perhaps only be votive

offerings made by women who h3d been blessed with children.

All the following images are from two treasure trove finds, one made at Naikuppam,

Tiruppattur Taluk, Ramnad District, in 1928, and the other at Karappidagai, Negapatam

Taluk, Tanjore District, in 1920.

1. MaduRAI-VIKAN. (PI. xxiii, fig. 13.) Height 10*5, 11*5 cm. Conical cap hanging

over on right side. Treasure trove, Naikuppam find.

A similar headdress is found in some of the Nayak statues in the Pudu-Mandapam at

Madura. According to tradition Madurai-Viran was a general under the Nayaks of

Madura and a valiant defender of the cult of Aiyanar.

2. KARUPPANNASWAMl. (PI. xxiii, fig. 14.) Height 23 cm. Hair secured on top of

head by a band. Rill-hook in right band ;
left hand resting on stick. Naikuppam find.

3 and 4. KARUPPANNASWAMl. Height of No. 3. 20 cm.; No. 24 same size but feet

broken and missing. Hair in rounded knot on left side of head. Rill-hook in right hand ;

left hand resting on hip. Naikuppam find.

i8-a
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No. 3 wears a sacred thread, but it crosses the body in the wrong direction.

5. KARUPPANNASWAMI. Height 14, 15 cm. Hair tied on top of head with band, the

two ends of which stand up as a decoration behind. Right hand with sword, left with

blade of bill-hook. Naikkuppam find.

6. KULLA-KARUPPAN. Height 13, 15 cm. Band securing hair with short ends

hanging downwards behind; an upwardly projecting ornament in middle line where

hair and forehead meet. Right hand in kataka pose (for bill-hook), left on hip.

Naikuppam find.

7. ChaPPANJ-KARUPPAN. (PI. xxiii, fig. 15.) Height 12, 13 cm. Short erect conical

cap with knot at top. Staff in right hand, water vessel with spout in left. Naikuppam
find.

Sacred thread present but incorrectly worn as in No. 3.

8. SANGILI-KARUPPAN. (PI. xxiii, fig. 12.) Height 17 cm. Hair in tall decorated

knot on top of head. Right hand holding end of chain which rests on right shoulder,

left holding vessel without spout. Naikuppam find.

9. ? PUJARl. Height 8,9 cm. Right hand holding a rattle such as is used l>y

grama devata pujaris, left holding something that has broken. Karappidagai find.

10 and 11. Male figures. (PI. xxiii. fig. I.) Height 10, II and 6'5, 7 cm., respectively.

Ilair in kesa-handha. Lotus bud in right hand, left hand hanging at side. Karappidagai

find.

12— 16. FEMALE FIGURES. (PI. xxiii, figs. 2 and 7.) Heights 13, 14 cm., 10, II cm., 9,

10 cm., 9. 10 cm., and 7, 8 cm, respectively. No. 16 with karanda-makuta, rest with

kesa-bandha, Lotus bud in right hand, left hanging at side. Karappidagai find.
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PLATE L

1. Vishnu No. I (65, 83 cm.) with consorts— Peruntottam, Tanjorc District.

2. The same from behind.
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PLATE II.

1. Vishnu No. 2 (25 cm.)—No history.

2 . Vishnu No. 3 (8'5, 15 cm.)—No history.

3. Varadaraja No. 6 (14. 18 cm.)—No history.

4. Varadaraja No. 7(26* 33 cm.)—No history.
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PLATE 111.

1. Srinivasa No. I {39. 44 cm.), with consorts Sirupnnayur, Tanjore District.

2 Srinivasa No. 2 (63. 81 cm.), with consorts—Vailakkuppanaiyur, Tanjore District.



SRINIVASA WITH CONSORTS.



PLATE IV.

1 * Srinivasa No. 4 (61, 76 cm.), with consorts—SrinivasanalJur, Trichino|)oly District.

2 . Kama No. 1(103, 112 cm.), with Sita and Lakshmana from behind—Vadakkup-
panaiyur, Tanjorc District.
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PLATE V.

1. Narasimha No. 5 (Yoganarasimha ; 40, 65 cm.)—Manjakkudi.Tanjore District.

2. The same from behind.





PLATE VI.

1. Narasimha No. 2 (28. 40 cm.)—No history.

2. Hanuman No. I (50, 58 cm.)—Vadakkuppanaiyur, Tanjorc District.

3. Hanuman No. 4 (35> 46 cm.)—No history.





PLATE VII.

Rama No. I (103, 112 cm.), with Sita and Lakshmana—Vadakkuppanaiyur, Tanjore

District
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PLATE VIA.

1. Rama No. 2 {58, 72 cm.)—Vellore. North Arcot District.

2. Veougopala No. II (16 cm.), with Satyabhama from behind—Chimakurti, Guntur
District.

3. Garuda No. 4 (6*5, 10 cm.)—Same find as the last.

4- Garuda No. 3 (8 5. 10 5 cm.)—Same find.
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PLATE IX.

1. Vishnu No. II {17. 24 cm.)—Chimakurti, Guntur District.
2. Narasimha No. 3 (7-5, 9 5 cm.)—Same find.

3. Kaliyakrishna No. 3 (io’5, 15, 19 cm.)—Same find.
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PLATE X
1. Vcnuiropala No. 10 (18*5. 22'5 cm.), with coDsorts-Chimakurti, Guntur District.
2. Same from lehind (Satyabhama omitted).
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PLATE XL

1. Vcnugopala No. II (l6cm.), with consorts—ChimaWurti, Guntur District.

2. Vcnugopala No. 9, with consorts, attendants and alvars (total height with stand

18 cm.). Same find.

Top row of alvars (below Garuda) probably

—

Poygai, Bhutam, Peyalvar and Tirumalisai Alvar.

Second row of alvars probably

—

Tirumangai. Kulasekhara. Periyalvar, Tiruppana, Nammalvar and Tondar-

adippodi Alvar-
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PLATE XII.

I & 2. Chandrasekhara No. I, with inscribed pedestal (from photographs kindly sent

from the Musle Guimet in Paris)—No history.

3. Inscribed Avalokitesvara from Negapatam (19*5, 23 5 cm.).





PLATE XIH.

>• Inscription or pedestal of Chandrasekhara No. I (from photograph kindly sent
from the Musle Guimet in Paris).

2. Vishnu No. 10 (60, 77 cm.)—Kotnal. Tanjore District.

3- Chandrasekhara No. 8(23 5> 28 cm.)—Vadakkuppoyyur, Tanjore District.

4. Chandrasekhara No. 3 (23. 30, with prabha 38 cm.) -Okkur, Tanjore District.

5. Vishapaharana No. 2 (17*5» 21, with prabha 25'5 cm.)—Settipulam, Tanjore District.
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PLATE XIV.

1. Kali No. 6 (29. 44 cm.)—Senniyanvidudi, Tanjore District.

2 . Umasahita Na l (35, 43 cm.)—Settipulam. Tanjore District.





PLATE XV.

1. Somaskanda No. 4 (19, 28 cm.)-Tiru vela ngadu, Chittoor District.

2. Somaskanda No. 3 (37, 56 cm.>—South Arcot District.



SOMASKANDA



PLATE XVI.

1. N'ate&a No. l (64 cm.)—Punganur, Tanjore District.

2. Natesa No. 2 (67 cm.)—Belur, Salem District.



NATESA



PLATE XVIL

1. Xatcsa No. 3 (84 cm.)—Velankanni, Tanjore District.

2. Xate&a No. 7 (86 cm.)—Kankoduttavanitham, Tanjore District.
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PLATE XVIII.

1. Natesa No. 4 (38 cm.)—Tiruvelangadu, Chittoor District.

2. Natesa No. 5 (97 cm.)—Same find.





PLATE XIX.

1. Dakshinamurti No.4<Vinadhara Dakshinamurli
; 67. 89 cm.}—Bclur, Salem District.

2. Chandikesvara No. I (47. 63 cm.)—Belur, Salem District.

3. Kannappa Nayanar No. I (41, 50 cm.)—Tiruvelangadu, Chittoor District.

4. Kannappa Nayanar No. 2 (65. 78 cm.)—Same find as the last.
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PLATE XX.

1. Chandrasekhara No. 5 ($0, 65 cm.)—Tiruvelangadu, Chitioor District.

2. Ardhanarisvara No. I (41 cm.)—Same find.

3. Bhairava No. 4 (Svarnakarshana Bhairava; 49 cm.)—Same find.
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PLATE XXI.

1. Parvati No. i (51, 64 cm.)—Okkur, Tanjore District.

2. Natcsa No. 9 {47 cm.)—Same find.

3. Chandikcsvara No. 3 (39, 44 era.)—Same find.
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PLATE XXII.

1. Ganesa No. 1 (39. 52 cm.)-Vclankanni, Tanjorc District.

2. Ganesa No. 2 (28, 36 5 cm.>—Settipulam, Tanjore District.

3. Ganesa No, 3 U7. 34'S cm.)—TiruveliUlgadu. Chittoor District.
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PLATE XXUI.

1. Grama dcvata No. 10 (to, II cm.)—Karappidagai. Tanjore District.

2. Grama dcvata No. 13 (to, II cm.)—Same find.

3. Aiyanar No. 3 (8*5 cm.)—No history.

4. Worshipper No. 2 (13, I6cm.>—Vadakkuppoyyur. Tanjore District.

5. Chandrasekhara No. 7 (II, I3’5. with prabha 17 cm.)—Karappidagai, Tanjore

District.

6. Kali No 4 (14, 16 cm.)—Same find.

7. Grama dcvata No. 14 <9, 10 cm.)—Same find.

8. Worshipper No. 4 (S‘5, 9'5 cm.)—Same find.

9. Vishnu No. 12 (22 cm.)—Naikuppam, Ramnad District.

10. Aiyanar No. 14 <4‘5, 8 cm.)—Same find.

11. Durga No. 5 (22'5 cm.>—Same find.

12. Grama dcvata No. 8 (Sangili-Karuppan ; 17 cm.)—Same find.

13. Grama devata No. 1 (Madurai-Viran ; I0‘5, II‘5 cm.)—Same find.

14. Grama devata No. 2 (Karuppannaswami ; 23 cm.}—Same find.

15. Grama dcvata No. 7 (Chappani-Karuppan ; 12,13 cm.)—Same find.

16. Yasoda-Krishna No. 2 (20 cm.)—Same find.
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